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FOREWARD 

The Seminar on "Current Use and Immediate Potential of Remote Terminals 
in Extension Programs" was sponsored by the Computerized Management Network to 
exchange ideas, opinions, and experiences relating to extension use of 
satellite terminals with computers. The papers contained herein are arranged 
in the order of presentation. No editing was attempted. 

Mr. Routhe's observations are omitted due to the nature of his 
assignment. Dr. Martin's opening address was recorded and a copy of his talk 
will be distributed later. 

This publication may prove to be a worthwhile reference to much of the 
work underway in extension relating to the use of computer technology. Since 
every effort underway in the nation could not be included, omissions of 
worthwhile importance were inevitable. 

The reader is requested to correspond directly with the involved 
person for elaboration on specific papers of interest. By doing so, the 
reader may avoid having to re-invent the wheel. However, even the awareness 
that the wheel is being re-invented may prove beneficial. 

Harold W. Walker, Director 
Computerized Management Network 
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CURRENT USE AND IMMEDIATE POTENTIAL OF 
REMJTE TERMINALS IN EXTENSION PROGRAMS 
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1:30 Chairman 

1:45 Remote Terminals - A Means of 
Making Computer Programs 
Operational 

2:45 Break 

3:00 Using Remote Terminals to 
Increase Competence and Produc-
tivity of Extension Agents 

Remote Systems - "The NUTS and 
BOLTS" 

What I Think 

Adjourn 

Mr. Harold W. Walker, Director 
Computerized Management Network 
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Sciences, V. P.I. & S. U. 
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Mr. E. Thomas Northam, Systems 
Development and Programming, 
Computerized Managem nt Network 

Mr. C. L. Huffman, West Central 
District Farm Management Coordinatcr 
Fincastl~, Virginia 
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"Artificial Breeding Got More 
from the Bull--Can the Specialists 
Get as Much from the Computer." Dr. George Gorsline, Head, 
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V.P . I . & S. U., and former Pennsylvania 
County Agent 
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10:00 Break 
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1:30 Chairman 

1:45 Extension, Time-Share 
Computing, Minnesota Today 
and Towor row 

2;15 Putting Management into 
Machinery Use 

2 : 45 Break 

Dr . J. E. Faris, He ad 
De pt. ot Agricultural Econ~mics 
V. Po L & S.U. 

Dr . Earl Fulle r anJ Or o Paul 
Hashargen , Uni~~rsity of Minn~ sota 

Mr. Donal J Daum 1 P~nn Statf 
Unf\.~e-rsi ty 
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3:05 Using Operational Programs Without 
Incurring Developmental Costs 

3:35 Another Viewpoint 

4:05 My Reactions 

4:35 General Discussion 

Dr . Duane Erickson 
University of Illinois 

Mr . Chuck Bigalow 
University of Vermont 

Dr. Bi 11 Miller 
University of Georgia 

7:00 Dinner - THAT STEAK PLACE - Private Dining Room 

Applied Computer Technology Can 
Reduce Management Problems Dr. Lou Rade r, University of 

Virginia 

- - - December 9, 1971 - - -

8:30 Convene 

Chairman 

8:45 Opportunities and Challenges of 
Establishing a User Oriented 
System 

10 : 00 Break 

10: 20 Discuss i on 

11:00 My Observations and Reactions -
A Summary of the Seminar 

Dr . M. F. Ellmore, Director 
Agricultural and Natural Resourc es, 
Extension Div ision, V. P. I . & S. U. 

Dr. Ted Nelson 
Oklahoma State Unive rsity 
Dr. John Schmidt 
University of Wisconsin 

Mr. Harlan Routhe 
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Agriculture, Marketing, and Related 
Industries 

12:15 Lunch - Special Luncheon Area - C. E. C. Dining Room 

Chairman 

The Opportunities and Challenges 
to Use Remote Terminals Effectively 
in Extension 

Dr . W. E. Skelton, Dean 
Extension Division, V. P.I . & S.U . 

Mr . Ed Kirby 
Administrator, Extension Service , 
U.S . D.A. 
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USING REM:>TE TERMINALS TO INCREASE 
COMPETENCE AND PRODUCTIVITY O~ 

EXTENSION AGENTS 

Harold W. Walker* 

The project director sponsoring a conference has the distinct advantage 
of appearing on the program at a time of his choosing. Thus, he can present 
opinions, experiences, and biases at the very beginning of the conference 
with no fear of intentionally stepping on toes. He cannot contradict anyone 
or take exception to what has been said earlier in the program, especially 
if his Dean preceded him. And he is not aware of what anyone else plans to 
present later. So he can take advantage of the situation and present his 
paper first. 

The Computerized Management Network will be presented in three parts: 
I will present an overview along with some of the concepts we are implemen-
ting; Mr. Northam will discuss some of the technical aspects of the Network; 
and Mr. Huffman will discuss how close we have come to providing a computerized 
support system that works and is practical to use. 

Keep in mind that we are working with slow-speed printing terminals and 
have no experience with other types. We think many of the other types of 
terminals have applications but we had to concentrate on one type only due to 
budget limitations. 

SITUATION 

County extension personnel continue to be asked highly technical ques-
tions by both farm and non-farm clientele. The clientele is expanding as 
extension reaches out to cover more segments of the Agri-Business complex. 
Even the conunercial farm sector is becorrting more sophisticated and more 
demanding with the rapidly changing structure of American agriculture. 

As farm size, capital investment, and operating capital requirements 
increase, rnanagement becomes more complicated. The problems of balancing 
factors of production in a dynamic economy are coupled with supply and 
marketing problems. The increasing purchased to non-purchased input ratio 
continually reduces the margin for error and re-emphasizes management pro-
ficiency. Economic principles must be applied to management if financial 
success is to be achieved. 

The smaller less-educated "family" farmer is facing an even more acute 
management situation than his larger competitor. The shaky equity position 
and limited net worth of many in this group requires rather precise decision-
making ability. Unfortunately, this is the group most likely to be lacking 
in such skills. Consequently, if any significant portion of this low-income, 
limited resource group of farmers is to survive increasing competition, some 
type of decision-making assistance must be provided. Yet, experience has 

*Director, Computerized Management Network 

Presented at seminar on "Current Use and Inunediate Potential of Remote 
Terminals in Extension Programs", V.P.I. & S.U., Blacksburg, Virginia, 
December 7, 1971. 
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shown that this group needs almost a one-to-one type of assistance which may 
or may not be of an educational nature. 

With an increasing volume of demands coupled with the changing nature 
of these demands, the extension agent finds himself in the proverbial "tiger 
by the tail" situation. Obviously, each agent can never hope to become pro-
ficient in all areas of concern to his clientele. Neither can we expect 
legislators to appropriate enough money to provide the number of people re-
quired to adequately service the expanding clientele on the same basis we have 
been using. The tiger may be gaining. 

SPECIALIST'S RESPONSIBILITIES 

We specialists at the state level have the responsibility to support the 
field staff. I view this responsibility to include the development of new 
techniques as well as to create subject matter materials and to provide general 
subject-matter support. The Computerized Management Network provides a new 
technique which can support a variety of subject-matter programs. 

Maybe we can't get rid of the tiger but, by using computer capabilities, 
we may be able to pull some of its teeth. 

CAN COMPUTERS HELP 

Modern computers should have a large potential application in providing 
support to extension programs. A properly designed support system should eli-
minate the need for users to know anything about computers or computer pro-
gramming. Properly designed programs plus a simple information retrieval 
system should enhance program implementation. The computer should perform 
necessary mathematical calculations for forward planning, feed formulation, all 
types of financial analyses, tax management calculations and a host of other 
functions not now performed due to a lack of training or to time limitations. 
Information retrieval can place up-to-date technical information in the agents' 
hands that was formerly unavailable to him or unknown by him because it was 
outside his area of first-hand knowledge. Obsolete materials can be updated or 
removed from the system very easily and thereby eliminate one source of poten-
tial trouble. 

COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT NETWORK 

The Computerized Management Network is a pilot project of the Virginia 
Tech Extension Division and Extension Service, U.S.D.A., to develop a system 
of computerized support for extension programs. The major objective is "to 
develop operational computer programs that will facilitate the assimilation and 
analyses of masses of resource allocation information and technical data to 
assist managers in making rapid, timely and more accurate management decisions 
necessary for the continual success of the businesses." 

The intended audience for the Network is extension clientele whether they 
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be farmers or managers i n general, limited resource or adequate resource people , 
poorly educated or highly educated, or home management or business management 
or i ented. The support system should be adapted to serve all situations. (Most 
of the applications to date are in the general area of management-aid programs 
because of my own farm management orientation.) 

CONTACT POINTS 

The contact people for extension clientele desiring to use the Network are 
the county-level staff who in turn contact the area farm management agents con-
trolling the limited number of terminals now installed. We do not plan to act 
as a direct contact point for clientele although we may be called on for 
specific problems. Subject matter specialists will be expected to continue 
supporting the total program in the traditional manner including subject-matter 
support for programs that may be run on the Network. 

KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 

The person controlling the remote terminal is not required to know anything 
about computer operation or computer progrannning. Only "canned" programs are 
available to him for which he must supply data. He is permitted to change co-
efficients in a stored data base prior to execution rather than inputting a 
complete set of data if it is more convenient. We know of no reason why a user 
should be concerned with job control language or system configuration. 

The only knowledge required by the contact person relates to the sign-on 
procedure for the specific computer being used, the mechanical operation of the 
terminal , and subject-matter knowledge pertaining to the use of a program. The 
client is concerned only with the accuracy and validity of input data relating 
to his business problems. 

The accumulation of input data and interpretation and use of output is 
assumed to be a subject-matter problem best handled by the appropriate 
subject-matter specialist. The Network may emphasize and point out the need 
for additional in-service training in specific subject-matter areas. The need 
probably existed anyway but the void wasn't as noticeable until computer capa-
bilities were added. 

FEATURES OF THE NE'IWORK 

The Computerized Management Network was designed to incorporate several 
features we think are necessary if the field staff is to receive maximum bene-
fit for increasing competence and productivity. 

a. The system must be easy to use and require only a limited amount of 
training of field staff. Any special intensive training that reduces 
the agent's time to work with his clientele is self-defeating. The 
system must increase the time available for personal contact. The 
sign-on can be simplified as shown below. Very limited instruction is 
needed to answer the questions properly. 
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EXAMPLE OF SIGN-ON AND CALLING A PROGRAM WITH USER RES R>NSE 
UNDERLINED • 

• LOG 
JOB 6 
ID: 

TELCOMP 
CMNTOR 

PASSWORD: 

10D - 4872.1.4 

ACCT REF: ETN-BLACKSBURG 
TTY13 10: 38 08-0CT-71 
(8-0CT-71) 

• !)UN DSK: CMNTOR 

THE COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT NETWORK 
JOB ACCOUNTING MONITOR 

ENTER PASSWORD? 

WHAT IS YOUR PROGRAM NAME? LP002 

10-3-71 

CLIENTS NAME(10 CHARS OR LESS)? ETN•FRM6 

b. The system must support the program of work rather than adding to it. 
If we are successful, it should influence future programs of work to 
incorporate tasks, methods and specific objectives not possible with-
out computer support. The system must be a "means" rather than an 
"end". Otherwise, it may be the beginning of the end. 

c. Input should probably be "prompted" and accepted in "free-format" to 
ensure a reasonable probability of a good ''first-ru~' solution. 
Erroneous input often results from poorly written programs, poor 
documentation, or fairly strict formatting requirements not understood 
by the user. Accuracy of coefficients can be edited within rather 
broad ranges only. 

A very simple type of input is shown to illustrate the use of 
entering data for some programs. The question and answer procedure 
can be followed by anyone. 

EXAMPLE: 

WILL WEIGHTS BE IN R>UNDS=l? IN KILOGRAMS=2? : 2 

BODY WEIGHT OF <X>W(S) = :650 

DAILY MILK PRODUCTION PER COW= : 65 

% BUTTERFAT TEST = 3.5 
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WHAT ARE YOU FEEDING FOR IN ADDITION TO PRODUCTION? 
1 = BODY MAINTENANCE. 
2 BODY MAINTENANCE PLUS HEIFER GROWTH. 
3 = BODY MAINTENANCE PLUS LATE PREGNANCY NEEDS. 
4 = ALL OF THE ABOVE THREE. 1 

FORAGE TYPE? WINTER FEEDING =l; SUMMER FEEDING = 2. 1 

THE MINIMUM HAY LEVEL IS 

THE MAXIMUM HAY LEVEL IS 

THE MINIMUM SILAGE LEVEL IS 
THE MAXIMUM SILAGE LEVEL IS 

:!A_ 
: 100 

DO YOU OBJECT TO INCLUDING MJLASSES? YES=l N0=0 

IS A PELLET BINDER REQUIRED? YES=l; ID=0 ~ 
IS A VITAMIN MIX REQUIRED? YES=l; N0=0 ~ 

1 

d. The user should have control of input coefficients in most problems. 
"Average" data are fine for academic exercises but a poor substitute 
for many problems requiring rather precise measurements if the re-
sults are to be useful. "Average" data bases may be useful for 
reference, provided the user is permitted to change coefficients to 
his liking. 

e. Solution results should be returned to the terminal within a short 
period of time - say half a minute or less. Some problems may not 
require such a rapid response and may be "batched" for later execution. 
Yet, the user is likely to be much happier if something is happening 
at the terminal. Few things are more frustrating than a silent termi-
nal when output is expected. 

f. Reports should be in "everyday" language that is easily read. 
"Computerese" is OUT! (Even though you will note that we still slip 
up and use words not clearly understood by non-computer oriented 
people.) In my opinion, reports should be in the format and wording 
preferred by the user and not dictated by the programmer. Also, the 
amount of output should relate to the problem with some control over 
portions of the output by the user, i.e., some users want only the 
composition of the least-cost feed mix while others can effectively 
use shadow prices, marginal value products, etc. They should be 
permitted to receive the needed portions only. 

The output for linear programming is shown below to illustrate 
one style of output formatting with options for supplemental output. 
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SOLUTION 
ACTIVITY 
SELL CORN BU 
SELL STRAW TON 
SELL HAY 
CG-WG-CL HAY-CG 3 AC 
GG-BG-SORS-BG-CL 3AC 
OG HAY & CLOVER AC 
OG HAY & CL PAST AC 
BEEF COW HERD 6'/J NO 
6'/J-COW BEEF HERD NO 
60-COW HERD NO 
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CMNLP SOLUTION 

LEVEL 
6'/J85.59'/J6 
2474.9998 

79.8161 
5.000'/J 

25. '/J'/J'/J'/J 
5 .1264 

106.'/J000 
'/J.6320 
'/J.0125 
'/J.3556 

WHAT ADDITIONAL PARTS OF THE ANALYSIS DO YOU WISH PRINTED? 
'/J=NONE, l=VARIATIONS, 2=SHADOW PRICES, 3=MVP'S, 4=ALL? 1 

g. Input errors should have some provision for "painless" recovery. A 
limited amount of input editing is possible for recovery from obviously 
erroneous input. (150'/J0 pound cow, 18th month, 450 pound daily milk 
production, 24 pound daily gain, etc.). Yet, errors will slip in such 
as 8 instead of 80, 24 instead of 42, 135 instead of 13.5, etc., that 
cannot be detected by the program. There should be some provision for 
correcting such errors prior to execution without cancelling the run 
and then re-running. The following illustration contains one method 
of correcting errors prior to program execution. 

PRICE INPUT FOR DAIRY 

ENTER YOUR INGREDIENT PRICES FOR THE FOLLOWING WEIGHT UNITS: 
TON=l, C'WT=2, R:>UND=3, KG=4 
ENTER INGREDIENT NO., PRICE, WEIGHT UNIT ID. AND RETURN, TYPE '/J TO END 
? 1.,4'/J.0'/J,1. 

? 3,28.5,1 

? 8 14 3 

? 8 14 1 

? 29,3.75,4 

? 1 38 1 

? 3 30 1 

? 8 12. 5 1 

? 29 4 2 

? '/J 

Acceptable input formats are: 
1 40 1 
1,4'/J' 1 
1. ,4'/J.0'/J,1. 

Errors can be corrected prior to the Zero 
entry. The last entry of a line of input 
is used. Entries do not have to be in 
ascending order of Ingred. Nos. 

End of Price Input 
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h. The output must be in typed form for those problems with a large 
output. Of course, all of our output is typed due to the kind of 
tenninal we use. 

We have succeeded in building in most of these provisions in most of our 
programs. We are testing various degrees of prompting, editing for reason-
ableness and error recovery to get a feel of what the field staff prefers. We 
intend to comply with their wishes where possible. 

USER PROGRAM 

We have written a few programs requiring interdisciplinary effort as well 
as cooperation between extension and research. We lack the staff required to 
bec.ome programmers for Extension, however. Mr. Northam, who will discuss the 
computer system and some of its concepts, and I are the CMN staff. We do not 
have access to progrannners even for our own work. Therefore, programs needed 
by other subject-matter groups will have to be written by their own program-
mers. We will then adapt the programs to CMN by making the necessary input/ 
output changes and adding certain statements that intergrate the programs into 
the system. 

RECORD OF TERMINAL USE 

At the terminal site, we found that some "automatic" system was needed if 
we were to record actual events taking place on the terminal. Request for 
agents to maintain a running log of time, date, and program never really got 
off the ground. Yet, we needed to know what was happening, or not happening, 
at each terminal. The time-sharing computer companies were of no help. As a 
result, an accounting program was written to record sign-on, user's name, 
clients name, program used, and connect and CPU time. These running times are 
multiplied by appropriate costs to give us connect cost, CPU cost, and tele-
phone costs for each program used for each terminal. The following example 
shows the report format. 

ABS TRACT FROM ACCOUNTING RER>RT 

CMN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
IDNTHLY USAGE FOR ACCOUNT~·_..,~us E R~d\' FOR 9-10, 1971 

CI .. IENr DATE JOB CONNECT CPU CONNECT CPU PHONE TOTAL 
IDDAYR H MN SECS SECS $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ 

LINSEY 92671 TAX 0 2 1.5 1.43 0.46 0.14 0.15 0.75 
DEM:> 92671 CMNIR 0 2 35.4 2.80 0.58 0.14 0.19 o. 92 
LAWHORNE 92671 INVAN 0 7 59.8 1.48 1.80 0.07 0.60 2.47 
DEID 92 6 71 IDRTP 0 3 27.7 2.52 0.78 0.13 0.26 1.16 
DEM:> 92671 PAYMI' 0 0 49. 9 0.53 0.19 0.03 0.06 0.28 
LINDSEY 92671 DEVIA 0 2 37.2 0.55 0.59 0.03 0.20 0.8.1 
PALIDRE 92671 RATON 0 11 49.2 20.42 2.66 3.06 0.89 6.61 
EWARD L 1002 71 IDRTG 0 1 21.9 o. 97 0.31 0.05 0.10 0.46 
WOODFORD 100271 RENTL 0 4 50.4 1. 98 1.09 0.10 0.36 1. 55 
$$ERIC N 100271 IDRTG 0 2 34.9 2.33 0.58 0.12 0.19 0.89 
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With automatic data collection built into the system, we are able to 
detect that a specific tenninal is using twice as much time to execute a pro-
gram as it should be using. He could be having trouble with data input, not 
understanding the program, leaving the unit to get a cup of coffee, or paying 
too much attention to his good looking secretary. Regardless of the cause, a 
potential problem exists that should be corrected. 

As a by-product, data and costs for tenninal operation provide invaluable 
information for those who must decide if the cost-to-benefit ratio is accept-
able to Extension. In the event a user charge is levied, the accounting 
system can be modified to provide the cost of the program along with the 
solution. 

AGENT TRAINING 

C11N minimizes agent training for efficient use of the system. Usually, 
thirty minutes or less is required to teach tenninal operation. Subject-
matter training remains the traditional problem. For example, we can train 
an agent to~ the DAIRY program in 15 minutes. However, the dairy speci-
alists may have to work with him for several days, or maybe even organize 
in-service training, before he understands the full implications of balanced 
nutritional feeding. 

Understanding tenninal operation has been better than we expected. The 
men have had few problems with running the system but understanding the 
subject-matter implications has caused some problems. With the limited number 
of tenninals installed, we have worked on an individual as-needed bases. This 
seems to be working fine at this time so we propose no changes. 

EVALUATION 

Overall, The Computerized Management Network is perfonning in a very 
satisfactory manner. De-bugging problems continue to pop up but no more 
frequently than we expected. The feedback from users is mostly in the area 
of need for more applications programs and not because of the way the system 
operates. They are somewhat pleased and surprised with the ease of operation. 
(Chap Huffman may disagree with me when he discusses the system from the user's 
viewpoint.) We have benefitted from input by Mr. Huffman who served as a 
guinea pig in the early stages. I believe he fairly reflected the needs of the 
field staff all during the early developmental work. That is probably why we 
had so few real problems when other tenninals were installed. 

COST 

We are in the process of collecting detailed data on system cost. Pre-
liminary figures look reasonable. Telephone costs will probably be the most 
expensive single component of the Network, yet there are ways to minimize this. 
The cheapest system is probably a WATS line provided by the computer company. 
Some states, including Virginia, have in-state telephone networks at reduced 
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r a tes. A multiplexor within the State to consolidate calls and relay them to 
the computer works fine. We are currently using a "foreign exchange" hook-up 
from the project office which is a private line into the Arlington exchange 
where the multiplexor is located. The price is right and the service has been 
excellent. The line is available for use at all times for a constant monthly 
rate. 

Computer support costs depends upon rate of use and volume of storage. 
On-line disk storage for library information and programs is the largest single 
computer cost item. We had approximately 3.5 mil. characters of storage in 
October at a cost of $2200.00. Storage costs are dependent upon volume and 
independent of rate of use. Hence, the same storage costs could service many 
more terminals than we have on the Network. We are examining ways of reducing 
t hese costs without adversly affecting the operation of the system or incon-
veniencing users. 

Connect time is dependent upon rate of use of the system. Current 
charges are $13.50 per hour for 30 characters per second and $10.00 per hour 
for 10 CPS. Approximately 2/3 of our total use is at the higher transmission 
rate which gives us our lowest "job cost". 

Core processor time is related to the amount of compilation being done 
plus time required for program execution. We store only object code to eli-
minate the necessity for compilation at execution time. Project development 
work generates a high rate of processor time. Thus, as the system stabilizes 
and as user programs are de-bugged and completed, processor time requirements 
should become minimal for terminal support alone. 

Computer costs are continuing to decline with improvements in technology. 
I see no reason to expect a reversal in the cost trend per unit of work per-
formed. Again, I think telephone costs will be the major cost item in most 
systems. 

Remote terminals come in all sizes, shapes, colors, speeds, and capa-
bilities. Fifty dollars a month will get a Teletype while $500.00 a month 
will get a line printer and other goodies. We are concentrating on the slow 
speed printing units capable of speeds of 10 to 30 cps. These should serve 
most of our needs in the immediate future although 60 and 120 cps would be 
nice. (Especially if they come at approximately the same cost as 30 cps as 
is now being suggested). Budget factors will probably influence terminal 
choice as much as work load. A thorough analysis should be made of the total 
cost of running a job using different terminal capabilities before making a 
final choice. Telephone charges will influence the final selection of the unit 
with a speed capability that yields the lowest "job cost". 

OOCUMENTATION 

Documentation of programs is lagging along with all the other states. 
It is much more interesting to work on new problems than to describe what has 
already been done. Yet, this is no excuse to delay documentation. We see 
the need for two sets of information; one involving step-by-step instructions 
for users and another involving technical documentation of programs for other 
programmers. 
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We have a set of instructions prepared for non-computer oriented terminal 
users called the "CMN Terminal Users Guide". It is in rough form because we 
have not had an adequate response from users on clarity, completeness of 
instruction, or adequacy of illustrations and examples. Suggestions and com• 
ments will be incorporated into the final version, probably section by section 
rather than by one major re-write. We have very little documentation of a 
technical progrannning nature. This will be done when we have time to do an 
adequate job. 

EXCHANGE PHILOSOPHY 

Dr. J. E. Martin, Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and Dr. 
W. E. Skelton, Dean, Extension Division, are in better positions to discuss 
exchange philosophy than I. However, I will stick my neck out and offer my 
own opinions. 

I would like to see some type of policy developed on a national basis at 
the university administration level pertaining to the exchange of computer 
programs among states. Some states are willing to exchange programs free of 
charge, others are willing to make programs available at some cost, while some 
seem to be unwilling to release programs under any conditions. I have no par-
ticular preferences for a method of exchange provided it is universally ac-
cepted. I am opposed to giving programs to those who will not reciprocate or 
insist on charging for the use of their own programs. 

At the moment we play by ear. I will give some of our programs to anyone 
requesting them. Other programs will not be given until the exchange issue is 
settled. (You can use the programs on our system if you like.) Once the ex-
change issue is settled, I am willing to abide by it. This includes documen-
tation and copies of all input forms. 

CONCLUSION 

The Computerized Management Network is a system for providing access to 
computer capabilities for non-computer oriented extension staff. It should find 
a receptive group of users because it offers to remove mathematical chore work, 
provide access to technical knowledge, make available progrannning packages that 
will supplement, complement, and otherwise enhance extension programs. Sophi-
sticated support should permit undertaking important programs impossible to 
attempt otherwise. Up-to-the-minute information can be placed at the agents' 
finger tips. Typed copy can be given to the client to reduce the probability 
of error in remembering the wrong information. 

The low-resource farmer can benefit as much, or more, from the system as 
the large-resource farmer. The Network may even make it possible for the agent 
to perform certain work in less time than formerly required and use this re-
leased time to work with more low-resource units. The less-educated may rely 
on it for rather comprehensive assistance in business planning along with much 
of the details needed in day to day management. 

Technical knowledge may be made available in some programs. Our DAIRY 
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program, for example, includes all the basic nutritional knowledge required 
for balanced feed formulation. Users merely tap this knowledge rather than 
supplying it in a second-hand manner. Such applications on the part of speci-
alists may instill a sense of competence and/or confidence in some agents who 
lack such specific knowledge. It should definitely encourage agents to become 
more involved in assisting anyone with problems that can be handled by the 
computer. 

My personal opinion is that the use of remote terminals will increase the 
competence of extension agents provided the system is designed for their use. 
Increased productivity should be a bonus. 

Mr. Northam will now present some of the technical aspects of the Network. 
He will discuss how he implemented some of my "wild'' ideas. 
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REMOTE SYSTEMS - THE NUTS AND BOLTS 

E. Thomas Northam* 

Remote Processing = Teleprocessing 

This is IBM's coined terminology to describe computer utilization of 
telecommunications equipment, or more precisely, computer service involving 
I/O at locations remote from the computer itself. 

Teleprocessing or T.P. is distinguished by six categories: 

1. Data acquisition: the gathering of information, usually in real-
time, about the state of an on-going process. 

2. Message switching: using the computer as a private superswitch-
board; communication by store-and-forward routing of messages. 

3. Process control: closed-loop monitoring and regulation of an on-
going process. 

4. Inquiry servicing: reservations, quotations offered remotely on a 
real-time basis. 

5. Time-sharing (T/S): human users at remote locations using terminal 
devices, each seeming to be able to utilize the entire resources 
of the computer by himself. 

6. Remote-batch and remote-job entry (RBE and RJE): users at remote 
locations submitting jobs to the normal computer job-stream, and 
receiving output after a processing period delay. 

Remote-Batch and Remote-Job Entry Move I/O 

From the Computer to the User 

After moving mountains of cards and output many weary computer users 
dreamed of a device beside their desk to simplify program and data I/O. 
Remote-job entry was designed to allow information entry from a remote loca-
tion into the computer job stream. REE and RJE with their cousins, conversa-
tional remote batch and job entry (CRBE and CRJE), were the forerunners of 
time-sharing. 

I/O units for a REE or RJE system usually consist of a card-reader/line 
printer configuration. These remote stations are commonly referred to as 
medium-speed terminals and operate in the 1200 baud to 4800 baud range (binary 
synchronous transmission). 

* Systems Development and Programming, Computerized Management Network; Extension 
Specialist, Farm Management, Department of Agricultural Economics, VPI & SU, 
Blacksburg, Virginia. 
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Computers, when utilized as a remote station connected to a larger 
central computer, are referred to as high speed or medium speed terminals 
depending the baud rate or communications linkage type. 

Dedicated RJE computer systems are today also serving the low-speed or 
conversational terminal which operates in the 110 baud to 1200 baud range 
(10 to 120 characters per second, asynchronous transmission). 

The RJE system may accept jobs for compilation and execution, or may 
store programs for later execution. In the "conversational" systems, the 
programmer can receive line by line compilation and error diagnostics while 
creating his program; but when the program is submitted to the computer as 
a job, it is essentially "detached" (i.e., no longer under user control) 
from the terminal and user. The user waits for "normal" turnaround on his 
job (this is based on the computer design and on any priority-charge scheme) 
and his job output may be stored in a file for deferred access if he is not 
"on-line" when the job is completed. 

Time-Sharing is "Demand" Processing 

Time-sharing is a result of the first and second generation of computer 
development: the user was computer dependent with all I/O occurring at the 
computer site. The thought of entering input, getting processed "immediately" 
and receiving output at his own office had intrigued the scientist and 
engineer. 

General Electric developed a computer system in the early 60's that would 
simultaneously serve multiple remote I/O units. These I/O units, at locations 
different than the computing center, resembled typewriters but contained elec-
tronics capable of transmission when a key was depressed and capable of 
reception of computer instructions and appropriately moving the print mecha-
nism, when initiated to do so by the computer. 

Time-sharing systems are ref erred to as "demand" processing systems 
because the user demands immediate access, reduced turnaround time, conversa-
tional mode, ease of operation and interactive mode. A particular time-
sharing computer, while it may not offer all of the features, will have most 
of these attributes: 

1. Immediate access: provided through maximized telephone line concentra-
tion and minimized transmission delay in communication. 

2. Reduced turnaround time: faster run times are accomplished through 
high-speed, random-access, external storage devices, micro-second 
memory access and instruction times in large-scale computers]:/ and an 
effective job scheduling algorithm with priority and timing considera-
tions tailored to the hardware and software configuration. 

3. Conversation mode: simplicity in controlling the computer and writing 
programs under high-level language compilers (e.g., FORTRAN IV, COBOL) 
aided by good messages and diagnostics. 

]:_/ Internal machine speeds are rapidly changing. New mini-computers are being 
marketed with 750-960 nano-second cycle times, less than a micro-second. 
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4. Ease of operation: simplicity in command language for system 
operation. 

5. Interactive mode: capable of allowing interaction between termi-
nal and an "executing" program resident in the computer system. 

The typewriter-like device and the 
tion are supported by most T/S systems. 
110 to 1200 baud (low or conversational 
availabilities are 110, 134.5, 150, 300 
buffered terminal (i.e., self-contained 

RJE or RBE vs. Demand Processing 

cathode-ray tube/keyboard conf igura-
The transmission range is usually 

speeds), although the present speed 
and 600 baud without going to a 
auxiliary storage). 

Both the hardware and software characteristics of a computer system 
determine whether it is "batch" or RJE or demand or any combination. The 
design philosophy of the operating system (control or executive software) 
and availability of a communications controller or telecommunications 
hardware (remote I/O handling device) are the prime factors. One computer 
system may support one or more operating envirornnents (e.g., batch as well 
as time-sharing): 

1. Remote-batch or remote-job entry: this demand environment utilizes 
either conversational speed terminals (typewriter style or CRT-
keyboard) or medium-speed (remote card reader-line printer or mini-
computer) and,dependent on the types or terminals supported, may or 
may not be conversational; it is not interactive and the priority 
of processing i s usually proportional to cost. 

2. Interactive time-sharing: multiple users receiving simultaneous 
service through computer resource and cost sharing; all users are 
utilizing the conversational-speed type of terminal. 

Many problems face the RJE/RBE system user desiring fast processing or 
immediately turnaround. One major manufacturer has an RBE system that must 
steal cycles from the operating system, a situation which often causes the 
terminal user a greater delay than normal batch processing on the same 
computer. 

In a remote batch system where the computer is totally dedicated to 
serving the RBE user, faster compilation and execution times may be achieved. 
When this system faces large demand from users, the efficiency drops quite 
rapidly. The users which utilize peripherals most effectively or can afford 
the higher charge rates will get the best turnaround, while other users are 
placed in a "wait" state and may face unusual delays. It is important to 
realize that most RJE/RBE systems were designed for only a small group of 
simultaneous users or for a dedicated processor. Very often the marriage of 
batch and RJE/RBE in a simultaneous mode is quite unlivable for both types 
of users. One computer system that seems to offer a workable CRJE system is 
the UNIVAC 1108 under EXEC-2 or EXEC-8. The tremendous internal speed of the 
1108 reduces turnaround, but unfortunately priority level in commercial 1108 
processing is usually based on capability or willingness to pay. 
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Under current third-generation computer time-sharing (T/S) systems, 
users are allocated segments of core over short periods of time. Several 
users are in core receiving processing bursts. Based on job size, peripherals 
used, and time resident in the system the jobs may reside in core or be 
"swapped-out" to a high-speed, bulk auxiliary storage device such as a disk 
or drum. Jobs are continually being processed, swapped-in and out, and com-
pleted. This process is performed under the auspices of the T/S monitor, 
using a scheduling algorithm called "time-slicing". This routine decides 
which jobs receive major slices of core, minor slices of core, or are swapped 
out. Although some processing is required to operate the time-slice account-
ing operation, all users receive processing and equal access to system 
resources. Turnaround, even under heavy loading, is fast and the user at 
the terminal is the main service objective of the T/S system. 

With the advent of cheaper memory (thin film, cheaper ferrite core pro-
duction, plated wire, etc.), computer memories will expand greatly. "Swap-
ping-out" of jobs will be performed "in-core" or internally without the 
assistance of a bulk auxiliary storage device, thereby reducing total I/O, 
resident time of job, supervision by the monitor and, hence, the job cost. ' 

RJE/RBE is a convenience feature on most computers and a temporary 
substitute until a T/S system is available on others. RJE/RBE, if conversa-
tional, allows the programmer to get diagnostics on a program as he creates 
the source coding. For the typical "write a program, keystroke, run and debug" 
computer user, RJE/RBE eliminates a trip to the computing center. 

In a "low-load" situation on the RJE/RBE system the user may receive two 
to eight mi nute turnaround on a small FORTRAN job; in a busy situation, the 
user may receive one to three hour turnaround. 

What good is a conversational compiler to an agent who will be running 
"canned" programs? What happens to the county agent who runs a "capital-
r ecovery" job at 11: 00 a. m. sever al days and gets two or three minute turn-
around, but the runs the same program at 4:30 p.m. and after 40 minutes has 
not yet received the results? 

Pseudo time-sharing has been an attempt by several major manufacturers 
at entering the demand processing market. This allows the vendor to run 
interactively under his existing executive software; that is, a T/S monitor 
is given a partition or job position under the multi-program operating 
supervisor. Essentially the time-sharing system is one job running under 
the exec. All the T/S users running under this program receive and share 
resources and processing with all other individual jobs in the computer. If 
the pseudo T/S monitor receives perferential processing (i.e., a higher 
priority) then the batch jobs usually suffer increased turnaround. In the case 
of where the pseudo T/S monitor runs in front of or ahead of the executive 
software, then the entire system slows down. Remedies for this situation: 
1) do not allow all modules of the T/S system to be resident in core (some 
held on disk or drum), 2) load the T/S system during pre-determined and 
specified hours, or 3) dedicate a processor to the pseudo system. Solutions 
1) and 2) are accomplished at the expense of the T/S users in unavailable or 
limited computer resources. Remedy 3) costs both the computer center and the 
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users; it costs the center for the inefficiently utilized processor and the 
user for the handicapped T/S software still running under the exec. 

It is apparent why a system that supports time-sharing as part of its 
supervisory routines is more efficient than one that supports T/S as a job 
or task. 

Requirements for a Computer System to Support CMN 

The Computerized Management Network at VPI & SU has several strong 
requirements for EDP support: 

1. a conversational high-level compiler: to insure debugging 
efficiency in program development at the project office; better 
error analysis speeds debugging and diagnostics during creation 
eliminates wasted compilation. 

2. a universal compiler meeting ANSI (formerly USASI) requirements: 
to insure mobility of programs from machine vendor to vendor; 
standards in the programming language assure machine independence. 

3. interactive execution (interactive time-sharing): to allow for 
prompting of the user with a three-fold purpose, 1) to provide 
input checkpoints, 2) to invoke activity at the terminal to let the 
user know that he is not being ignored by the powerful electronic 
"devil" on the other end of the phone and 3) to provide the capa-
bility for routing input error diagnostics to the user so that he 
may correctly update input parameters without exiting the executing 
program, which proves to be less costly than reloading the program 
after an erroneous run (this is not the case on remote batch or 
remote job entry systems with high priority, internally fast, remote 
processing, e.g., the UNIVAC 1108). 

4. execution of pre-compiled stored (canned) programs: to reduce com-
pilation costs and load time and to allow a re-entrant compiler/ 
loader to use one binary program image for several terminal users; 
each user receives an executable copy of a selected program from the 
central library. This is cost reducing because instead of each 
user having program copies in his library, only one copy is needed 
for all users. 

5. direct-access, on-line drum or disk file handling with random ac-
cess: to provide fast, efficient access for large data bases or 
voluminous data file libraries; manv computer systems require operator 
intervention to mount off-line volumes; file access and information 
sorts are not fast and therefore cause extended processing waits. 

6. support for a large number of users: to provide simultaneous access 
for several terminal users, simultaneously, and handle accounting 
for a large number of subscribers (i.e., this indicates a potential 
for expansion). 
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7. fast turnaround time: immediate processing of user invoked jobs 
from load to exit; this is based on the premise that CMN does not 
command a "captive" audience; the assumption is that the user or 
client is the most important link in the Computerized Management 
Network chain. 

8. reliability: freedom from rapidly changing software and hardware 
necessitating extensive re-programming; low "down-time" and fast 
failure recovery, high mean time between failures; to keep the 
number of "down-times" low so as not to interfere with or add con-
fusion to the agent's interaction with CMN; a back-up system to 
prevent extended loss of computer facilities to CMN users. 

These rigorous conditions were obtained after extensive experience from 
testing and research in the area of demand processing systems, and the 
machine to fulfill the job would be an interactive time-sharing system. 
Additional consideration indicated a commercial time-sharing system would 
provide additional support in the above areas that an in-house system might 
not contain and, in addition, items such as: 

9. Communications network and capability: an existing network of "tried 
and true" WATS-lines, multiplexors and long-lines, to insure a 
greatly capability of reaching all potential CMN users as the need 
arises. 

Time Sharing - Why? 

CMN decided to utilize a time-sharing computer system in development of 
the Network because T/S places the emphasis on the terminal user. The 
computer is "user dependent" rather than the user being machine dependent. 
This seems a rather good philosophy since it is the user that ultimately 
pays the bill for any computer system. 

T/S responds to the commands from the user at the terminal, it does not 
postpone acknowledgment of terminal input until all jobs resident in the 
computer are completed. Not only does the T/S system respond to user 
instructions, but it executes jobs in a "real-time" (this minute or "right-
away", not the "day-after-tomorrow") mode. Equally as important as im-
mediate processing, the computer allows the executing program to "talk back" 
to the user. Imagine: 

Computer: PLEASE ENTER CURRENT INTEREST RATE (%)? 

User: .08 

Computer: PLEASE RE-ENTER THAT AS PERCENT? 

User: 8 

Computer: Continues 
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This seems to be invaluable. The user reads program documentation and 
enters .08 on card for the batch job or .08 in his input file on the RJE 
terminal, only to find his solution is invalid because he has entered his 
input wrong. Conversing with the program not only saves valuable CPU cycles 
in the long run but also saves the user's time, his most valuable resource 
in the office. 

Under the interactive 1/0 features, T/S systems allow free formatting 
of input. Remember the typical problems of card input formatting: The 
program is reading an integer number in an "IS" format and the values must be 
right--justified in the input string. For example: 

Input Value 

Column number 

1 2 3 4 5 -----1 8 
11 1 8 
·h 'h 1 8 
b ·f, ~ 1 8 

Computer Stored Value 

18000 
1800 

180 
18 

Thus, instead of an 18 the computer may get an astronomical figure, and if 
this figure is intended for control or as a counter in some operation, the 
execution may really go awry. 

Free-formatting allows input parameters to be in any form or position 
(excluding alphanumeric strings, which must always be fixed position and 
length for storage purposes) as long as multiple parameters in one link or 
record are separated by commas (,) or blanks (t). 

The following values 

134.5 
134.50 
·hl34.5 
H'.)134.5 

would all be stored as 134.5 

The value 18 entered as 

18 
fil8 
'ht1'hl8 
18. 

in a free-format field would all be stored as 18. 

Thus input error from illegal field position has been virtually eliminated 
under T/S free-formatting. 

With features such as these, time-sharing appeared to have quite a poten-
tial for serving the non-computer oriented extension agent. 
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A Computer System for CMN 

In the feasibility study, commercial time-sharing services for the pilot 
project were the most economical means. Services that could be used on 
rental basis where CMN payed for only resources utilized and could take 
a dvantage of volume usage discounts, offered a great deal of flexibility 
over purchased or leased computer equipment. (The shortest duration for a 
lease was 1 year). The project did not have to find itself tied to one 
manufacturer or machine and would not find itself "dead-ended" in expansion 
on one machine type. This added another factor to system consideration; 
the computer must be maintained according to industry and manufacturer 
developments and not oriented to its owner or leasor. 

A six month evaluation of commercial T/S service vendors led CMN to 
a small corporation in Cambridge, Massachusetts, utilizing a Digital 
Equipment Corporation PDP-10 computer. 

The PDP-10, under the DEC 10/50 monitor, is dedicated to serving up to 
128 simultaneous users under a total time-sharing environment. The command 
language for compiler, file and system use rates high in the "ease of use" 
category. In a study made at Ford Motor Company2/ where interactive systems 
were rated in three areas, 1) ease of use, 2) FORTRAN and BASIC language 
power and capabilities and 3) text editor capabilities, the PDP-10 was the 
only system to consistently rate high in all three categories, placing third 
in each. 

The experienced programmer need only be familiar with the ANS standards 
for his high-level language in order to utilize the PDP-10. Serving the 
programmer at his terminal under the time-sharing monitor, the system (super-
visor) must be reloaded to discontinue time-sharing operations and allow 
local batch processing. The PDP-10 exec is a totally oriented T/S supervisor. 

PDP-10 Performance 
3/ The PDP-lo-=- ranks at the lower end in the large third generation com-

puter scale, having a slightly slower CPU and memory cycle time than its 
major competitors; it can turnaround the CMN Farm Planning System LP002 (15K 
bytes of core) in approximately four minutes while solving a 50 by 120 matrix 
using approximately 4.5 second of CPU cycles. 

Response times from command initiation to command execution range from 
approximately 0.5 second at 10% utilization to 45.0 seconds at 80% utilization. 

J:.../ Paul R. Borman, E. Hubbs Grimm III; Ford Motor Company; "Competitive 
Evaluation of Interactive Systems", presented at the 71 Spring Joint Com-
puter Conference, Atlantic City, New Jersey. 

]_/ The Digital Equipment PDP-10, has a memory cycle time of 1.8 micro-seconds 
per 128K 36-bit word core block (not interleaved), can support 127 
simultaneous users, and permits terminals from 110 to 2400 baud under its 
new monitor, TOPS-10. TOPS-10 demands only 5% processing overhead average, 
with 10% maximum at peak; a significant improvement over the 10/50 monitor. 
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The average connect time to CPU ratio for a compute bound job is 30 to 
1, as opposed to 50 to 1 for an I/O bound job. 

The PDP-10 serves 110 baud (10 characters per second), 150 bound (15 
cps) and 300 baud (30 cps) terminals under the 10/50 monitor system, although 
its communication handler consists of 1200 baud (120 cps) ports. The new 
PDP-10 monitor, TOPS-10, released by DEC in October, 1971, promises higher 
speed software handling routines for 60 and 120 cps terminals, and more 
efficient serving of terminal users. 

Orientation to the CMN User 

The extension agent, district agent and specialist make up the direct 
users of CMN. They are experts in the agricultural sciences, management, 
community resource development, 4-H, technical services and family resources; 
and not employed to be computer users or programmers. Any EDP contact may 
have been a part of their education or incidental to their work, but certainly 
was not required for employment. 

With the image of the typical CMN user and his client in m.ind, the CMN 
monitor was developed to bring the machine more under man's control, yet 
without imposing rigorous training or knowledge of computer operations upon 
him. 

The User's Monitor - CMNTOR 

The CMN monitor (figures 1 and 2), a sub-executive routine running under 
the PDP-10 10/50 monitor and USASI FORTRAN IV system, 1) replaces the need 
for a command language through a question/answer-instruction/response environ-
ment (figures 3a and 3b), 2) provides more in-depth accounting statistics for 
utilization evaluation (figures 4 and 5), and 3) provides a file security 
system for additional user data file protection (figures 6 and 7). 

The CMN monitor replaces the PDP-10 monitor commands through a framework 
of simple, English questions requiring only a "yes" or "no" answer. CMNTOR 
handles all program and data movement by assuming responsibility for the 
"load and go" instructions. The monitor also initiates "logout" at the user's 
discretion or as a precaution from irrecoverable errors (computer systems 
generated). 

CMNTOR is supported by 1) the CMN Accounting System, 2) the CMN File 
Security System, 3) the CMN Message Handling Facility, and 4) the CMN Utility 
Program Library. The PDP-10 accounting system accumulates data about a 
user's session from "login" to "logout", but these values are only 1) PDP-10 
User ID, 2) PDP-10 Account Reference, 3) TTY number (port number), 4) date, 
5) total connect time, and 6) total CPU usage. This accounting method pre-
vents the account holder from examining the number of programs run, which 
programs were run and who ran them or for whom they were run, connect time 
for each program, and CPU usage for each program. 

For cost-performance statistics, to allow examination of user efficiency 
in using a program, and to inspect terminal utilization by location, the CMN 
project office needed the previously unkept information. 
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By examining the PDP-10 registers and real-time clock, CMNTOR accumulates 
the CMN password (CMN Identification), the client's name, the date, the program 
executed, elapsed connect-time, and elapsed CPU seconds. Thus, CMN may examine 
job by job utilization of the computer system. 

The File Security System provides much needed security and privacy in 
these times of "large, centralized data bases". The CMN user creates files 
on his CMN password account and may assign "passkeys" and "security levels" 
to all files under his account. The file owner may permit other users to 
have access to his files for reading, writing or editing purposes or he may 
completely lock his files. In the event of a major PDP-10 failure, the File 
Security System locks all files against access as added protection. 

The utility routines replace existing PDP-10 monitor commands, but the 
CMN utilities are supervised by the File Security System and provide for 
greater error recovery. The utility routines consist of the paper-tape 
reading program, the keyboard-file creator, a line editor, the file security 
change program, a directory lister for user files, a file copying program, 
a file printing program, and a file deletion program. 

The Line Editor, LEDIT, is one of our breakthroughs in the simplification 
of user data file manip11lation. It utilizes only six instructions, five of 
which constitute the program name: 

L list a line 

E edit a line 

D delete a line 

I insert a line 

T list last line of file 

s save file and exit 

LEDIT dynamically assigns line numbers to every record in a data file, thus 
allowing the user to pinpoint the area for editing. 

A message handling system was included for the purpose of short communi-
cations. The user may create a message in program SEND. The user message is 
transmitted to message queue where it is identified with CMN password, 
client's name, date and time. These messages are maintained until received 
at the CMN project office terminal. CMNTOR routes messages to all users and 
to each individual user. Immediately after initiating CMNTOR (RUN DSK:CMNTOR), 
the user receives CMN system news for all users and then any pertinent 
messages for his CMN password. 

Programs for CMN-Standards 

All programs utilized by the Computerized Management Network, including 
all modules of CMNTOR and the utility programs, are written in FORTRAN IV 
(formerly USASI level 1, now ANSI). FORTRAN and COBOL are the most widely 
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accepted universal languages, and under ANSI standards it is assumed that the 
programs will run on most major time-shared computers (Burroughs, CDC, 
Honeywell, UNIVAC, etc.).i/ 

FORTRAN is chosen .over COBOL because of its faster compilation and 
execution times. Again, I refer to the study of major interactive systems by 
Paul R. Borman and E. H. Grimm of Ford Motor Company, where it was found that 
COBOL was almost in an unliveable and unusable situation (i.e., extremely 
slow compilation and/or slow execution with no facilities for terminal output 
or, in some cases, any output at all). 

Standards for program construction under FORTRAN: 

1) complete flowcharts and documentation indicating any necessary 
function and subroutine subprograms (both system's and special pro-
grammer constructed) 

2) input forms for programs without prompting 

3) all I/O statements in the form 

READ (unit number, format number) 

WRITE (unit number, format number) 

4) "editing for reasonableness", using Logical and Arithmetic IF 
statements, with appropriate diagnostic messages 

5) error recovery from input error using 

READ (unit no., format no., ERR=statement no.) 

with appropriate diagnostic messages 

6) end of file recovery using 

READ (unit no., format no., END=statement no., ERR=) 

and diagnostic message if applicable 

7) prompting for terminal input in short form programs; programmer 
should design program to go to a pre-created direct access data 
file for bulky input 

8) utilization of error return from any system's subroutines or 
functions 

ii This assumes a given model and executive software: Burroughs 5500, 6500--
TS-MCP;CDC 6400,6600--KRONOS VI; Honeywell 6000--GECOS III; UNIVAC 1108--
EXEC 8; PDP-10--10/50 MONITOR, TOPS-10. 
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9) free formatting of interactive input where possible 

10) output formatting in the simpliest form; no long reports, "only the 
facts"; "wrap-around" input only where absolutely necessary 

11) build in an allowance for input correction and updating where it is 
not feasible to simply rerun the program 

At present, not all of the CMN programs meet these standards, but eventual 
achievement of these attributes will be the main direction of CMN Systems 
Development and Programming. 

Terminals 

CMN became intrigued by the new technology and its developments in the 
area of conversational terminals brought about by the interest in time-sharing 
and remote batch or conversational remote job entry. The most familiar device 
available to customers was the TELETYPE 33 KSR or ASR (Keyboard or Automatic 
Send-Receive). These units operate at 10 characters per second and are 
methodically slow on the output and automatic input sides of operation. The 
new 30 character per second terminals on the market triple the capabilities 
of the 10 cps terminal, double the capabilities of the 15 cps terminals and 
more than double the capabilities of 14.8 cps terminals. Paper tape has been 
the existing vehicle for structuring the existing ASR terminals and will still 
be utilized for a while, as manufacturers have designed the newer versions of 
these units to operate at up to 120 cps. The use of the magnetic tape 
cassette unit as a peripheral device on communications terminals has opened 
a new door by providing for more efficient handling, creation and editing of 
programs and data while "off-line". These units, using a Phillips type tape 
cassette, can hold from 50,000 to 90,000 characters of information or data. 
Of obvious advantage is the need to no longer handle and maintain bulky paper 
tape. 

One of the early 30 cps terminals examined by the project office was 
the UNIVAC DCT-500, employing a "helical print wheel" as its print mechanism. 
The wheel is a derivative of the printer drum used on high-speed line printers 
and may be envisioned by vertically slicing one disk out of the cylindrical 
print drum. The reason for not employing the drum mechanism on conversational 
terminals is that it becomes too inefficient when used on the low-speed 
terminal, and it is cost-wise feasible only on the medium or high-speed termi-
nal printer. Other units employing the helical print-wheel are the Gulton 
LG 10/30 (employing the tape cassette), the Compace Versicom 300 (with paper 
or mag tape) and the Syner Data Beta and Totalterm (paper or mag tape). 
Unfortunately, the DCT-500 is practically unavailable on the market and the 
Beta and Totalterm are too expensive, both in lease and purchase. 

CMN was successful in securing one of the helical print-wheel terminals 
to test in the project office, while in the phase of testing and evaluating 
time-sharing vendors. The unit proved to be a maintenance nightmare with 
failures in the logic circuitry and the cassette tape handler. The print 
mechanism, which requires periodic adjustment and is extremely sensitive, 
finally went completely out of adjustment. This led to the discovery that 
most of Virginia was outside of the normal maintenance area. I found it 
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difficult to make adjustments to the mechanism following instructions given 
over the telephone by the field engineer, such as "turn that screw clockwise 
until you feel enough pressure to break an eggshell". The Gulton seems to be 
the most stable of this terminal type, with such special features as an adding 
machine keyboard and their own innovations in the print mechanism. 

One major problem was discovered by customers and manufacturers of these 
terminals early in its field implementations; the print wheel and its carriage 
has an inherent slow carriage-return. All manufacturers are presently recom-
mending that 9 to 12 null characters be transmitted at the end of each line of 
each line of buffered output to allow sufficient time for the carriage to 
return to print position one. 

Another utilization of high-speed line printer techniques is the use of 
the print chain mechanism where the character set is on a rotating belt and a 
horizontal set of hammers impacts the moving chain to form the print line. 
This mechanism is used by GE in their Terminet 300 Teleprinter. This is the 
terminal that CMN is presently utilizing in the project office and has found 
it to be relatively maintenance-free and simple to operate. The unit is 
available with paper tape ASR, and soon with mag tape ASR. This mechanism has 
an inherent advantage over the helical print-wheel in the fact that it has no 
actual carriage return. All that is necessary, before printing the incoming 
line from the output buffer, is a "line-feed" to advance the paper. The heli-
cal print-wheel must both "carriage-return" and "line-feed". 

There is an obvious advantage and future in this type of print mechanism 
as the Memorex Corporation has officially released its 1200 series communica-
tions terminal which will operate at 60 cps. Their engineering group claims 
that is theoretically capable of operating at 120 cps and at a lower cost 
than most competitive terminals on the market. This terminal is equipped with 
mag tape ASR and adding machine keyboard. 

In the feasibility testing phase concerning terminals, we have examined, 
tested and liked the Execuport 300, a small, portable (26 pounds and fits under 
the seat of an airplane) conversational terminal. Featuring the adding machine 
keyboard for numerics and an optional mag tape ASR, it will operate at 10, 15 
and 30 characters per second. This unit employs a moving print carriage with 
a matrix print element electronically forming characters on heat-sensitive 
paper. 

The information and experience acquired to date leads us to accept a 
terminal such as the Terminet as very serviceable for field usage. And as 
many commercial firms using time-sharing, as well as computer time vendors 
demonstrating their services, have found, the Execuport is the most versatile 
unit for portability in field work, demonstrations and classroom or office 
instruction. 

Many CMN off ices have been using and will be using the TELETYPE 33 ASR 
as a training device. Based on cost/performance it is about the most 
effective terminal CMN can utilize. 

The ASR feature (either paper or mag tape) is necessary to allow off-line 
creation of the larger data bases and then allow reading of this prepared 
data at the optimum speed of the terminal. Paper tape vs. magnetic tape is 
a matter of preference and availability at this time, but the mag tape 
cassette transport is initially less costly than the paper tape handling 
system. 
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As terminal and telephone data communication technology advances, and com-
petition creates more realistic prices in the terminal market, I foresee 
lower prices and higher operating rates for terminals. 

Under the current market structure, the TELETYPE provides the best rental 
for the beginning user, while a higher-speed device is better utilized by the 
experienced CMN user. This premise is based on a function of monthly terminal 
rental and connect charges at the different baud rates. 

Present CMN development does not support the usage of buffered terminals 
as approximation indicates CMN users are only 5 to 10 percent large data base 
intensive. 

The main factor aff ectin~ communication efficiency seems to be the 
experience and willingness of the user. If the user is relatively inexperi-
enced, the 10 cps, speed allows plenty of time to get the feel of the system. 
The more experienced user, with a 30 cps terminal, can get on the system, 
receive his output and logoff, thereby greatly reducing phone time and tele-
phone costs per job. 

Other Developments 

The CMN Information Retrieval System, CMNIR, promises to have a great 
impact on Extension information dissemination. Using a library of specialist-
a uthored tables, abstracts and technical briefs, CMNIR allows the user to 
search out sources of information, using keywords. CMNIR searches tables of 
subjects and titles seeking keyword matches within the table contents, prepares 
a list of comparable sources, allows the user to access the information files 
(figures Sa, 8b, and 8c) and records the number of accesses made to each file 
(figure 9). The latter accounting serves as a guide to determining utiliza-
tion and usefulness of the information files such that CMN may attach a storage 
cost/effectiveness factor to each file. 

The user selects his route through CMNIR; keyword searches through the 
title lists, through the subject list, or go directly to the retrieval phase. 

WILL THIS BE A TITLE SEARCH, SUBJECT SEARCH, OR RETRIEVAL? 

TITLE=O, SUBJECT=l, RETRIEVAL=2? 

The user enters a keyword string for a title search 

ENTER KEYWORD FOR TITLE SEARCH? 

or up to three keyword strings for a subject search. 

ENTER PRIMARY KEYWORD? 

ENTER SECONDARY KEYWORD? 

ENTER TERTIARY KEYWORD? 

The computer checks the CMNIR information directory for comparisons. A 
keyword match between the user's input . and the directory list is recorded in a 
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work file. After a complete scan ot the list, the titles and Library of 
Congress codes for all sources found by CMNIR are printed on the user's 
terminal at his option. 

The terminal prints either 

SOURCE/SOURCES FOUND 
NO SOURCES FOUND 

If there are any sources discovered, then 

DO YOU WISH A LIST? YES=l, NO=O? 

Then present version of CMNIR scans the directory list with 10,000 entry 
slots in an average time of 75 seconds. 

The user may pass to the retrieval phase and select sources for examina-
tion. Simply by entering the Library of Congress code for access, the user 
will receive the information file at his terminal. He can continue listing 
files, return to the search phase or exit from CMNIR. 

Summation 

EDP software and hardware technology offers the total realm of development 
for implementing an effective and economically feasible management information 
system; it is up to us as Extension professionals to effectively use this 
powerful tool for the good of mankind, or to let someone else do the job for 
us, or to allow it to pass into obscurity. 
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Fig. 3a. EXAMPLE OF SIGNING-ON 
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Fig. 3b. EXAMPLE OF SIGNING-ON 
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Fig. 4. ABSTRACT FROM ACCOUNTING FILE 
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Fig. 5. ABSTRACTS FROM ACCOUNTING FILE INDICATING USAGE BY SPECIFIC TERMINALS 
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HAHl-d SONI3UHG, VA 
22oUI 

Ciw'd~ ACCOUNTING SYSTEiv\ 
f.'.tJNll!L Y USAGE FOH ACCOUNT **HkSBG** FO!i AUG, 197 I 

CLI L: tff DATE JOB CUNNECT CPU CONNt:CT 
MODAYli H MN SECS SECS $ $$ 

LAVIS 81371 BASEi 0 2 6.0 0.52 0.47 
LlA VIS 81371 BASE2 0 I 17.0 0.83 0.29 
DA VI~ 'd2 371 TYPE 0 0 33.9 0.57 o. 13 
LAV l S 82371 TYPE () I 51. 9 5.32 U.42 · 
t'1lf l'ft 82371 ANUIT 0 I 22.5 0.85 0.31 
hHifc d2371 DAIRY 0 6 16.4 9.60 I • 41 

0 13 27.7 17.os 3.03 

TrlE CUMPuTER !ZED MANAGEMENT NETWOHK 
A ktMOTE INIEkACTIVE SYST~M · fOR EDUCATION 

L. JACK BukNETTE 
!--'.U. t:30X -/51 
t:MPOk I A, VA 
~3d47 

CiM~ A CCOUlff I NG SY STE,~ 
IMJN fHL Y USAGE FU~ ACCOUNT **Eiv1PHA ** fOR AUG, 1971 
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CPU PHONE 
$$$ $$$ 
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0.04 0.28 
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THE COMPUTEH I ZED MANAUEME1~T NEnVDHK 
A kEMOTE INTEt~ACTIVE SYSTEM FOR EDUCATION 
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Fig. 7. EXAMPLE OF USERS DATABASE DIRECTORY 
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Fi.g. Ba. EXAMPLE OF THE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM - SUBJECT-MATTER SEARCH 

THE 01N INFO~TION RETRIEVAL SYSTEt1 

THE G~N INFO~TION RITRIE.YAL SYS1P1 OPE~TES ON THE PASIS OF 
KEYhORD SEARCHES THROlK1H LISTH,JJS Cf SUBJECT rtATERIAL AND TITLES 
VI ILL THIS Pf A TITlI SEARCH) SUBJECT SEARCH) OR RITRIEVAL? 
TITLE=OJ SUBJECT=L RETRIEVAL=2? 1 

ENTER PRIMl\RY ~·nRD? LAMJPLASTER 

ENTER SECONDARY KEOORD? LI QJ ID CALC I LM 

ENTER TERTIARY Kf:~DRD? PEANITTS 

1 SOJRCE/SOURCES FOUND 
DO YOU WI SH A LI ST? YES= L NO=D? 1 

LIQUID CALCILM Ml\TERIALS vs LANDPIJ\STER IN VA, Sf.£7 I Pll 
DO YOU WI SH ANY I NFOR'V\T ION FI LES LISTED? YES= L ~&O? 1 

B'ITER FILECODE CE.GI J SB741. P31) J 

DEPRESS RETURN TO 00 RETRIEVAL 
F I LICODE: Sffi7 I Pll 

END OF Fii£ 
FilECODE: 

DO Yt1J WISH TO CONTINUE OR EXIT FRC11 INFOfW\TION RETRIEVAL? 
CONTINUE=L EXIT=O? 1 
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Fig. 8b. EXAMPl.E OF THE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM - TITLE SEARCH 

Will THIS BE A TITLE SEARCH) SUBJECT SEARCH) OR REfRIEVAL? 
TIT!£~:.OJ SUBJECT=L RETRIEVAL=2? 0 

ENTER KEY'f flRD FflR TITLE SEARCH? HARVEST I rfJ 

2 SOURCE/SOURCES FOUND 
D 0 YOU ~~I SH A LI ST? YES= L NO=O? 1 

INVERTED WINDROW PEANUT HARVESTlrf.J SB129. P31 
M ECHl\N I CALLY ~RVEST 1 rTJ SEED PEANlJTS SB129. P32 
DO YOU WISH ANY INFORf''V\TION FILES LISTED? YES= L NO=a? 0 

DO YOU WISH TO COITTINIJE OR EXIT FROVI HfOR~TION RETRIEVAL? 
CONT HlJE=L EXIT=O? 1 
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Fig. Sc. EXAMPLE OF THE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM -
RETRIEVAL WITH NO SEARCH 

WILL THIS BE A TITLE SEARCIL SUBJECT SE~ROL OR RETRIEVAL? 
T ITLE=O) SUBJECT=L RETRIEV~L =2? 2 

no YW HISH /\NY INFO!W\TION FILES LISTED? YES=L NO=O? SB741.N5/5~l.lf.J7BS/l 

ENTER FILECODE (E.G .. ) SB741. P31)) 

DEPRESS RErllRN T() HID REfRIEVAL 
FILECODE: SB741.N51 

END (f FILE 
FILECODE: 

DO YOU WISH TO cor-rrINUE OR EXIT FRrn INFOR''V\TION RETqIEVAL? 
CONTH,UE=L EXIT=O? 0 
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Fig. 9. EXAMPLE OF T.NFORMATION RETRIEVAL UTILIZATION REPORT 

CMM INFO RETRIEVAL UTILIZATIOfJ REPORT FOR NOV., 1971 

FILENAME ACCESSES 

SB741.S71 1 
S Bl 2 9 . P 31 2· 
SB741.C71 1 
SB129.P33 1 
SB129.P32 1 
SB741.N51 1 
S 8667. Pll 1 
END OF PROGRAM 
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THOUGHTS AND REFLECTIONS ON COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT NETWORK 

By 

C . L. Huffman 
Extension Agent 
Farm Management 

Fincastle, Virginia 24090 

Since the inception of the Computerized Management Network project in 
Virginia, I have been involved in one way or another. My involvement has 
given me some background and suggestions to the use of computer terminals in 
Extension work. I feel that the area of communications are vital to Extension 
work and the computer terminal system is another "tool" that can be used to 
improve the effectiveness of our Extension educational role. With these brief 
remarks as a background, I would like to discuss some of my ideas about certain 
areas that I have observed. 

Computer Program Simplicity 

The Computerized Management Network system is a tremendous break-through 
for simplifying the basic computer program operation by non-computer orientated 
p ersonnel. I would like to compliment the CMN programmers for making the 
system so easy to operate. I fee l that any field agent or secretary could 
l earn to operate the terminal, get on and off the system, in less than an hour 
of instructions. Reading input data, editing data and other programming jobs 
have been greatly simplified in comparison to regular computer systems. I 
understand this was one of the primary objectives of the project and I feel it 
ha~ been carried out extremely well. 

"User" Program Simplicity 

The system has been developed quite satisfactorily but now we are at a 
critical stage for developing "user" programs and data bases to solve many 
real life problems. The primary criteria for "user" program development should 
be to make the gathering of input data, running problems and interpreting data 
as eff icient as possible. The basic idea of the project is to increase the 
effectiveness of data recall and problem solving which would in turn improve 
Extension's effectiveness. Agents are quite busy in all fields of work and 
have limited time to develop "user" programs. Also, agents will use the pro-
grams that are developed in the most practical way. The terminal system 
reduces the amount of Extension time required to do a given job. However, as 
we get computer capabilities, agents get more requests and do jobs that were 
not attempted previously because the facilities were not available. Even 
though an agent's present workload can be accomplished more efficiently with 
the use of computers, increased new clientele impose an extremely large workload 
on the presently overworked Extension Agents. 

If I may use a personal example, let me illustrate. During the month of 
November, I did eleven farm plans (linear programming) and one cash flow in 
addition to my other workload. In past years, the need for detailed planning 
was there but the facilities were not available. If I had not had the terminal 
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facilities available, I would have used a less detailed planning technique or 
1 might not have had the opportunity to do the planning at all. Nine of these 
£arms were planned as part of a farm management workshop on planning and two 
plans were done for individuals. The nine plans in the workshop required 69 
hours of Extension time including teaching, travel, setting up matrix, running 
plans, nnd discussing the plans. Using 7.6 hours per detailed plan is fairly 
efficien t , but when 69 hours plus another 20 hours for the individual plans 
are added to your present workload, it increases your total workload to an 
3lmost impossible level. I feel the user programs should be developed to get 
the most out of the computer system, the agent, and all the limited Extension 
resources. 

Field Phone Service 

Telephones are a vital part of this computer system and I feel the type 
of phone service selected should take into account more than just the terminal 
hook-up. Virginia has a special state-wide telephone service for certain 
governmental units including Extension, known as "SCATS". Unfortunately, in 
Virginia no local county or city Extension has this type of service. I feel 
as more terminals are installed, the multipurpose SCATS phone service should 
be considered. This computer and voice communications could give Extension 
Agents the most efficient communication system they have ever known. 

Exten~ion Agents Have Two Types of Problems 

As I see it, the agents will be concerned with two basic types of "user" 
programs. For discussion's sake, I will refer to them as "simple" problems 
a nd "complex" problems. First, the "simple" problems I refer to are the 
straight-forward problems requiring a minimum of input and a minimum of com-
puter running time. Programs included in this area may be simple analysis 
programs and information recall type programs. These programs would require 
a minimum of agent training. Programs are almost foolproof as far as the 
programming logic errors are concerned, and relatively simple terminals could 
be used for these programs. Probably the most useful program of these types 
to the agent would be the information recall. Information recall could serve 
the agents in some areas that are hard to keep up with regardless of how hard 
the agent tries. Agents would have immediate access to the most up-to-date 
information on any problem. This would reduce the need for much filing and the 
terminal output would give the printed copy needed by the agent for his clien-
t ele. This system could reduce printing costs because much material that is 
obsolete before the agents receive it could be obtained off the terminal rather 
than by conventional printing. Good basic publications could be printed and 
then the agent could supplement these publications with current computer output 
on changeable recommendations, such as pesticides, etc. Any Extension unit 
that could justify the equipment could operate this system. 

The second type programs are the "complex" ones. Included in this group 
would be cash flow analyses, linear programming, and related programs. These 
complex programs require large inputs, certain amounts of program logic, and 
a trained person to check for completeness and accuracy of the output. I 
would suggest these type of problems should be handled by a trained person work-
ing on a multicounty basis. This specialized person could have more time to be 
properly trained, keep up to date and to work with these complex programs enough 
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t o be ef f icient in their operation. This approach would lend itself to having 
a secretarial technician that could do much of the mechanical work of the pro-
gram execution. Decisions today on how complex problems will be handled, will 
determine how much back-breaking involvement agents will have with computer 
p r ograms in the future. 

Conclud i ng Comments 

In conclusion, I feel that the whole idea of using computers to improve 
Extension's communication role is sound. Now that the facilities are available 
and workable, the next phase of developing "user" programs could be most diffi-
cult and time consuming. Practical programs that are efficient and workable 
a re needed. Future development is a big challenge for each of us participating 
in this meeting. 
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ARTIFICIAL BREEDING GOT MO~E FROM THE BULL -
CAN THE S ~ 'ECIALIST GET AS MUCH FROM THE COMPUTER 

By 

G. W. Gorsline 

An after-dinner talk to the National Seminar on Current Use and Immediate 
Potential of Remote Terminals in Extension Programs: December 7, 1971, 
VPI & SU. 

In February 1946 (just after I got back from "my war" and just before 
going back to college) I attended a small meeting of leading farmers in 
Augusta County, Virginia called by my father - the local county agent - to 
allow a dairy specialist from VPI to discuss the formation of an artificial 
breeding cooperative. The standing sick joke at these meetings was: 

"The Carnation Milk Company will go out of business, as there 
will be no more contented cows." 

There is one other piece of levity from those days that may be appropri-
ate to my role here this evening. I wish to credit (Dr.) Johnny Almquist of 
Penn. State at a state wide conference of the Directors of the four arti-
ficial breeding cooperatives of Pennsylvania at a Lancaster hotel in the 
early 50's. 

"Once there were three bulls - a great big bull, a medium sized 
bull, and a little bull - wandering down the road looking for a 
good time. Now they were in a pretty staid part of the country 
and walked, and walked, and walked -- nothing. Well after a long 
time and many dusty miles in a hot sun, they finally came around a 
rutted curve and out of woods and - lo - there was a field of the 
r.rettiest little heifers you ever saw. 
'Now the big bull faced around and allowed that those heifers were 
all his - every one his and he gruffly told the medium sized bull 
and little bull to go on down the dusty hot road. Over the fence 
he went. 
"After another hour or so in the glaring sun the medium sized bull 
and the little bull found a field of broken down, dilapidated, over-
the-hill old cows. But it was a hot, hot day -- and the old cows 
would be so grateful, and ... So the medium sized bull faced around 
and told the little bull to keep going - these cows were his, all 
his. Over the fence he went. 
"Now that little bull dejectedly wandered down the rut filled deserty 
road desperately searching for a female bovine of any kind. On and 
on ... No success ••• Mile after sweaty mile." 

*Professor and Head, Computer Science Department, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University 
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"And that just goes to show that a little bull will go a long way." 

Allow me to milk this artificial breeding simile to the full depth of 
the pail. 

Recall that the really vital part is the spermatazoa. What artificial 
breeding has accomplished is strickly limited to the delivery system. Now, 
you and I have extremely well defined preferences for a traditional delivery 
system, and I assume from some observations that bulls also have the same 
inclination - but, it is a matter of some years experience that male bovines 
almost immediately adjust to the teaser, the artificial vagina, and the accom-
panying apparatus. By the way - the famous autocrat of the First Pennsylvania 
ABC preferred a steer teaser. 

The important point is that this alternate delivery system for bovine 
spermatazoa has had some direct benefits and some even more important indirect 
benef i ts. For instance, farmers quickly became better managers - just to cash 
in on the better genetics. 

For the moment - let us consider the basic elements of the system itself. 
First: A bull selection committee. Second: A bull barn and maintenance 
people. Third: The bull. Fourth: The semen collection, dilution and 
preservation system. Fifth: The inseminator technician. And six: The DHIA 
records to test the validity of the bull selection process and to furnish 
feedback to the bull selection corrnnittee. 

And now the simile - the parallelisms. 

The really vital part of the extension program that Mr. Northam and Mr. 
Walker and all of you are here to consider is information . Now we know quite 
a bit about information - how to measure it, how to transmit it, how to store 
1 t, how to transform it, how to structure it. But, don't let the futurists 
fool you. Don't let all the pretty ads in the trade journals take you in. We 
do not know all about information. Much of the work we do is not based on 
solid theory - much of it is based on pure impericalism; that is, we use a 
lot of rule-of-thumb rules. One of the shames of our time is that many of the 
things that we have explanatory theory about are still being treated by less 
than satisfactory rules-of thumb. Also - the process of new programmers 
learning the rule-of-thumb rules has not been very satisfactory. We spend a 
great deal of time and literally millions of dollars each year reinventing 
the wheel. We must find a way to stop this. 

A computer is an information transforming device. It can contain and 
control devices to store information. It can be used to transmit information. 
The information transformation process itself often must include an infor-
mation structuring process - difficult for the professional; impossible for 
the amateur. 

One of the trite sayings of the computer field is that a system consists 
of three parts: Hardware, Software and Brainware. Like most generalizations, 
it has many elements of truth, but slurs over many of the nuances. Lets look 
at the parts just a little from the viewpoint of us here tonight - the exten-
sion information specialist. Lets also remember the group who will derive 
the benefits from this information machine - the farmer. 
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First: the Hardware. From ENIAC at the Moore School in 1946 to the STAR 
at Livermore in 1971 constitutes quite a number of orders of magnitudes change 
in abilities. From the one of a kind university or government built ILLIAC 1 
through the ubiquitous IBM/360 to the latest paper tiger the trend has been for 
astounding increases in economy, reliability, and breadth of design. (Dr.) 
Herb Grosch, of the National Bureau of Standards, has postulated what has be-
come known as "Grosch's Law" - the speed will double, the abilities square and 
the price half every two years. In point of fact, Dr. Grosch has been proven 
surprisingly correct (although some of us believe that the manufactors use the 
rule to determine prices rather than the other way round). Recent advances 
in mass memory, parallelism, micro-prograrrnning, transmission techniques, net-
works, multi-prograrrnning, micro-computers, to mention only a sampling promise 
a rich reward in the near and far future. Very adequate theory exists for 
hardware. 

The computer terminal is your focal point for this gathering. Well, 
terminals come in all shapes, sizes and prices. The mod 33 teletype, the IBM 
2740, and many other hardcopy key oriented devices to say nothing of the IBM 
2260 and the myrid other symbol generating cathode ray tube devices. I won't 
even mention the fancy things that use light pens or the futuristic possibili-
ty of voice analysis. 

Recall, though, that terminals are only a means of access - something 
like a phone. We still need the transmission lines and the computer. If 
you will - the terminal is only a standin for the inseminator technician, 
the transmission lines are only a standin for the mail or auto transportation 
of the semen. Always remember, we still need the bull and the all important 
semen. We still need the computer and the all important information. 

Second: the Software. From the first computer program of (Ms.) Gracie 
Hopper at MIT in 1946, through the SABRE airline reservation system of the 
early sixties to the comprehensive information systems of today has been a 
real advance. From prograrrnning in terms of elementary electronic switches 
through the early primative procedural languages like FORTRAN to problem 
oriented packages like the Generalized Information System that have never 
really worked as intended has almost been a revolution. Never-the-less, 
Grosch's Law does not hold for Software. Our advance has been slow, painful 
and without the galloping breakthroughs of the Hardware types. Although we 
are getting some insights and some glirmners of the pieces, we really don't 
have a viable broadly applicable theory that applies to Software. Much of our 
work is empirical and has many elements of art. Thus, much of the practice 
is based on experience. And we have yet to find a way to pass along this 
experience to the entering people. We still reinvent the wheel, several times 
each day we reinvent the wheel. 

Third, and lastly: Brainware. People - intelligent, dedicated, indus-
trious, ethical people. Now here we are squarely facing the big problem of 
the information system world. People - competent people. 

Let us not take the time to look at the computer hardware designers, the 
terminal builder, the conceiver of networks, the operating systems program-
ming teams, or other of this ilk - rather let us consider the really important 
people. Let us look at information system people - the designer, the inte-
grator, the interpretor, the user, and all the others. Let's do this (for 
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tti.e la :; t time) in the guise of the ABC -- not the Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Hoards or the American Boys Club but the Artificial Breeding Corp. 

Just as the delivery of the right semen to the right cow at the right 
time wn ·~ t he "reason for being" in the ABC context; so it is that the 
ddivery of the right information to the right person at the right time 
i s our reason for being. This sounds like the traditional job of the 
t ·raditional Extension Service - the good old County Agent/Specialist system. 
It is, Let me emphasize that - the job is not changing - only the methodology. 

What are the asswnptions when a farmer walks into the local Extension 
Office with a question in this new era or in the present and past. Well, the 
asswnptions are really no different than they were in 1948 when I went to work 
with Lyle Bennett in Lewisburg, Union County, Pennsylvania. 

Assumption number 1 is that the question can be analyzed in such a way 
that the farmer's real and vital information need is disclosed. The orjginal 
question, more often than not, is not complete, is not an accurate reflection 
of the real need. The human County Agent asked questions about the question 
and finally found what was really being asked - what was really needed. Now, 
with an automated information system some plan of attack must be used in 
analyzing the question. Some systems will demand that the county agent trans-
late the question into key numbers or words. Sounds kind of primitive doesn't 
it? I agree - and firmly suggest that the present non-automated human system 
is better than this. At this point I could talk about the Super Intelligent 
Machine - that elusive general problem solver - the "God Machine". One of 
the thinkers of this small sub-field VPI Professor I. J. Good, predicts that 
the UIM - the Ultra Intelligent Machine - will exist in 1993. I personally 
hope not, and tend to think that the date is more likely 2050, or, hopefully, 
infinity o In the meantime - we must use relatively straight forward methods. 
The simplist is the extraction of keywords. We are at the stage of almost 
using syntactical relationships and are just beginning to get a glimmer of 
how to use semantic analysis but not much of a glimmer. The gleam is many 
light years away. At any rate, this problem in natural language translation 
is still in a preliminary stage of investigation. In the meantime, we must 
try to make do with our present state-of-the-art. And I mean Art. It is not 
yet a science. Keywords and word associations seem to be about the extent of 
our practical state-of-the-art usable techniques at present. 

Asswnption nwnber 2 is that the needed information exists. I submit that 
this is very often not true. I well remember (Dr.) Bob Hutton of Penn State 
asking (Dr.) Walt Thomas and I, when we were the corn breeders for Penn State 
in the late fifties, certain very searching and fundamental facts about corn 
hybrid adaptation in relation to certain soils, certain managements regimes, 
and such. Well the facts were; and I suggest still are; that our knowledge 
was abyssmally deficient. My guess is that our knowledge is still not very 
complete. One of the best similies about this I ever heard was voiced by 
(Dr.) Leon Johnson in a seminar while he was a grad student in soil physics. 
He likened knowledge to the air in a balloon and ignorance to the space out-
side the balloon. Now the more knowledge you put into the balloon the larger 
the contact with the unknown. That is -- the more we learn, the more we 
realize the extent of what we don't know. Almost like saying that the more we 
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learn the less we know. I view this knowledge gap - this deficit of needed 
i Hformation - as a real limitation to our vision of a farmer oriented auto-
mated extension information system - Computerized Management Network for 
example . 

~s sumption number 3 holds that the existing information can be organized 
in such a way that it can be retrieved when needed. We must consider this 
prohl~m f r.om at least two viewpoints. First we must logically organize the 
information from a content angle and second we must structure the information 
in a linear approximation of hyperspace with indeterminate and changing 
dimensions and topologies. Subject matter specialists must solve the first 
pr oblem and computational systems specialists must solve the second, these 
problems are at least approachable now. At this point the real problem arises. 

Assumption number 4 pretends that the systems designers can forecast the 
questions to be asked by the farmers. I must voice my real doubts - I just 
don't believe it. Yes, you can forecast and build in many of them - but not 
all. Thus I am forced to -

Assumption number 5 that holds that you can train the county extension 
workers to be quasi-computer progranrrners so that they can add their own 
questions to your system. Well, I hope you success. And sympathy. Katz of 
Michigan has pretty well shown, with engineers, that retreading professionals 
to learn the practical use of automation after age 40 is close to hopeless. 
I am seriously suggesting that a new generation of county agents will have to 
be trained and hired. We must realize this, to make dreams of Computerized 
Management Network work. Here I forecast real trouble. For instance - I know · 
o:E no college of Agriculture that requires even one computer usage course for 
its graduates. And this is 1972. Only 21 years to I. J. Good's super 
intell igen t machine. 

There is at least one more assumption. Assumption number 6 holds that the 
time constraints that the farmer has on the information needs are so inrrnediate 
that a computerized system is needed to satisfy him. Only the people in the 
field can answer this. One warning - assess the need fairly, don't let the 
"sex" of computers color your decision. 

Oh yes - Assumption number 7: you are assuming that the cost/benefit 
ratio of an automated fanner oriented information system is favorable, again 
you must answer this. Again - I beg you, be brutally honest with yourself. 

In this cost/benefit analysis I suggest that the indirect benefits need 
careful examination. Just as artificial breeding indirectly fostered broadly 
inrrnense changes in management, feeding, record keeping, and so on; that in my 
opinion, have had a much larger effect than ABC itself; so it is possible that 
Computerized Management Network will really pay off indirectly to a much larger 
extent in changing the attitudes of farmers. 

A word of 'Warning - don't allow your systems to be captured for admini-
strative record keeping. I say again - resist at all costs, the servicing of 
your administrative needs. Basic incompatibilities in storage and progranuning 
exist. 

Well, here we are - I'm done. I hope you feel like the cow - that is -
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satisfied. I hope you are in the condition the cow should be - pregnant - . 
with ideas. 

Bulls of the Extension Service - spread your information - raise your 
effici ency - and have fun. 

Good luck. 
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GETTING WHERE WE ARE 

Buel Lanpher* 

I have been working with many of you in this group for several years in 
exploring the possibilities of using EDP technology in carrying out farm 
management programs and in a broader sense carrying out Extension work in 
g eneral. I feel that we have come a long way in perfecting and building farm 
~anagernent uses of computer technology in spite of a complex situation involv-
ing such things as high costs, communication problems with colleagues, a 
period of push for more interdisciplinary effort, questions of our educational 
role versus private firms, etc. However, there are many things that we still 
can do--especially in the area of forward planning. 

Michigan took the lead in building a computerized farm record program 
back in the SO's. They and other States, along with some private organizations, 
have proceeded to develop some very good computer record systems. Although we 
can undoubtedly make some more refinements and improvements in the record 
systems that have been developed, we probably have reached a plateau insofar as 
this area of achievement is concerned. 

In the mid-SO's we also started to actively use computers to solve linear 
programming problems. This use of computers was largely confined to research 
problems for a good many years. Through those earlier years, some of us in 
Extension struggled to find ways to effectively use EDP technology in making 
applied applications of forward planning techniques. We did use L. P. and 
other applications such as Purdue's models in workshop situations. Also there 
have been some projects which provided L. P. solutions for individual farmers 
s uch as in the Pennsylvania and the rapid adjustment programs. There has been 
much concern about the cost-benefit ratio for Extension in using these forward 
planning techniques. It seems to me that in our search to find effective, 
e fficient ways of bringing computerized forward planning applications to the 
field on live problems of individual farmers that our research colleagues did 
not give us too much help in this effort. In fact, we were almost static in 
our progress for a number of years in bringing computerized forward planning 
techniques into use as applied management tools.. 

I feel that a big breakthrough occurred about three years ago when we 
really started to test the use of remote terminals by Extension workers in the 
field. Since that time, we have had many dynamic developments as is being 
pointed out in this workshop. It looks to me like a whole new ball game for 
farm management and for Extension work in general. 

This evolving technology around remote terminals offers Extension a great 
new opportunity. I feel that Extension should move aggressively to take leader-
ship in bringing remote terminal technology into use across the board in the 
agricultural world. Momentum appears to be developing as more specialists in 
more states appear to be putting their shoulders to the wheel. However, as of 

*Farm Management Coordinator, E.S., U.S.D.A. 
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yet, we haven't demonstrated the usefulness of remote terminals to many of our 
f e l low Extension workers and administrators. If we don't move aggressively in 
developing use of remote terminals other organizations are going to go ahead 
on their own. This may limit Extension's opportunity to serve agriculture. 

I would expect that this type of meeting and other similar training 
e fforts involving the use of remote terminals will steadily become more and 
more frequent. Just about one month ago, many in this group met in Madison 
tc discuss operating plans for using the University of Michigan touch tone 
remote system. In fact, it is difficult for me to recall any farm management 
meeting in which I participated during the past year in which the subject of 
remote terminals was not discussed at some time during the meeting. Thus, I 
believe and I ·think most of you in this group probably feel that it is just 
a matter of time before use of remote terminals is a way of life in society 
as well as in Extension work. Most all persons will be using terminals as a 
management tool including information retrieval and information input. We 
will probably have many kinds of terminals with some specialized for specific 
jobs. 

In closing, it appears that computer technology has now almost moved to 
the point where it is quite similar to a woman in that "you can't live with 
them and you can't live without them." 
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Ag. Fron. Misc. 1971-12 

THE MICHIGAN COMPUTERIZED FORWARD P.LANNING SYSTEM* 

Stephen B. Harsh & J. Roy Black 
Michigan State University 

Since the mid-sixties, the Michigan State University farm management staff 
has felt that the power of computers could be used to assist farmers in making 
r a tional management decisions. This concept was presented to the Kellogg 
Foundation with a request for funds to develop an experimental extension edu-
c ation program. The Kellogg Foundation found the idea promising and a grant 
wa s given to the Department of Agricultural Economics at Michigan State 
University in 1967. 

How should a university organize itself to develop a computerized forward 
planning system? Our review of the Michigan environment explored many facets. 
Major considerations included: 

1. What clientele group(s) should our forward planning system be 
designed to serve? Should it be designed for the progressive 
commercial farmer or should a more broad segment of the farm 
population be considered? What about the 55-year-old dairyman 
with 35 cows? 

2. What is the impact of existing institutional structures on choice 
of methodology? Included was the extension administration's 
philosophy; for example, the desirability of strong county programs 
to meet educational objectives. 

3. What distribution channels are required to implement a computerized 
forward planning system? Can the system best be operated at the 
campus level or would it be more desirable for county extension 
agents to have full access? 

4. What budget constraints must the state and county extension services 
work within? Who will be absorbing the costs? 

5. What is the length of run for the experimental project? Is it 
essential that a high percentage of the extension service be using 
the forward planning system at the end of the planning horizon or 
would it be satisfactory if only a very small percentage are deeply 
involved with an intent to expand if pilot results are promising? 

6. What types and quantities of manpower can and should be committed to 
the project? Manpower is needed both in the development of computer 
software and in training extension field staff in how to apply the 

* A paper presented at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute Conference on 
Computer Applications to Agriculture, December 7 - 9, 1971. 
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software. Will there be adequate manpower at all levels to guard 
against a weak link in the system and potential failure? 

7. What type(s) of software should be employed? Should larger, more 
complete characterizations of problems be employed or should smaller 
characterizations be employed on the expectation that extension 
agents can use the smaller characterizations by use of good heuristics 
with more facility than they can use larger characterizations. 
Similarly, should time-sharing or batch operation be used? Too, 
what kind of models can be successfully constructed by working with 
existing staff in other departments? 

8. What hardware systems are available? What do they cost in terms of 
CPU, terminal hook-up, and storage? Are they reliable? What types 
of remote terminals does the system handle if remote access is 
desired? 

9. What relationships are appropriate with other colleges within the 
University, other universities, government and administrative agencies, 
and private firms? For example, is there an institutional arrangement 
whereby administrative agencies and private firms can use the same 
software system in a service setting as educators use the system in 
a University setting? How should costs be allocated? How does the 
University guard against misuse? 

The Michigan Situation 

We concluded , after reviewing the above factors in some detail, that there 
were two directions along which we could proceed. First, we could develop 
comprehensive, multidisciplinary computer models and deliver these via exten-
sion specialists in a workshop context. However, we had some reservations 
about this method because it would tend to concentrate on our better farmers 
(indicated in Figure 1 as Top Operator and the better Average Operator). 

~p OPERATOR l 
1 ~ 

AVERAGE OPERATOR 

__ ..... --· 

TRADITIONAL INFORMATION INSTITUTIONS 
(Extension Service and Agribusiness Firms) 

........ ~. 

UNIVERSITY AND COMPUTER MODELS 

Figure 1. ALTERNATIVE MODELING STRATEGIES 

OTHER OPERATORS 
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Fur t hermore, the Michigan philosophy concerning specialists is to utilize them 
in tr aining field agents with the expectation that agents will be responsible 
fo r t ne main part of the education program. Finally, it is difficult to get 
s pec i a lists to develop comprehensive models unless they have had considerable 
prev ious e.xperience. Alternatively, we could design a forward planning system 
tha t co~ld be used primarily by field agents. This would enable us to work 
with a l arger segment of the farming population. At the same time, involving 
f i el<l agents in the planning process with their clientele should expand our 
a bility to service a larger group of clientele since we would not be restricted 
by the t i me and availability of campus staff for holding workshops. Too, field 
s taff are better acquainted with their clientele and problems peculiar to their 
geograph i c area. Our decision was to place primary emphasis on the second 
a pproach of using the traditional extension channels for our delivery system."J:_/ 

I n regard to our cho i ce of hardware, we were convinced the field agent 
woul d have to have r eady access to the computer if he were to effectively use 
the computer as a tool in helping farmers make decisions. A "mail-in" system 
would not meet his needs for many types of problems. The major problem with 
th i s t ype of system is the time delay between submittal of data and the return 
o f results. During such a delay, an agent loses interest and familiarity with 
the problem; indeed, our primary emphasis on heuristics as contrasted to "one-
s hot" a lgorithms makes instant feedback very important. Finally, frustrations 
e volve from f aulty input data or the need to modify input assumptions because 
of dissatisfying results. These negative factors encouraged us to develop a 
system which could be r un remotely from county agents' offices. 

Of maj or considerat ion in choosing remote terminals, were the local office 
budgets . It was our deci s ion not to place major amounts of money in hardware 
equ ipment f or our field of f ices, but to use these funds to develop software, 
t o train agent s in using the software, ·and to expose the farmer to the computer 
as a decision aid. Local offices were expected to acquire their own terminals. 
However , this decision reduced our alternatives among terminals. Budgets in 
l oca l offices are, in most cases, without noncommitted funds; thus agents would 
not be able to purchase or rent a highly sophisticated terminal. In the future, 
agents wi ll have to decide how much of their small budgets to devote to hard-
ware as opposed to running computer programs. Most agents probably will not 
have sufficient volume to make a teletype the least-cost terminal. 

The agent's appropriate skill level was another consideration to be 
resolved. None of our agents had had extensive training in using complex 
management decision techniques such as linear programming, simulation, and 
dynamic programming. Therefore, we have had to develop models to handle the 
problems agents are currently familiar with, and use these models as a founda-
tion for more complex models. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2, which 
describes our software package related to the beef-feeding area. One of the 
first models designed was a livestock budgeting guide, determining the profit-
ability of a particular lot of cattle or hogs. Many of our agents were 
familiar with this process, and began to feel confident in using the computer. 
From this simple model we moved to a linear programming model which selects the 

1_/ This discussion did not exclude us from also holding campus workshops run 
by specialists to tackle complex problems such as dairy farm growth. How-
ever, our use of workshops in the initial phase would be nominal. 
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CROP-LIVESTOCK LONG-RUN .PLANNING MODEL: 
Use to integrate farmer's cropping and livestock pro-
gram to maximize profit given farmer's fixed resources 
and self-imposed restrictions. This model can help 
answer questions such as the best crop mix, the 
scheduling of crop operations, the rate of animal turn-
over in the feedlot, the best machinery combination, 
or how much additional land could be profitably handled 
with existing machinery. 

T 
FEEDER/RATION COMBINATION SELECTION MODEL: 
Use to select the feeder/ration combination which maxi-
mizes profit given feedlot capacity, feed supplies, 
credit available, and self-imposed restrictions. 

I 
FEEDER PROFITABILITY AND BREAK-EVEN PRICE MODEL: 
Use to determine profitability and break-even prices 
of a given lot of cattle, hogs, lambs, or dairy cows. 

Figure 2. INTEGRATED PROBLEM SOLVING 

most profitable feeder/ration combination given the farmer's fixed resources. 
The input is very similar to the budgeting model except that it contains 
information on the fixed resources (feed supplies, feedlot space, and capital 
available) of the farmer. Too, we permit the farmer to place restrictions 
upon the plan; for example, the lot can be restricted to have not more than 30 
percent yearlings. Similarly, we have a model which will help the farmer 
answer questions concerning integration of his cropping and livestock program 
to maximize profit. This model can help answer questions such as best crop 
mix, scheduling crop operations, rate of animal turnover in the feedlot, and 
best machinery complement. By using this building block approach to problem 
solving, we have been able to move our agents from a rather elementary type 
analysis to some very complex problem solving. At the same time, it gives the 
agent the flexibility he needs to deal with various problems. He can answer 
simple questions without collecting unnecessary information which may be re-
quired by a complex model. Yet by careful use of his heuristic skills the 
agent can motivate the farmer to think beyond the simple questions he may be 
posing to more complex problems involving his total farm operation. This 
flexibility has been readily accepted by our agents and they feel more com-
fortable using these types of models. 

Examples of how we suggest agents approach a problem using heuristics and 
sensitivity analysis may provide you with a better understanding of our 
approach . ..?_/ 

J:./ Papers by Simon and Newell (7), Newell, Shaw and Simon (4), Polya's (5) 
book provide a good place to start reading about heuristics. Rappaport's 
(6) survey provides a short overview on sensitivity analysis. 
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Example 1. Suppose a farmer is considering investing in a large 
tractor to increase his amount of fall plowed ground since, 
in his area, fall plowed ground results in higher corn yields 
than spring plowed ground. But he is unsure of the yield 
difference. 

The agent suggests, "Is the difference greater than ten 
bushels?" 

The farmer remarks, "No, but it may be eight or nine 
bushels." 

"Could it be less than five bushels?" 

"No, it's at least five bushels." 

Hence, the agent and the farmer can bracket the answer. 
If the investment appears break-even in the middle of the 
range, the farmer may want to acquire additional information. 

Example 2. Suppose a corn-soybean farmer wants to know whether he should 
have four, six, or eight row equipment. The agent might 
suggest the farmer use the Corn-Soybean Enterprise Planning 
Model; the model would be run for four, six, and eight row 
equipment taking into account relevant factors including land 
rental options as depicted in Figure 3. By running four-
eight row equipment, the farmer would have an estimate of his 
best plan as well as the differences in prof it and risk among 
plans. 

GENERAL CASE SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 

SMALLER 
PROBLEM1 

COMPLEX PROBLEM 

' l 
SMALLER 
PROBLEM2 

DECOMPOSITION 

_J 
SMALLER 
PROBLEM3 

I OMPOSITION 

_J 

WHAT SIZE OF 
MACHINERY COMPLEMENT 

SHOULD I OWN? 

BEST PLAN 
GIVEN 4 ROW 

EQUIPMENT 

BEST PLAN 
GIVEN 6 ROW 

EQUIPMENT 

BEST PLAN 
GIVEN 8 ROW 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SIZE OF MACHINERY 
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT PROFIT & RISK 

Figure 3. HEURISTICS AND COMPLEX PROBLEM SOLVING 
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The Computing Systems 

In making a time-share computer available to our extension field agents, 
we have placed major emphasis on the development and use of the touch-tone 
telephone as a remote terminal. Although the system has been called the 
touch-tone system, this is a misnomer since programs stored on this system 
can also be operated through a teletype terminal and other higher speed 
terminals. However, most of the programs run to date through the system have 
been through the touch-tone telephone. We have emphasized this system because 
we can place low cost terminals ($5.00 to $10.00 a month rental fee) in a 
large number of offices. Today, there are over 30 agent offices in Michigan 
with these touch-tone terminals and, in addition, there are field terminals 
located in Wisconsin, Illinois and Minnesota . Approximately forty programs are 
on the system with more in various stages of development. These programs have 
been developed by Michigan State University and a number of other universities, 
and have involved several disciplines. Some of the most popular programs are 
the Least-Cost Dairy Rations, Income Tax Management, Investment Decision Model 
(including buy vs. lease and investments to reduce risk), and Feeder/Ration 
Selection Model. New models which appear promising include Land Investment, 
Corn-Bean Enterprise Planning Model, Alfalfa Enterprise Planning Model, Corn-
Corn Silage-Alfalfa-Livestock Farm Planning Model, and Corn Harvest Machinery 
Planning Model. 

Field operation of the system is nearing the end of the second year . 
During the first six months of operation (the first half of 1970) there were 
909 analyses run. Nearly 70 percent more analyses were run in the second 
half of 1970 than in the first half to bring the yearly total to 2,419. For 
the first six months of 1971, we reached a usage level of 2,393 for an increase 
of 60 percent over the previous six months. Recent checks on the system 
indicate that the usage is continuing to increase. 

The University of Michigan computer system is being used since it had the 
necessary audio response unit needed to drive our touch-tone terminals. In 
addition, we have found the computing system to be reliable, of large capacity, 
and the charges reasonable, especially in storage costs. In contrast, we have 
found the cost of running moderate sized linear and dynamic programs on commer-
cial systems prohibitive. 

The touch-tone system has been criticized because of its limited input/ 
output capabilities . Although this is a limitation, we have found by using 
an elaborate executive routine and making extensive use of management by 
exceptionl/ that we have been able to solve very complex problems on this 
terminal, which have been in most cases readily accepted by our field agents. 
Also, our ability to output only critical information may be a blessing in 
disguise; see for example, Ackoff (1) and Churchman (3). However, we do not 
consider this system the "ultimate" for field operations. As the terminal 
usage level increases over time, and the price of the terminals decline, we 
are confident we will be moving to faster input/output terminals. However, 
in the interim we find this system acceptable and effective in making the 
computer available to our field agents and some agribusiness firms. 

3/ Bittel Book (2) gives illustrations of management by exception. 
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Altl1ough most of our efforts have been concentrated on the touch-tone 
system, we also have experimented with several teletype terminals in the 
field. The type of programs run through these terminals have been high 
input/output models (e.g., our program containing a cash flow analysis). 
Because of cost, these terminals have been used primarily by our district 
farm management agents. The use among these agents has varied and there 
seems to be a pattern which suggests that as the programs become more com-
plex in their input/output requirements (as is the case for most of our 
teletype programs), the number of agents willing to learn how to use these 
programs decline in number. A large amount of time and effort is required to 
become familiar with these programs because of the size of the input. Thus, 
unless agents plan to use the models extensively in their educational programs, 
they do not commit themselves the time-consuming process needed to understand 
the model. 

We have about ten programs that can be operated in the field from a tele-
type terminal. The most popular programs have been the cash flow analysis, 
enterprise cost analysis and partnership analysis. 

The equipment used has been commercial time-sharing computers since 
Michigan State University's computer lacks the reliability required for edu-
cational meeting use. The University of Michigan computer does not accept 
paper tape input. A major drawback in using these computers has been the cost 
of storage. Some of our larger programs (e.g., Whole Farm Financial Plan) 
have run more than $100 a month in storage costs alone. This suggests that if 
a program is to be left on line only extensive usage will justify its storage 
costs. 

We are currently contracting our field teletype use; the teletype programs 
are being converted to batch operation. The primary reasons for this cutback 
are cost and manpower requirements. Our intent is to utilize these programs 
in a workshop context. 

Some General Observations 

Although we feel we have made significant progress in making the computer 
a useful tool for assisting farmers in their decision-making process, we have 
noted some problems about field acceptance. Farmers do not visualize the 
computer as a necessity for better decision making. Indeed, they have had 
enough bad experience with computers (e.g., wrong parts ordered or incorrect 
billings) that they approach the computer with reservations. Considerable edu-
cational effort will be required to overcome these reservations. 

Secondly, not all county agents are willing to make use of the computer in 
their educational program. Of those willing to use the computer, most will use 
only two to four programs. They concentrate on programs in their areas of 
specialty and are hesitant to take the time and effort to learn to use programs 
outside their specialty areas, especially if the programs are complex in nature. 
However, as time passes agents are slowly beginning to use programs in areas 
outside their specialty, an encouraging trend. 
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Another observation concerns the type of models that find acceptance in 
the field. Programs that answer complex questions which might otherwise be 
tremendously time-consuming for the farmer or agent are readily accepted. 
Least-cost rations, income tax management, whether to buy or custom hire 
machines, when to trade machinery, selection of the best feeder/ration combina-
tion are examples of this type of model. These models are becoming more and 
more popular because they repeatedly illustrate to the agent that the computer 
gives significantly better answers than his rules-of-thumb. The other models 
that are popular are the ones that answer unusual questions (e.g., what herbi-
cides do I use to control giant foxtail in corn planted on organic soils in 
which Atrazine had been used the two previous years and I plan to plant 
potatoes next year?). 

Finally, the level of usage in educational meetings has accounted for a 
large percentage of the total usage. Initially we figured the bulk of the 
usage would be to answer individual farmer problems. However, agents have 
been using the model in meetings to convey concepts and develop interest, and 
then follow up on individual cases at a later date. 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ABOUT COMPUTERIZED 
MANAGEMENT NETWORKS FOR 

EXTENSION WORKERS * 
W. A. Tinsley 

Michigan State University 

"One of the most exciting technological developments of 
this exciting century is the marriage of the engineering 
of teleconnnunication to that of the computer industry. 
Both of these fields are developing at a fast and furious 
rate. Calculated speculation about what either of them 
is likely to lead to brings awe-inspiring conclusions. 
Either the computer industry, or the telecommunications 
industry, alone, is capable of bringing about changes in 
our society, in the working habits and the government of 
people, that will change their way of life throughout the 
world. But the two techniques complement each other. In 
combination they add power to each other. Telecommunication 
links will bring the capabilities of the computers and the 
information in data banks to the millions of locations 
where they can be used, and computers in return will con-
trol the immense switching centers and help divide the 
enormous capacity of the new linkages into usable 
channels." [2] 

As the above statement optimistically suggests, significant advances in 
new technology are continuing to become available. Despite an increasing 
number of very convincing warnings about where the uncritical advance of 
technology is leading, the response of most viewers of technological inno-
vation is to conclude, "It's here; how can we use it?" 

Results to Date 

The coming of new technology and certain acts of faith in the forms of 
grants from various sources have allowed us to enter an exciting and highly 
promising area of work. While most of us had never heard of time-sharing and 
telecommunications networks five years ago, we have all now used them. We 
have found equipment more reliable than we expected and technological capabil-
ities are beyond our present skills in using the equipment to do a better job 
for people. 

Despite the user lag, we are in business and there have been some dis-
cernable results at different levels of interaction. 

-J~A paper presented at the VPI Conference on Computer Applications to 
Agriculture, December 7-9, 1971. 
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At the manager level there are some success stories. Programs in the 
areas of tax management and ration formulation have been used widely and 
accepted. Other programs are gaining footholds. 

Several pluses can be noted at the user level. 

1. Better conceived and more accurate analyses have been made available. 

2. Computer speeds allow these programs to be made available to more 
people than was ever possible with hand calculations. 

3. Evidence suggests that the cost of providing many of the analyses is 
such that users can afford work which was not feasible before because 
of its high cost. 

4. Extension agents have found computer access a useful tool in both 
engaging the attention of people with problems and motivating people 
to make changes. The availability of computer assistance has given 
agents a reason to contact farmers and farmers an excuse to bring 
their problems to agents. There have been a number of reports that 
farmers have changed their behavior after receiving a computer-aided 
analysis. In many cases the computer results have merely confirmed 
what agents have previously suggested. However, greater detail or 
some other aspect of the encounter with computer-aided analysis has 
caused farmers to act where previously they did not. 

5. Computer-aided analysis has begun to involve both farmers 
advisors in thinking in greater depth about the business. 
computer assistance has begun to provide better on-the-job 
experiences for all those dealing in management work. 

and their 
In turn, 

training 

The advent of remote access to computer assistance has also opened up 
new possibilities in the relationships between the campus and the field 
staffs. Because the computer effort is new and not well ingrained in tra-
ditional budgets, field acceptance is crucial. Campus based workers strug-
gling to make the new work succeed must work for a kind of relevance that was 
not previously demanded and this in turn has its impact. Campus personnel 
are turning to field staff for help and guidance in program selection and 
design. Field staff have new chances to shape programs and to participate in 
applied research in field situations. Field staff, thus, have some new 
opportunities arising as a result of the computer efforts to allow them to 
make creative and rewarding contributions to new and better programs. At the 
same time, the criterion of field acceptance in the choice of what is to be 
done should lead to more relevant work. Those critics in the field who have 
correctly or incorrectly regarded campus departments of applied economics as 
departments of unapplied, applied economics now have new chances to shape 
change. 

Extension field access to computers is also beginning to have its impact 
on relationships between campus staff members in both research and extension. 

The computer revolution has created a new generation of analysts enabled 
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by computers to consider complexities of decision making that previous gen-
erations armed with desk calculators could not begin to tackle. 

A new generation is now at work. One result of that work is a sharper 
focus on what needs to be known in order to answer users' questions. Answers 
depend upon assumptions and there are already some examples of cases in which 
research tests have to be set up in order to provide better assumptions for 
computer programs being used with extension audiences. 

Another effect of computer work has been a growing communication between 
campus workers in various disciplines. Computer program design has exposed 
the interrelationships typical of most business decisions. This, in turn, has 
led to new communications across disciplines and greater coordination of 
efforts as workers, fascinated with the possibilities of gaining new insights 
about their work are persuaded to make contributions to improve the parts 
that make up a total analysis. 

The new campus work has also led to challenges to old rules-of-thumb and 
is beginning to allow field users to substitute several detailed computer 
runs based upon alternative assumptions about the case in question for what 
would previously have been a rule-of-thumb based recommendation. 

The analytic possibilities opened by computer availability have also 
opened up new problems in computer application which obviously must be dealt 
with. One is the problem of how best to help users properly interpret the 
results of the more complicated types of analysis and to have enough confi-
dence in the results to use them. 

Another problem is that of designing programs which take into account 
the decision rules used by specific managers in contrast to some of the 
simple optimization criteria now being used. One writer suggests that at 
this stage of the game one of the important contributions that can be made 
is to help managers isolate the rules they are using. 

"The classical financial model has often been viewed as a 
large-scale optimization against a set of prespecified 
criteria. The major problem with this approach has often 
been the optimization. For a given set of criteria, the 
mathematical problems of optimization turn out to be, in 
many cases, very difficult. For example, these problems 
are often non-linear and are thus difficult to solve. 
However, these mathematical problems and their solutions 
are often irrelevant! The optimization criteria which 
need to be stated very precisely to a mathematical 
analyst, are often the most elusive elements in a financial 
analyst's mind. His optimization criteria and his design 
points are more crudely stated than those of a precise 
programming problem, at least at our present stage of 
understanding optimizations. It is only through successive 
applications of the analyst~s decision rules and alterations 
of them as he observes the changes in output that he crystallizes 
his optimization criterion. The major thrust of our 
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model is to provide the parameters the analyst needs to 
make the decision, i.e., to choose between alternative 
strategies, and not necessarily to choose a single 'best' 
strategy on the basis of a poorly stated criterion.fl 

''Mathematical exactness in optimization is important and 
will be done where necessary, but more useful is an eval-
uation of the relative importance of a family of financial 
design parameters. The most important tool for the financial 
analyst is a simple-to-change set of decision rules and an 
evaluation of the effects of changing a rule. Many strictly 
mathematical optima cannot be reached by a set of decision 
rules. Therefore, it is possible that the analyst, when 
operating in the realistic world where he is constantly 
evoking decision rules at crucial points, will arrive at a 
financial structure which is not optimal from the pro-
gramming point of view." E 1 } 

Currently there is much to be done in developing better programs to help 
gain better insights into the complex nature of most decisions. For this 
reason, most people who have ventured into computerized applications for ex-
tension work have begun with simplified versions of the real world, hoping to 
buy time to work out better representations and particularly, to buy time to 
figure out how the educational burden of teaching agents and farmers to under-
stand both the insights and limitations of what is being done. 

The new efforts in remote computing involve combining people and equip-
ment to do a job. At this stage of the game, people are still asking how 
many people, what kind of people and what kind of job? 

Access to computer terminals from agents' offices represents a new ex-
perience for most agents and it seems, many if not most are reluctant to be-
come heavily involved. There is a fear of the unknown and perhaps an appre-
hension by some that we have come to what one author has called "The Age of 
Trash", in which humans keep becoming as obsolete as yesterday's newspaper. i 3] 
This same reluctance is often shown on campus. It's a new game and uncer-
taint ies abound. There is then a double burden; that of persuading users to 
operate equipment and then teaching users how to gather data and interpret 
results. The computer system, the terminal and the programs must all be 
reliable and procedures simple enough that users can be made to feel comfort-
able using the programs. 

Use of the management networks must leave both farmers and agents feel-
ing that they have used the computer as a tool to enhance their powers as a 
thinking being and not as a substitute for the power to reason. The dream 
persists that the computer has come to do all the work in decision making, to 
substitute for the decision maker. Some may fear that this is so. However, 
if the computer is used to advantage it requires greater intellectual in-
volvement by users. The great genius called for in using computerized manage-
ment networks, is not that of learning to make the equipment work or that of 
writing programs, but instead, of picking equipment and designing programs 
that motivate users to become involved in the thinking process and challenge 
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th em t o go further than they have ever gone before in considering alterna-
tives and making choices. Users must become involved. 

To date much of the concern has been simply to design operational pro-
grams. Often too little thought has been given to how best to gather infor-
ma t ion from users, and what must be given back to users in order that they 
understand both the logic of the analysis and its conclusions. I think both 
a spects are c r ucial to acceptance. The computer is both a calculating device 
and s ource of educational materials. The most common disaster to date it 
seems to me has been to overlook the second role, assuming that results are 
enough . Ther e is a need to put into practice all the years of training aimed 
at help ing us to teach. Computer results should communicate. Computer time 
ls becoming l es s costly than user time and the successful programs are likely 
to be thos e t ha t can be understood with a minimum of effort on the part of 
users and t heir a dvi s ors. Clear, concise, carefully presented results are a 
key to util i za t i on. 

Probably mos t exten s ion agents' most rewarding experiences come with 
substantial involvement in the details of farmer's decisions. The computer 
should allow greater involvement with more people. We are increasingly aware 
of the validity of certain criticisms of the uncritical acceptance of tech-
nology. In a machine society, people begin to act like machines and organi-
zations become machine-like. Computers imply dehumanization to some and 
pe op le are becoming rightfully outraged with some computer encounters. Yet 
t he potent i al is f or people to use the machines and not be used by them. A 
signifi ca nt aspect of remote terminal application is that the end of the line. 
:t. s i'!.1 a l oca l ext ension off i ce where there are people that care what happens 
tu computer program users. If extension agents can not only run programs, but 
continually ask the question, "What did this computer experience do to help 
people ?" , th en involvement with computers can be a cause for celebration, not 
despai r. 

Some Per sonal Experiences and Biases 

We have now had some field experiences and have formed some tentative 
conclusions. Here are some of mine. 

Most people who have worked in our area have begun with simple programs 
doing work that has been well established with field people and then have 
gradually moved on to more c·omplex problems and more complex programs, hoping 
to bring the field personnel along. 

I have written some simple programs in the areas of tax management, estate 
analysis, budgeting and machinery investment analysis which have been used and 
are useful i.n introducing agents to computer work. I think it is realistic to 
expect, however, that even the simplest programs will undergo a lot of re-
vision over time to better serve people. The more complicated kinds of analy-
sis may require several years before they are in a form that can be widely 
useful in the field. 

I have spent a lot of time working on a program that helps farmers and 
those advising them to project and check the feasibility of proposed farm 
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plans. The program highlights the projected net worth, profit and loss and 
cash flow statement aspects of a business for a twelve month planning period 
and also includes projected monthly feed inventories and livestock numbers. 
The objective of the program is to help farmers begin to think more in the 
same terms that creditors think so that farmers can not only anticipate the 
future but are prepared to justify credit needs and have projections with 
which to compare actual events with planned events. Such planning helps 
farmers get a better grasp of their current situation and the projections act 
as a blueprint to help alert them to crisis events. 

Use of the program takes a good deal of time and the program is somewhat 
cumbersome to run on a teletype. However, if agents are to really become in-
volved in counseling farmers about their whole business, the program gets them 
involved. Such a program is not very good for examining alternative courses 
and the need is to tie financial management oriented reports to procedures 
which better examine alternatives. In a crude way Chap Huffman and I did 
some of this kind of work running selected whole farm linear programming 
results through the program to create results in a format more familiar to 
bankers and farmers. 

Some of the more crucial issues we face revolve around the questions of 
how many and what kind of agents we expect to be using our programs and the 
kind of terminals they will be using. We have had some alternatives tried. 

The push button phone terminal has emerged as a cheap, mobile, highly 
effective terminal for use with large audiences. Low terminal cost allows 
computer access by large numbers of extension agents. 

The typewriter-like terminals are not very mobile, not easily effective 
in large audience situations and are more expensive. However, these termi-
nals offer both communications facilities and a typist, allowing program 
designers to better organize results and present users with more professional 
looking results. We have seen most industrial users go to this type termi-
nal for these and other reasons. 

We now must come to begin to sort out the difference between acquainting 
people with remote terminal capabilities and making these capabilities effec-
tive and efficient in helping users do a better management job. 

In my judgement we are finding that we are going to have to do a lot of 
intensive work with a few selected field personnel in order to make our pro-
grams more relevant and the results teachable. We have to have agent advice 
to help make choices about the compromises between greater complication, and 
the more difficult educational tasks involved with more relevant results. 
The developmental process has got to involve a few, carefully selected field 
agents with sufficient free time to devote to this task. Development is not 
a job you can do with a few minutes of time from all the agents in the state. 

It seems to me, too, that the potentially more useful programs have 
requirements that are beyond the capabilities of the phone terminal. I think 
the sooner we face squarely the question of how we organize and design pro-
grams that justify printing terminals, the better off we will be. The notion 
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that our work is good but that a gents can't afford to pay for tenninals and 
phone time is a critical paradox which has to be resolved, and I think it 
will only be resolved working first with a few agents in developing a product 
tha t will sell. 

I have one other bias and that concerns the question of campus versus 
commercial computing systems. I think here, too, we have to soon begin to 
face the facts of life and learn how to survive at commercial rates. The old 
saying tha t you get what you pay for I think applies in computing services. 
Though much of our developmental work can be done inexpensively on campus 
computers, I think there is much to be gained in keeping the operating system 
on a c ommercial computer. The commercial systems are generally more reliable 
and provide better user services ranging from program conversion to computing 
results. Because of the unstable nature of most time-sharing companies today, 
people who elect to go this route have to provide precautions that allow them 
to be abl e to move qu ickly to other companies. This sort of forced knowledge 
is useful. Too often, we have been stuck with computing facilities that don't 
do the job and have not been equipped to do anything about it. One of the 
potential pluses from interstate sharing of computer systems is that jointly 
we can be able to afford the kind of computer professional that can help us 
avoid pennanent marriage to a particular computer. 

Wilken [4 ]has noted something of the challenges and hazards which lie 
ahead in the following quote from an article by Mahan and Bollman: 

"Centuries ago, the educational practitioner -- the medicine 
man or tribal priest -- handed down 'truth' from on high and 
this was accepted on faith. However, a new concept of the 
practitioner is emerging. According to Bugenthal [American 
Psychologist, 18:563-69, September, 1963] we can no longer 
merely diagnose a patient's problems, scrawl an illegible 
prescription, and send the patient dutifully off to a phar-
macist for a medicine which the patient takes with complete 
ignorance. Today, he points out, we are recognizing that 
'the patient's own responsible involvement in the change 
process' is essential to the educational process. This 
view implies the dynamic quality of the educator/learner 
relationship, especially the involvement of the learner. 
There is some evidence that it is precisely at this point 
that the educational process may fail: not in the content 
competencies of the educator ~ the lea;n:fnS-abi.Iity £!:. 
motivation of the learner, but in the relationship between 
the two." ----

We are involved in trying to mass produce an educational network for 
extension workers. Simultaneously we've been learning a new technology and 
deciding what should be taught and how. We are simultaneously involved in 
trying to teach ourselves, other university professionals, field agents and 
extension clients. What, when, where and how? It's time to place your bets. 
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IN-FIELD EXPERIENCE OF USING THE COMPUTER TO EDUCATE 

W. Conard Search 
Cooperative Extension Service 

Michigan State University 

Decision making goes on every day on every farm. Sometimes these 
decisions are based on sound business principles and application of the mana-
gement process. Too often, however, the problem of whether or not to buy a 
new tractor, or to choose between two ways of doing something, farmers make 
their decision on the basis of hearsay, good sales technique and colorful ads, 
or they might just try to budget through a question, such as, whether or not 
to buy more land, buy land and end up short of the best answer, because the 
problem may be too complicated to really answer easily on their farm or they 
just lack knowledge to budget the question analytically. 

The function of my job, as District Farm Management Agent, for nine south-
western Michigan counties, is to provide management information to teach 
methods of using the information to solve problems and to motivate county ex-
tension staffs to expand and perfect programs designed to improve the decision 
making ability of farm people. 

When I first came on the job, five years ago, my primary responsibility 
was to encourage our enrollees in TelFarm (M.S.U. Farm Record Program) to do 
an accurate job of reporting and using the computer prepared reports. In this 
regard, I provide, with specialist assistance, five different training activi-
ties for our TelFarm enrollees. These are (1) annual Check-In (preparation 
of crop and inventory reports) and tax management assistance, (2) tax report-
ing schools (my objective each year is to train our 285 TelFarmers to properly 
fill in their tax forms), (3) Business Analysis training schools are offered 
each TelFanner. These schools give me an opportunity to train our TelFarmers 
to use their analysis and (4) on farm counseling visits. In addition to these 
responsibilities, I assist with farm management short courses and county 
income tax schools. 

Seldom was I called upon to assist families .!!£! in TelFarm with manage-
ment decisions, unless they were a new prospect for TelFarm. During these five 
yea.rs, my role has been changing from an in-the-field TelFarm specialist, to an 
educator and advisor in all areas of farm management in southwest Michigan. 
The c.omputer, first with TelFarm and later with TelPlan (M.S,U. Computer 
Assisted Planning Program) has given me very powerful tools and a "door opener", 
making it possible for me to train farmers to answer specific questions, such 
as, what would happen to our business if we bought a new 5 plow tractor to re-
place custom hire of plowing and an old 3 plow tractor? This question 
involved looking at the additional cost of the 5 plow tractor over the basic 
3 plow tractor needed for other operations and comparing this cost with custom 
rate. To get at the answer completely, "over-time" considerations were in-
cluded. The computer program included discount rate and rate of inflation as 
well as the basic DIRTY formula. I believe, strongly, we have responsibility 
while assisting people to educate them ineconomic principles as well as give 
them the information they seek. The computer has been very useful in this. 
So, we are giving them education (meat and potatoes) along with specific 
answers (ice cream). 
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During the past year, "Synthia" our talking computer, has entertained 
and chal l enged thousands of folks attending meetings, showing them there is a 
way and help is available from extension to fit their individual need. 
Whe t her it be feed purchase or tractor replacement or life insurance on Dad. 
Las t February, I was invited to introduce the 300 folks attending the annual 
Grand Rapids PCA banquet, to "Synthia". I used this time to acquaint the 
pe ople with the kind of questions "Synthia" can answer and had them listen to 
her f or a short time. Since then we've worked closely with many customers of 
this PCA on their specific questions, especially the Total Farm Financial 
Pl an. Dr. Steve Harsh tells me that since January 1, county agents, farm 
credi t people, a college teacher, a few feed and machinery dealers and I, have 
r un over 800 different analyses for 400 different people in southwest Michigan. 
During t his same period of time, I used a Teletype terminal to assist 50 
f ami lies in planning their whole farm business with Al Tinsley's Financial 
Plan program. Over one third of these people were not enrolled in TelFarm. 

Both terminals, the Touch-Tone phone, which talks to "Synthia" and the 
Tele t ype type of terminal, have a place in the future of extension programs. 
The Touch-Tone phone has a low monthly fixed cost, is easy to operate and is 
dependable. Its entertainment quality makes it particularly good for use in 
larger meet i ngs. In contrast, Teletypes rent for eight times telephone 
rental , but their variable costs are lower. Cheaper variable costs permit 
ou tputting more information, hence increasing comprehension. Too, many of our 
whole farm models "push" the Touch-Tone phone. 

The Touch-Tone phone, because of its ease of handling and low cost, has 
been an excellent tool for acquainting the field staff and administration with 
t he computer, but it took a good practical program, such as our least cost 
dairy feed program to get agents to want the terminal in their off ice and 
costs to come out of their budget and farmer's pockets. Our whole farm model 
and possibly our investment model and risk reducing investment model might be 
easier to explain if the details such as, annual repair costs, yield of each 
planting-harvest time and annual discounted savings were given. This type of 
inf ormation would necessitate Teletype equipment. We are also experimenting 
with batch running at the computer center. This requires input by mail. It 
is low in cost, but "turn around" time can get too long to keep farmer interest. 

The Financial Plan program literally opened the door and put the computer 
on southwest Michigan farms. This program required much time to gather infor-
mat ion and input, but the answer was detailed and useful. Just the other day, 
I vis ited with a farmer who had used PLAN to evaluate, with his banker, a 
proposed $90,000 dai ry expansion. He reminded me that our monthly estimate of 
purchased feed ran within $5.00 of the actual value. Incidently, total income 
and expense were on target. 

Many farmers contemplating change are required to present a projected 
cash flow and financial statement. This program does this job mechanically 
and puts all the information together in a package easy for bankers and farmers 
to understand. They have confidence in the answer because they see how it was 
created. Financial planning training was neglected previously, as we passed 
over cash flow quickly in our educational programs, because we knew it would 
take a lot of time to really tie into the problem. 
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As management specialist, we often talk in annual figures, but fanners 
see their bills each month. This experience and others like it are teaching 
me that field use of the computer will happen when we program the computer to 
give answers that are realistic, profitable and understandable. One of the 
reasons our income tax and least-cost dairy ration programs are so popular is 
because the answer is in terms farmers understand. The tax program tells the 
user h(~t much money to shift to minimize taxes. The dairy ration gives the 
batch mix, as well as the daily feeding program. 

Use of the computer is dependent upon a good in-the-field educational 
programo Our biggest weakness, so far, has been our preparation of materials 
to demonstrate to a prospective user how a particular program might serve his 
needs. At the present time, we are working on a teaching package to explain 
our Whole Farm Corn, Corn Silage, Alfalfa, Livestock Linear Program in a two 
hour period. The package contains a lesson plan, slide-tape presentation, 
student workbook, example materials and a series of alternate computer runs 
complete with slide and voice recording of "Synthia". We hope to use this 
material as the final summary lesson of our "Raising Corn for Profit" short 
course series which agents have to offer their clientele. We've learned, people 
are much more willing to come if they get ·answers to specific questions. They 
will be getting specific questions in the "Corn" program. Needless to say, the 
"gadget" aspect of the computer is anticipated to be an interest arouser too. 

Computer "input" sometimes is considered too complicated by agents and 
their argument too justified, especially if the program developer asks for 
input that is very difficult, if not impossible to find. Quite often this 
problem or criticism can be changed if the developer would put himself in the 
farmers shoes and prepare "guidelines" or other suitable materials to help in 
input. It is very frustrating to run a program you don't feel competent 
inputting. I strongly believe that each developer should get interested field 
people around him who will openly challenge the input and output requirements. 
A good developer cannot "come across" as a "know-it-all" if he wants field 
people to give his program a fair try. He must realize they have talents too 
and use them to the advantage of both. On the other hand, the field person 
must be a good listener and learner. The agent needs to know what he is 
doing, how to run programs, call the computer, etc. In addition, he needs a 
good set of guidelines, records, etc. If these don't exist, he must know how 
to run a sensitivity analysis and get figures. 

Jim Pelham, Extension Agricultural Agent, had this to say in one of his 
newsletters. "In past years those of us connected with Extension work have 
formulated rations with a pencil and paper. We hate to think how many times 
we assumed one ingredient to be more valuable than another without taking into 
full account its total energy, phosphorous, and calcium levels rather than 
just protein content. We hate to think of how many times we set standards as 
to feed to milk ratios when we now realize how much they vary depending upon 
roughage fed. We hate to think of how many times we balanced a ration per-
fectly for protein but ended up wasting energy and expensive minerals. Few 
agriculturalists took time to figure exactly what several alternatives cost on 
a cow per day basis." 
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"Does the computer save time in computing ration? Certainly not compared 
to the way we used to do it. It takes quite a bit of time to feed coded facts 
about your farm situation into the computer, but once they are in, answers 
come back in a matter of a couple of minutes. Then considerable time is re-
quired to completely digest the sometimes revolutionary facts it has given us." 

"Actually it doesn't save us time; but the information gathered is 
infinitely more valuable than we have been able to get in the past." 

The computer is here to stay in extension work in southwest Michigan. It 
is definitely an educational tool and probably will not save extension a 
single penny. It will probably increase our costs of serving folks, but let 
me add quickly, it will put us in a position of helping our clientele much 
better --- right in their pocketbook and they are willing, I'm certain, to help 
with the costs. 

Presented at: Seminar on Teleprocessing Efforts in Extension in Connection 
with the VPI Computerized Management Network Project, 
December 7-9, 1971 
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Comprehensive Computer Management Systems 

Robert J. Rades, Purdue University 

Since the main thrust of this seminar is to further the free interchange 
of ideas , this paper is, hopefully, less of a "position" paper and more of a 
"thought piece" to further discussion. As such, I am taking some liberties in 
abusing terms which might otherwise have a more narrow meaning. 

I n sketching out the Purdue involvement I am taking a comprehensive view 
of our computer usage, to the extent of overlooking the standard definition of 
teleprocessing , forcing it to include virtually any computer use for management 
purposes regardless of the mode of operation. This expanded view of computer 
utilization is encouraged: (1) by the fact that I believe we have much to learn 
from non-teleprocessing applications, and (2) by technological developments in 
remote computing which I will refer to again later in the paper. 

Audiences ------
As many of you no doubt know, the Purdue history of computer use started 

with workshop sessions, most notably with groups of farmers. Our objective how-
ever is to use computer management techniques to help people make decisions. 
Ve r y few audiences are excluded from our efforts by this definition! We may help 
the client define his problem, find relevant information, perform appropriate 
analyses, or find a solution. To date the first two of these steps in the tradi-
tional description of the decision making process have primarily been performed 
by leaders in group workshop sessions. As is shown by the attached table of com-
puter management models in use at Purdue, our audience has included, in addition 
to co-workers at Purdue and other universities, farmers, undergraduate students, 
supermarket managers, 4-H club students, farm supply firm managers, and housewives 
from poverty areas. Because many of the earlier Purdue programs have been ac-
quired by ot her states and by commercial firms, the estimates I have prepared do 
not include out-of-state use, or in-state use which did not involve Purdue per-
sonnel. Such outside uses would very possibly double the number of individuals 
who have been exposed to Purdue programs. 

With audiences other than farmers, most of the computer models cary "game" 
labels , indicating that the participant is working with largely hypothetical data. 
The dairy space analysis program is the one major exception. That program picks 
up actual records concerning all transactions on items normally sold from the 
dairy case in a grocery store, including beginning inventory, ending inventory, 
purchases and sales. Working with data provided by a month-long record of his 
transactions, the grocery manager, through the aid of the workshop, can alter 
the lines of items which he carries in the dairy case, with a view toward improv-
ing his profitability. This program has been immensely successful; in fact I 
have heard rumors that even some Kraft Co. salesmen would prefer to see a dairy 
case arranged according to the results of Purdue workshops! 

The workshop approach, utilizing the computer to do part of the teaching, 
appears to be a very, very powerful teaching device. Groups of individuals in-
variably learn much from their close association with eacq other as well as from 
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Estimated 
No. of No. of Location of:* 

Audience* Model Sessions/ Indiv. Workshop Computer 
Campus & 

Farmers Corn LP - Model A 18 I 1000 Remote Campus 
Campus & 

Farmers Corn Harvest Simul. 14 I 500 Remote Campus 
Campus & 

Farmers Crop LP - Model B 5 I 280 Remote Campus 
Financial Mgt. Campus & 

Farmers Budgets 10 I 250 Remote Remote -

i Farmers Long Range Swine 3 I 130 --Campus-- ! 
I 
I 
I 

I I Farmers Land Con tract Anal. l+ 160 --Campus & Remote--

I Remote & I 
Farmers & Students Hog Rations 2+ I 900 Campus Remote 
Researchers & 
Students Dairy Rations - I 120 Campus Remote 
Researchers & I 
Students Ruminant Rations - I 900 Campus Remote I Researchers & I 
Farmers Poultry Rations I 100 Campus Remote I -

Researchers Beef Rations - I 150 Campus Remote 

' Students & Farmers Farm Mgt. Game 40 I 700 --Campus & Remote--
I Fertilizer & Meat 
! Industries BIGD, BIGM Garnes 4 I 300 --Campus--

I I Students 4-H Judging 7 I 840 --Remote--I 

i Students Carcass Shows 16 I 2400 --Remote--
Supermarket 

~Managers Supermarket Game 15 I 600 --Campus & Remote-- I 

I Supermarket i 
I 

Dairy Space Anal. 12 I 500 --CarnEus-- I i Managers I I Farm Supply ! 
I Managers Farm Supply Game 10 I 400 --Campus & Remote--

Farm Supply 
Managers Coop. Director Game 4 I 500 --Remote--
Farm Supply 
Managers Dry Fert. Game 6 I 500 --Remote & Campus--
Farm Supply 
Managers Liquid Fert. Game 4 I 200 --Remote & Campus--
Underdeveloped Areas Remote & l 
and Students Plant Location Game 10 I 180 Campus Remote 

*First Audience or Location listed indicates major use. 
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t he. formal lessons. Interest of the participants is maintained at a very high 
level, partly because they are involved individually, and partly because of the 
'' competitive" spirit fostered by comparison of computer results with each other. 
Under ideal circumstances, the computer presents the results of a situation to 
the participants, the individuals in turn discover questions about those re-
sults, and those questions in turn provide an excellent opportunity for the work-
shop letl<lers to bring home a new point. There also appears to be some intangible 
benefit in the form of group psychology working in a workshop, which permits par-
ticipants to express perhaps longstanding but mistaken ideas and then to gradually 
abandon them in favor of the newer ideas brought out in the workshop. This type 
of learning is almost impossible in a traditional lecture situation. 

Some of the concepts brought out in our work with group sessions must be 
distilled and modified when we move ahead into work with individuals. I shall 
return to this question again later on. 

Models 

The Purdue inventory of computer applications in extension gives only some 
indication of the diverse nature of the various models. The judging and carcass 
show programs are scoring and ranking techniques. Most of the models carrying 
the "game" label are straightforward simulation techniques. The plant location 
game is an exhaustive simulator which minimizes transportation costs both for 
supplies and products. The Big D Fertilizer Manufacturer's Game and the Big M 
Meat Processor's Game both contain multi-phase simulators surrounding least 
cost formulation lp models. The rations models are all revised simplex lp. 
So are the two crop lp's, but work is underway to reconstruct these in terms of 
a bounded lp algorithm. The corn harvest and financial management models are 
primarily budget type simulators, but the long-range swine model is a very large 
optimizing simulator. 

On the CDC 6500 at Purdue most of the models execute in 3 to 15 seconds. 
However, the long-range swine simulator, and the Big D and Big M game models 
each run approximately 800 seconds. 

The mode of operation in conducting workshops has been to have research 
and teaching staff conduct the workshop, and to have area specialists conduct 
individual followup with those farmers that participated. Where the location of 
the workshop shown is that of a remote site, the session was actually conducted 
in one of the extension areas out in the state, and at these workshops, area 
special i sts also present some of the lesson material. Where the computer loca-
tion is indicated as remote, the model is available by teletype. 

Our new pilot project has placed teletypes into two of the area extension 
offices, and these teletypes currently are used by the area management agents in 
those areas. For work with individual farmers then the area specialist would be 
the only contact person. 

Regardless of the level of the person presenting the models or the amount 
of experience by the client in working with us on various models, there is no 
required knowledge of any of the facets of the computer per se. Some of our 
state level extension specialists can in fact program in Fortran, the language 
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used in al l of the models. But this is in no way required for development or 
presentation of a model. To date it has been helpful if those who work with tele-
t ypes understand just enough of the Purdue file handling system so that they can 
GET a file so that it is "local" to their terminal, and that once a file exists 
a s a loca l file it can be worked with. This minimal knowledge is not too diff i-
cull t o acquire, and is not even essential, but rather is helpful in understanding 
how you can recover from some of the vagaries of the several Indiana telephone 
systems. 

Program Development 

New programs have been developed at Purdue only as a result of comprehensive 
ef forts by the research, teaching and extension personnel involved in the subject 
matter area. Often the developing team is interdepartmental. While the committee 
approach to program development has built-in inefficiencies, if you are the pro-
gr ammer who has just been handed the fifth revision, I know of no other way to 
involve all of the relevant staff members so that the program leaves Purdue with 
the full support of the staff. While each resulting program has one or two staff 
members who have been responsible for closely following the program through all 
stages, the programs are still known primarily as a team effort. Through the 
coordinated efforts of the three full-time programmers in the department, input 
and output techniques are becoming increasingly uniform. We do not feel that in-
put techniques for example need to be alike for all programs, but that they do 
need to standardize on two or at most three different styles. 

Machinery: The Purdue University Computing Center 

The term "comprehensive" can certainly be applied to this conglomerate of 
machinery and software which we utilize. In the November 1971 PUCC Newsletter 
the director referred to the eight different computers, each being programmed in 
its own assembly language. Those as follows: 

(1) - the CDC 6500 central processors, 
(2) - the CDC 6500 peripheral processors, 
(3) - the IBM 7094s, 
(4) - the MOD COMP 3, 
(5) - the IBM 360s (Models 20,22 and SO), 
(6) - the IMLAC terminals, 
(7) - the IBM 140ls, 
(8) - the IBM 1130s. 

And probably soon to be announced, a ninth computer already in use on the 
Ag campus, a PDP 11. All of these computers are or will be interconnected. And 
the total system is relatively indifferent with respect to the various points of 
input or output. 

To understand what this integrated system will do for us in running com-
puterized management models, some discussion of the various components is in 
order. To prevent this discussion from having a "before and after" flavor, let 
me project six to twelve months ahead to a point when most of the changes now 
underway will have been completed. 
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The CDC 6500 consists of two CDC 6400 central processors and ten periph-
era l processor s. Central memory is shared by up to 15 jobs at one time. A job 
must be at one of the 15 control points to receive CP attention. All I/O is 
hand l ed by the peripheral processors. All on-line user files are located on a 
l a rge non-removable disc with a capacity of 420,000,000 characters (purchased at 
a cost of l ess than 71¢ per thousand characters). Under the MACE operating 
system , all input-output and scratch files reside on much faster large discs with 
a capac i ty of 260,000,000 characters. Disc packs appear to be almost totally in-
ef fe ctive . Tape drives currently number four on the CDC and have recently become 
bo t h dependable and efficient. Eight more IBM drives are to be added through one 
of the 7094's. That 7094 will also handle all of the main center's card readers 
a~d printers and at least one of the remote IBM 140l's. When a job is read 
through one of those card readers it is placed on the input file with a priority 
numcer determined by it's core size, time estimate, and method of payment. It 
will receive a very high priority for the first 25 seconds of computer time re-
quired. Most jobs complete within that time span. When the required central 
memory and a control point are available, the job will move from input into cen-
tral memory and begin execut i on. If a higher priority job is received, and espe-
cia lly if the job has used up its 25 seconds of high priority time, the job will 
be rolled out, with its current core status being saved on the extended core 
s torage unit. All of its input-output and working files are retained on a fast 
disc. 

One of the 15 control points will be dedicated to a connection with one of 
the IBM 7094's which in turn will serve as the communications computer for up to 
100 teletypes at one time. There will be ports for 200 teletypes, but only 
100 of these may be active. This system is used because teletypes located within 
15 miles of the computer center are wired directly to the IBM 7094 without the 
use of a telephone instrument or a data set. Of course, those teletype ports to 
be used by extension personnel will require data sets. The teletypes operate 
under PROCSY, the Purdue Remote On-line Console System, under which the IBM 7094 
will perform a few of the simpler tasks such as file creation, while most of the 
i nteractive input and output processing is handled in real time by the CDC central 
pro ces sor through the dedicated control point. Through time slicing on the job 
running at that control point, jobs which require large amounts of CPU will be 
overlayed intermittently from the extended core storage with other jobs waiting 
fo r CPU attention. While we are not sure at this date whether a single PROCSY 
job can handle a ll of the teletypes envisioned, the task of duplicating that job 
at a second dedicated control point appears almost trivial. 

One other control point on the CDC 6500 is dedicated to teleprocessing 
through the Modcomp 3, a little communications control computer. This unit can 
handle up to 60 I/O lines and up to 10,000 baud each. The Modcomp 3 may be 
using the third IBM 7094 as its core storage unit. Communications initially will 
be to IBM 360/22 computers located at Hammond, Westville, and Fort Wayne campuses, 
and to similar computing stations now represented by IBM 1130's at Terre Haute, 
Indianapolis, and at selected sites on the Purdue main campus (such as the room 
next to my office). The Ag School PDP 11 will probably also join this network. 
The Modcomp will also drive the interactive disply IMLAC terminals which are in 
the 1200 baud class. It is the immense flexibility of this high speed linkage 
to the Purdue University Computing Center which leads me to think that as exten-
sion volume increases, there is no technical reason why area extension offices 
could not be equipped with reasonable speed card readers and/or line printers. 
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The SUVON (State University Voice Operated Net) telephone system also lends 
itself to our use in extension. This network permits toll-free calls between 
any of the central and regional campuses of the four state universities. This 
currently covers 15 cities across Indiana, and seven of our ten extension area 
office s have access to the SUVON facilities. Since our pilot teletype project 
plac eJ t erminals in two of the areas, only one of which was on the SUVON 
system, a request is now pending to add one of the remaining area off ices to 
the network. Experience to date indicates that communication on this network 
is generally more error free than with direct distance dialing. 

Future Strategy 

With the flexibilities possible under the facilities available to us, it 
now appears that we will be designing for interactive teletype input to permit 
extensive editing and prompting and thus insure input data which is as error 
f r ee as possible. Under these facilities, it will also be possible for agents 
and others to operate with almost no knowledge of the computer system itself. 
Since output is normally a time consuming problem, we will probably continue 
to use Batch Type output, either back to the teletype terminal, or to line 
printers when they become available. By retaining the batch nature of output, 
we can direct that output to any convenient device at any speed. Thus, as new 
devices become available or profitable, no re-programming will be required. 

Because we have no reason to minimize the complexity of the computer pro-
grams, it also appears likely that most of our major models may have more than 
one style of input. Let me elaborate a bit. Currently the workshop and tele-
type version of the corn lp-model A contains 262 input cells and requires three 
pages of output. By incorporating selected assumptions about many of those 
input values, given the client's answer to a much smaller set of questions, a 
"shortened" model is nearly completed which contains only 40 input questions 
and prints the output in less than two pages. The underlying matrix for both 
of these versions is virtually identical; thus the problems and concepts 
treated are the same. We have the feeling that those models may be appropriate 
for different markets, such as large farmer or smaller farmer, or for different 
modes of delivery such as workshop vs individual consultation. But at the 
moment, we don't know just what those market definitions will be. Ask me again 
in about a year. 

One point stands out in my mind as I look over the efforts of those of you 
in many of the other states. We seem to be groping for that size of model 
which is simple enough to be handled by our agents and our clients, and yet 
meaningful enough to be valuable to the farmers who will use it. I am confident 
that we can take a Purdue workshop model and through simplification make it 
much more popular with our field agents, without losing much of the "meat" that 
is in the model. I am sure that similarly effective models can be built by 
enlarging on still simpler models, but I don't know how easy that approach to 
construction would be, as I have no experience in that approach. 
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What we're really doing when we try to help a farmer through the use of 
a computer management model is trying to deliver to him all the benefits of 
the operations research approach to management problems. As such, we might 
envision the followin~ type of interaction: 
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1 Family 
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Resources 
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The real goal of an OR effort must be to find a solution to the farmer's 
problem, not to have a solution to a preconceived notion of his problem. This 
is no different than good extension philosophy. And yet we have to mass produce 
the solutions to a diverse set of farmer problems so that the computer model 
itself may be standardized. Only in this way can the cost of delivering 
computer facilities to individual farmers be kept low enough to permit widespread 
adoption. 

Training 

Purdue has also taken a comprehensive approach in the training of area 
agents. This past summer I offered a three week intensive course for three 
credit hours in Operations Research in Farm Management Decision Making. Eight 
area agents from both management and livestock specialties, and one farmer 
enrolled in this course. Basically, our goal was to start with basics such as 
programming and extend these up through the techniques of linear programming 
and simulation to give a good in-depth view of both our present computer models 
and also models likely to be developed in the near future. All area agents have 
been given several days of training on campus, and those agents in pilot areas 
having teletype facilities are also being given on-the-job training. The 
intensive course was not intended to develop mechanical skills but rather a 
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mature understanding of the models themselves. If I read the agents correctly, 
they are telling me that they consider such training invaluable. They are 
also very willing to pick up the mechanical skills as they acquire the teletype 
units themselves. We currently have plans to repeat this course with modifi-
cations for the next several years. Since the course carries regular credit, 
many of the agents who are working on Masters degrees find that they can 
schedule it to their activities with relative ease. 

On Costs and Sharing 

Computer models are expensive. An interdisciplinary operations research 
team is expensive. I know of no single department which is likely to be able 
to develop in-house many of the models which would be desirable. To me this 
simply means share or starve. The Michigan State open door approach to their 
computer facilities is clearly one way in which this can be accomplished. At 
Purdue we are still evaluating the Michigan State offer to see just how it 
can be utilized to augment our own efforts thus far. Purdue stands ready to 
exchange any program which has been documented and released, and to provide 
test time on the Purdue computer for states wishing to try our programs. 

I have purposely left out any discussion of the comprehensive documentation 
of our work. This is undoubtedly my most crying need, both in-house and for 
support of exchange with other states. Suffice it to say that documentation in 
the future can only get better. 
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EXTENSION TIME-SHARE COMPUTING 
IN MINNESOTA TODAY AND TOM:>RROW'i''* 

Earl Fuller and Paul Hasbargen** 

Our Objectives 

Extens ion Farm Management workers at Minnesota are "harnessing" the 
compu ter as a farm management tool. But our objectives, as Extension educa-
t ors, go beyond just using time-share computers in our farm management work. 

We. want t o custom hire giant computers to help us "grow people" as well as 
to help our farmers to more economically produce food and fiber. 

We s e1:~ ourselves in three roles in this work; (1) as teachers, improving 
decision making through computer use, (2) as educational leaders helping 
other t eacher s to effectively use this tool and (3) as developers of ''sound 
i.e. valid" decision aids that will add up to fairly comprehensive management 
informa t ion systems for each major farm type in Minnesota. 

As pa r t of our leadership role we are trying to establish some concepts 
of exce llence in this kind of work. We are trying to find principles for use 
as gui delines in soft-ware development to assure that sound decision making 
aids will be the rule and not the exception as interest increases. We are 
looking f or ways to use time-share computing to fortify our teaching of farm 
management principles. We want to build good "stand alone" decision aids 
for us e throughout t he Extension Service. And we want to develop county, 
area and s tate staff as well as other agriculture professionals into a 
viable delivery system that can effectively utilize these decision aids. 

Our Clientele 

We · see both a "retail audience" and a "wholesale" audience. By whole-
sale, we refer to an audience made up of professional agriculturalists who 
work di rect ly wi th farm people. This audience includes, in our state, some 
thirt y vocational agriculture teachers who currently have access to tele-
types i n their high school. More are likely to have access in the near 
fu ture. It also includes, in the somewhat more distant future, production 
cr e.dit associa t i on workers and other people involved with farm credit. This 
audience also includes the field Extension workers, both those with county 
as signments and more particularly those with regional assignments who 
spec i alize according to farm management, livestock, crops, etc. So far 
little has been done with the managers of agriculturally related farms or 
with homemakers, although there are people on our campus who are interested 
in working with both groups. 

* For presentation at a seminar on "Current Use and Immediate Potential of 
Remote Terminals in Extension Programs", Dec. 7•9, 1971, VPI & SU, 
Blacksburg, Virginia/ 
'i'd~ Professors and Extension Economists, Farm Management, University of 
Minnesota. 
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As we develop these decision aids, we feel a need to work directly with 
a suffic ient number of farm people to obtain adequate feedback with respect to 
the reliability of the decision aid packages we develop. 

The Delivery System 

Our delivery system for time-sharing is not yet well developed. Our plans 
a re to work largely through our (subject matter) agents and other state subject 
mat ter specialists. We have made some of our programs available to those 
vocational agriculture teachers who have access to teletypes and expect to 
release additional programs to them in the near future. We believe that some 
county agents will want to rent touchtone phones for access to SYNTHIA. 

Hardware in the Field 

Our field terminals, at the moment, consist of two touch-tone phones, one 
is in a county office , the other with a regional farm management agent. Five 
more are on order for other regional agents with delivery promised this month. 
q7vera l counties are also planning to install phones (on their budgets). 
- Two hard copy terminals are planned for field installation in area offices 
this year. If possible at least one of these will be a 30 character/second 
machine. 

Hardware in Minneapolis 

The hard copy devices will operate primarily on MERITSS, Minnesota 
Educational Regional Interactive Time-Sharing System, a CDC 6400 KRONOS 
system put up this fall to serve the University, the Minnesota junior col-
leges and the University of Nebraska among others. 

A MERITSS port is either at 10 character or 30 characters per second 
port . Ours is 10 characters at the moment. Storage is on disk file at no 
additional charge and so far appears "unlimited". Backup is on magnetic tape 
on a daily run-off basis. We have not experienced a disk failure -- yet! 

There are still some severe limitations in MERITSS for our purposes, 
especially, (1) a frequent one to ten minute response delay in compiling and 
(2) a system failure rate averaging 4 to 5 per day. Some failures are re-
coverable in mid-computation. There are some good features also and our 
contacts with the computer center personnel promise remedies. Besides, we 
have a dedicated port access for a flat yearly fee with no extra charges! 

Batch Hardware 

We are not discarding Batch processing totally. Our 6400 and 6600 will 
soon interact. Hence, we can call large LP's, simulator and game models from 

ll We can, thus, rely on colleagues at Michigan State for help in developing 
operating procedures for this Synthia system. 
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remote locations for production runs requiring on line printer output which can 
be then transmitted directly to the coc-200 users terminal in our building in 
the St. Paul campus. Other Minnesota campuses have or will have similar 
eq uipment. 

Spf twa r e for Our Systems 

We use two languages, FORTRAN and BASIC on time-sharing. But transferred 
programs from UMASS FORTRAN and BASIC as well as G.E. Basic (our previous 
time-share system) require time-consuming Syntax correction. Further, the 
smaller word size of the IBM-360 of the SYNTHIA system will require still more 
work by both ourselves and the MSU group to implement on the system. 

Near future software will be largely FORTRAN based. It is a flexible, 
powerful and efficient language for us to use. We are attempting to idiot 
proof , use record and repeat use run features in all our models. 

The Black Box Approach 

It is our intention that contact people will not need to know prograrrnning 
languages. They will only need to know a minimum list of time-sharing terminal 
commands to call, run and file the computer alogrithms. They will need to know 
how to manipulate data files, add to them, modify them, sequence them,etc. · 

Our Development Strategy 

We are trying to arouse interest in other subject matter areas wherever 
we can . So far we have something going with beef nutrition, dairy nutrition, 
Agricultural Education and Agricultural Engineering. We give seminars and 
demonstrations whenever the opportunity arises to alert others as to the po-
tentials we see in this area. 

We have had a research project in the department the past two years on 
Management Information Systems. We have been cooperating with Michigan State 
in the development of a number of decision aids in the beef area. Two 
graduate students have devoted considerable time to writing programs which we 
have designed. Many of these program ideas are not original with us since 
part of our strategy is to beg, borrow or steal the ideas and software of other 
workers whenever it appears relevant to our needs. We attempt to modify the 
good work of others in the belief that we can use other people's brains to 
good advantage to help us in our work. We are just making the next generation 
of decision aids. Then, hopefully, they will take them back and improve them 
even more. 

We don't know the "best" output display techniques, the "best" input 
approaches, the "best" decision aid package size nor do we know how the whole 
thing can fit into an information system -- our long-run objective. But we 
are thinking about these things. 

Hence, we want to share programs with whom ever we can. You are wel-
come to ours but we will not promise to implement yours without tinkering with 
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t hem if you give us the chance. We doubt you have any more wisdom than we do 
on what makes the "best" decision aid. 

Documentation 

Due to our system change situation we are behind in our user manuals. 
MERITSS requires retesting and then new user manuals. We will likely follow 
our previous efforts with G.E. and UMASS. It is clear that a dated decimal 
file approach is needed to permit occasional modification. We hope to syste-
matize the procedures for new model and changed model testing and user 
documentation soon. We see little need for progrannner documentation for most 
decision aid packages which are relatively simple in structure. 

Training Plans 

Most of our training efforts have been in the usual field staff training 
session type model. We have been long on demonstration and short on hands-
on-make-your-own-mistakes involvement. We intend to change that. We are going 
to do some one-to-one training with field staff as they install equipment in 
their offices. These agents have been exposed to two one day workshops where 
hands-on training was limited by lack of equipment. 

Evaluations of Our Efforts to Date 

Evaluation of our overall effort is somewhat difficult to make at this 
time since it must be primarily of the developmental phase pattern than of 
product response. Our developmental efforts included frequent interactions 
with farmers at workshops during the past two years. These proved helpful 
in identifying types of programs and specific output items that were of interest 
to farmers. 

One problem we recognize is that of continuing to involve subject matter 
specialists in the development of programs in which they have some input. Busy 
schedules preclude frequent discussions to help everyone informed and involved. 
Thus, the subject matter specialist in beef or in agronomy -- does not fully 
understand the objectives or -- whether the logic of the program and conse-
quently tend to be critical of it. (Criticism tends to be especially high if 
the program purports to give "answers" in an area in which the specialist 
feels especially competent). To correct this will require more time scheduled 
for interaction with fellow specialists in other departments. 

Towards a Management Information System 

This section outlines our current perspective on where we see work with 
computers taking us. We offer it here "in dialogue"; a starting point to 
further discussions. 

Figure 1 is a schematic of a Management Activity System. This system 
must be kept in mind when discussing a management information system. 
Management decisions and communication activities are central to the need for 
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an information system. Further, Figure 1 illustrates that at (a) given point 
in time and (b) with a given existing set of conditions, managers perceive (1) 
certain problematic situations, (2) have certain awarenesses of the world 
a~ound them and (3) perceive a certain structure to reality. In addition, the 
perceptions are guided by the objectives or goals that they may have. The 
figure separates problem delineation from problem analysis only to show how 
they are related to other activities in the decision and connnunication center. 

Once a course of action has been determined, managerial activity initiates 
an adjustment in the firm and acts to control the adjustment. Feedback occurs 
during the control and regulating of the course of action that has been 
selected. The bottom of the figure relates the various channels that a MIS 
has to a management activity system, the inputs of information and the guidance 
of data processing into the MIS. 

Time is not explicit in this figure. Yet the notion of cybernetic feed-
back has been included with respect to the activities of management and the 
relationships between management and information needs. 

Figure 2 is a schematic of a data processing system. This figure also 
necessitates some consideration of the time element in the management process. 
The figure implies the prior existence of a set of coding rules for a data bank 
and the prior availability of recall and analytic tools or decision aids for 
processing these data. 

A data bank is not an information system. If information is defined as 
it often is as, "that that~ useful in decision making" or "that that 
,changed behavior" then by implication, information can only be specified ex 
post.. That is information can only be defined if the problem has been defined. 
Thus, an information system can have (1) a data bank component and (2) decision 
aids or other analytic devices component expected to be useful at the time that 
such data i s to be translated into information useful to the decision maker. 

The data bank itself can only contain data accumulated at a previous 
point in time. Even that data of use in forward planning stored in the data 
bank was obtained from some historical experience. It might be useful to 
think of t he contents of the data bank as being in one of three categories. 
The f irst of these is= historical records of the financial accounts, money 
flows and resource product flows that have occurred within the firm. :!/ The 
second category would be those data in the information bank which monitor the 
production processes currently in operation. This would include such data as 
temperature, moisture, rate of output, rate of input, growth rates, etc. A 
daily chart of milk in a bulk tank would be an exampleJ So would degree day 
records indicating the growth of a sweet corn crop. ~ Control data are of 
particular use to managers who follows a "management by exception" philosophy, 
allocating their time to those elements of the business operation which are 
noted to be outside of the usually expected performance rates. In so far as 
farm management information systems and operation techniques are concerned, 
management by exception procedures have not been well thought out. Yet in 
the operation of many commercial farms today production control is extremely 
important. 

1./ An aggregate analogue exists of the price series, commodity series, etc. of 
a state, region or nation. 

'£/ An aggregate analogue would be monthly crop reports. 
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The third category in the bank is that needed for future planning tools, 
the (computerized) decision aids such as linear progrannning, discounted cash 
flow investment analysis and others, such as to determine whether or not to 
grow or buy corn, to raise or purchase feeder pigs, to lease or purchase farm 
machinery, to take cash discounts, buy fertilizer in the fall, etc. This 
component may include physical product and resource data from an historical 
base. It also may contain new technology data, design specifications, and 
environmental quality regulations. Research reports might also be filed here. 

Figure 2 also illustrates how data flows both before and after a problem 
is specified. An attempt has been made to relate the way previously gathered 
data is stored in the data bank. A filter--actually a set of rules by the 
decision maker--is used to decide which data should be put into the data bank 
and which is considered irrelevant, or to use the jargon of information 
systems, "noise" and thus excluded. The figure also illustrates how currently 
gathered data, data which was not foreseen to be useful at some earlier time, 
or currently gathered data unavailable in an historical sense, are also used 
as inputs into analysis. The figure also allows for the simple display of data 
in raw form for use by the decision maker at the time a problem is specified. 

Figure 3 illustrates the actual MIS. It relates the data bank as a sub-
system at one end to the information needs at the other. It illustrates the 
processing of the data into information following problem specification. It 
illustrates the feedback looping effect of learning. It also allows for the 
fact that there will always be some data information analysis outside the 
formal system. 

The discussion and the figures illustrate several other things. One is 
that not all data of use to the decision maker can be banked in a data bank 
prior to the time that the problem is defined. Note also that the discussion 
implies that all information available to the decision maker or judged of use 
by him cannot be analyzed in formalistic sense. That is to say that no 
decision aid can be complete. It cannot take into account all the considera-
tions that the manager may want to take into account at the point of decision. 
The best decision aids can do are reduce the component of art in the decision 
process and increase the component of analytical analysis. The analytical 
analysis can never be totally complete. There will always be room for 
judgment, "windage", or other considerations outside the formalized analysis 
in the decision process. 

Any system, therefore, will be partial in nature--none will be global or 
total. Even the most complete or so called "total" are not all encompassing. 
Designers of information systems should expect that the decision maker will 
call upon information which was not foreseen as being useful data for banking 
relevant to the objective analysis or even perceived by decision theorists as 
embedded in the decision process. We feel that one way to minimize this is to 
involve the typical user of a program in its development. Thus, programs to 
be used by other educators should involve them in the development phase, 
programs to be used by beef producers should involve beef producers in the 
development phase, etc. 
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PUTTING MANAGEMENT INTO MACHINERY USE 

by 

Donald R. Daum, Virgil E. Crowley and B. Wayne Kelly;~ 

As American agriculture becomes more mechanized, machinery investments 
and operating costs are increasing. How can the farm operator or manager make 
the correct decisions concerning machinery management? What is it costing to 
use existing equipment? Should he own, lease or custom hire? When should the 
present equipment be replaced? What type and size of new machinery should be 
selected? 

These questions cannot be specifically answered at the usual extension 
meeting or personal contact because of the required detail and calculations. 
How, then, does the Cooperative Extension Service provide meaningful answers 
to the vital questions. 

Current computer technology and programs are developed to the point 
where these and many other questions can be quickly and easily answered. For 
the first time in the Northeast, farmers and dealers utilized such services 
at the Eastern Potato Industry Exposition held March 25-27, 1969 in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania. A remote job entry terminal connected via telephone line to the 
USDA Washington Data Processing Center was used to submit the machinery use and 
cost problems. The same terminal received and printed the answers. 

Three programs were on file for use: 

(1) Machinery Cost Analysis - provided an itemized listing of all 
machine life for the specific situation. 

(2) Potato Harvesting Costs - calculated total costs to harvest 
potatoes including harvester, tractor, labor, hauling, untimely 
activity and damage. Cost of damage· (loss of income) was computed 
for 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% damage levels. 

(3) Investment Analysis - provided the effect of an investment on 
the net worth of an operation over the life of the investment. 

In each case, the farmer or dealer completed a data sheet to provide 
inputs for the programs. This method assured that the answers applied speci-
fically to their operation, not some average set of conditions that is often 
meaningless to an individual. 

Approximately 100 problems were run during the three-day Exposition; 
this represented nearly continuous operation during the time the terminal was 
in operation. Agricultural Engineering and Farm Management Specialists were 
always present to explain results and answer questions. 

*Respectively, Extension Agricultural Engineer and Farm Management Extension 
Specialists, The Pennsylvania State University. 
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The demonstration connnanded wide visitor interest and several features by 
the press. Many expressed that it was the highlight of the Exposition. 

A similar setup is planned for the 1972 annual meeting of the State 
Horticu l tural Association of Pennsylvania. This demonstration will operate 
during the meeting scheduled January 31 - February 1 and 2 in York, 
Pennsylvania. The RJE Tenninal will be connected via telephone line to 
e ither the computer facilities on the main campus of Penn State at University 
Park or the Computerized Management Network at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. 

Another application of computers in machinery use is our Machinery 
Management Clinic. The objective of the clinic is to teach basic and practi-
cal concepts regarding selection and use of fann machinery. The clinics are 
planned to include three two-hour discussion and problem-solving sessions. 
Enrollment is limited to a maximum of 20 and a minimum of 12 participants to 
permit maximum participant involvement and still pennit efficient use of time. 

The subject matter is as follows: 

Session 1 - Machine Costs 

(a) Introduction - How selection and management practices affect 
fann income and profit. 

(b) Cost Analysis - Factors contributing to machinery costs including 
example problem calculated by participantsQ 

(c) Computer Problem - Participants complete data form for a computer 
solution of machine costs itemized for each year over the expected 
life of a specific machine. Printout solution is presented and 
discussed in session two. 

Session 2 - When to Trade 

(a) Depreciation - Methods used for tax purposes and actual decrease in 
machine value. 

(b) Trading Time - Use computer solution (from fanners' data submitted 
in session one) to show how age and use affect machine costs. 

Session 3 - Machine Selection and Use 

(a) Factors that guide selection. 

(b) Matching equipment to tractor size. 

(c) Example problems to illustrate field capacity and power requirements. 

(d) Using machinery efficiently. 

This clinic is the first in-depth instruction presented to our clientele 
on machinery management. The computer solution created intense interest because 
it applied specifically to the particular machine selected by the participant 
operating under the conditions of his fann. At the same time the outputs 
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provided an excellent review of session one. Necessity dictated that the 
computer runs be made at main campus by batch method between sessions 1 and 
2 . However , a remote terminal could be used very effectively not only for 
the above problem but also for detailed input variations and their effects. 
An exe.mple of a typical output is shown in Table 1. We have not pursued the 
implementation of remote terminals for the limited annual potential use in 
the machinery management clinics. However, if other uses develop and trial 
projects in other states prove efficient and effective, Pennsylvania probably 
will consider remote facilities of some sort. 

While Pennsylvania does not have an extension educational project using 
teleprocessing in farm management we are using a type of terminal hookup to 
send data to the University Park campus from one of the branch campuses. Farm 
Management Extension runs a computer analysis of the farm records of the 
Pennsylvania Farmers Association (PFA) record keepers. The data required for 
thi s analysis is obtained by the PFA and submitted via a terminal at the 
capitol campus, Middletown, Pennsylvania to the computation center at the 
University Park campus. The data is processed and mailed back to PFA. 

Indirectly this contributes to our educational program because the data 
from the analysis is available for use in a publication which deals with the 
business analysis of Pennsylvania dairy farms. 

Future Teleprocessing Efforts in Pennsylvania 

It seems that the first job to do is get at least some limited terminal 
usage under way in the state in order that its usefulness to an ongoing 
v i able extension program can be evaluated and the cost of such a setup de-
t e rmined with some degree of accuracy. Remote terminals may not be the answer 
for Extension in Pennsylvania. With 19 branch campuses in various locations 
throughout the state and most with direct links to the computation center at 
PSU perhaps the feasibility of developing information centers in connection 
with these centers should be examined. We have several questions that need 
answered before much action takes place. 

The teaching objective in this program would be twofold, (a) provide 
farmers, consumers and marketing firms with information concerning the availa-
b i lity of computer programs, the cost of these programs and the type of 
information supplied; this would be a description of the situation and the 
teaching would conceivably be directed toward different objectives with each 
of the above groups and (b) with extension agents, the teaching effort might be 
directed toward teaching how to use the teleprocessing equipment and interpre-
tation of output; they could answer questions raised by the clientele using 
the computer programs available via the teleprocessing system. 

The intended audience for a program involving teleprocessing would be 
farmers, consumers and marketing firms. 

The contact person for this audience would be subject to question at the 
present. A connnittee is presently studying Cooperative Extension within the 
state and is to make reconnnendations to the Dean sometime in 1972 concerning 
the structure and organization of the Extension Service in Pennsylvania. What 
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t he committee will recorrnnend and what action the Dean will take are un-
answered questions at this stage. 

If a teleprocessing program is to be a successful educational program 
it must be structured in such a way that the contact person and the client 
need li t tle, if any, knowledge of such things as JCL, prograrrnning languages, 
and systems configuration. 

Since we do not have an active program of teleprocessing at the present , 
it seems academic to discuss logic used in developing our programs. The 
programs we have available for teleprocessing have been adapted from programs 
developed in other states, many of them by Dr. Earl Fuller while he was at 
Mas sachusetts. Our progrannning language is Fortran IV because the equipment 
available is an IBM 360/67 computer and our progrannners are trained in 
Fortran. 

Development of computer programs by interdisciplinary groups within the 
College of Agriculture is virtually non-existent except between Agricultural 
Engineering and Farm Management and Agronomy and Farm Management. In each 
case extension personnel are involved. 

The farm management section feels there is potential for rather extended 
use of such terminal facilities, where an on-line printer is a part of the 
facility. These are not the type of facility usually brought to mind by the 
word terminal, however, they are one type of terminal facility. Such facili-
ties as this could be used for linear progrannning, farm simulator programs 
and other problems where substantial input and output is involved. 

There are several opportunities for programs which could be handled via 
the more conventional and less sophisticated terminal hookup. This includes 
programs for doing partial budgeting, block budg~ting, leastcost feed rations, 
financial problems, machinery management and agronomic and pest control 
recormnendations. 

Extension Administration and several specialists at Penn State are 
eager to learn the potential of a state-wide computer network. Programs now 
exist that can be used or adapted with slight modification. We are very 
~uch interested in following pioneering efforts, such as the pilot project at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, to learn feasibility, costs, benefits, re-
quired changes in extension organization and, of course, problems and disad-
vantages. Hopefully, many answers will come forth from this seminar. 
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Using Operational Programs Without 
Incurring Developmental Costs 

By: Duane E. Erickson 
Extension Economist 
University of Illinois 

The University of Illinois is cooperating with Michigan State University 
in the use of Telplan programs via touch-tone telephone facilities. CAMPI or 
Computer Assisted Management Program of Illinois is the title of the Pilot 
Project being conducted in 1971-72. 

Farm management education programs are continually being reevaluated to 
meet the needs of the Illinois agricultural clientele. A number of new teaching 
techniques have been introducted in the past decade. The basic teaching objec-
tive in CAMPI is improve the decision making abilities of Illinois farmers. 

The basic objective of the Pilot Project on CAMPI is to determine the 
feasibility of using touch-tone telephone computer assisted forward planning 
programs in Illinois. Two parts of this objective are: (1) determining the 
best use of the forward planning programs in farm management extension educa-
tion activities by county, area, and state staff; and (2) determine the user 
reaction to this decision making counseling aid. Both parts of the objective 
will be evaluated in terms of system cost by state, area and county extension 
staff. 

Three phases of this project include introduction, use and interpretation 
or evaluation. Intended audiences in the introduction phase are state staff, 
ex tension advisers in area and county positions and farmers. The CAMPI Pilot 
Project involves five locations geographically distributed across Illinois. 
Three locations have been established and the remaining two will be established 
before January 1. 

At three locations, the major contact person is the county extension ad-
viser. Also, the Farm Business Farm Management Fieldman will have access at 
all five locations. At two locations, the area extension adviser in agri-
cultural economics will be a key contact person. At the state level, Dr. 
Royce Hinton and I will have major contact and coordination responsibilities 
with the five locations. Individual state staff members wi.th special tech-
nical competencies and responsibilities will be contact persons for county and 
area staff. Initial discussion and evaluation of the Pilot Project proposal 
was conducted by twelve extension and research staff. Continuous involvement 
is expected of this group for advisory and conununication purposes. 

Area and county staff have been involved in workshops in the introduction 
stage. Introduction at the initial stages has been use of the system with 
only instruction on the specific use of the touch-tone system. A limited 
number · of the county staff are familiar with the progrannning language, Fortran 
IV. 

Two programs were developed while on sabbatical leave at Michigan State 
University in cooperation with Dr. Steve Harsh, Bob Milligan and Dr. Roy Black. 
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Program 39 is "Income Possibilities for Crops and Livestock". In the past ten 
;ears, area advi sers have used a whole farm forward planning tool supported by 
da ta in the "Farm Management Manual". Data for the "Farm Management Manual" 
-Ls updated annually, based on subsampling of Farm Record data and detailed cost 
studies. Our staff felt that in the introduction phase, encouragement should 
be given to computerizing this long range budgeting technique. Program 39 was 
developed with this cormnunication objective. The supporting data for inputs is 
a lso available. In the initial training workshop, Program 39 was used to 
illustrate the use of the initial program and four adjust analysis. The adjust 
analyses were used to illustrate the "what if?" type questions. Initial 
reaction has been good to Program 39. 

The second program developed was the Beef Cost Expansion Model, 
Program 40. This program is designed to help an individual determine and ana-
lyze the cost of a specific beef feeding system. Annual ownership costs for 
depreciation, interest, repairs, taxes and insurance on a percentage of new cost 
provide output at the 400 pound and 700 pound per head capacity levels on a per 
hundredweight produced basis. Final changes of the Fortran IV program have 
been made and this program became operational in late November. Initial field 
test ing occurred in Michigan. Use of this program is expected in cattle feeding 
areas of Illinois. 

A third program that has been developed in November, 1971,is Program 41. 
Program 41 is an Illinois version of the Program 05, "Income Tax Management 
Analyses, A Telplan Program''. Testing and development was completed in co-
operation with Dr. Steve Harsh of Michigan State University. Farm Business 
Farm Management Fieldrnen are testing this program in Illinois at the present 
time. Initial introduction was by taped touch-tone CAMPI demonstrations in 
early December meetings. 

Input forms for the telplan programs with a CAMPI cover have been repro-
duced and are available at the five locations. The input is by 12 button card 
dialing touch-tone telephone to Ann Arbor, Michigan terminal System. Output 
is instantaneous for initial program and adjust analyses runs. Program runs 
a re in the $5 to $10 cost bracket for telephone and computer charges. 

Initial coordination on the system use has been with Dr. Steve Harsh and 
Dr. Roy Black in cooperation with Michigan State University. The basic pro-
cedures on the use of the system are the same as Michigan State University. 

Training has been in two forms and the use of telplan via the CAMPI pro-
ject. The introduction of the system to the Illinois staff since September 1, 
197l~has been in the form of small group involvement and training sessions, 
three seminars and individual consultation. These sessions have been one to 
two hours in length for introduction purposes. 

The workshop session for the county and area staff introduction was eight 
hours in length. During the first two hours, we introduced the system and had 
the students run a simple program using the touch-tone telephone equipment. A 
notebook was supplied with general publications, users guides for programs and 
programs input and output forms. Eighteen out of the twenty-four attending 
indicated interest in the CAMPI Pilot Project. The interest increased when 
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Program 39 was run via tape recording to illustrate the use and interpre-
t ation of results. 

A demonstration was also presented to a group of county staff identified 
as specialized advisers in livestock in early November. Program 20, The Live-
stock Feeding Model, was presented with favorable results. The Animal Science 
Staff indicated interest in pursuing the swine least cost ration area. By and 
large, the three hour demonstration, using a tape recorded program for famili-
arization and an actual live demonstration, was helpful in introducing the 
CAMPI Pilot Project to this group. 

Training of specific locations has been on an individual basis. Later 
sessions will involve group techniques. 

Evaluation of the overall efforts are beginning to take form. However, 
i.t is early to report exact results at the introduction stage. Good inter-
action is occurring on the part of the Illinois staff. The field staff is 
enthusiastic at this stage of the introduction phase. 

Feedback from users will occur through specific evaluations at the time of 
program use. Individual farmer users will be asked to fill out an evaluation 
form at the time of program run and discussion. Evaluations will be surrnnarized 
and form the basis of whether the system use should be continued. 

Surrnnary 

Coordination of the various groups involved in this type of pilot project 
requires a considerable amount of staff resources. Telephone company coordi-
nation has been good but is requiring a considerable amount of time. 

In summary, there are a number of questions that should be answered: 

1. What educational role should the computer assisted management forward 
planning programs play? Should the role be one of counseling or 
group teaching approaches? 

2. How can the clientele be best prepared to use the various computer 
assisted management decision making tools via teleprocessing methods? 

3. How can we best determine the user reaction to the computer assisted 
management decision making tools? 

4. What are the criteria for making the decision of whether or not to 
continue and perpetuate a project like CAMPI? 

5. What clientele, within agriculture or agribusiness, should be 
encouraged to participate in the use and acceptance of tele-
processing approach? 
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THE USE OF OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS 
WITHOUT INCURRING DEVELOPMENT COSTS 

Charles W. Bigalow 
Extension Economist 
University of Vermont 

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to take part in this seminar. 
There i s at least a small measure of consolation in being able to see this 
n umber of people in one place at one time who evidently harbor the radical 
idea that computers can be practical tools for Extension agents and farm 
manager s . 

Harold asked me if I would devote some of this paper to the use of 
operat i onal programs without incurring development costs. Before talking 
about this specifically, I'd like to attempt to cover at least a few of the 
i t ems i n the "suggested points for all papers" list to inform you about our 
Vermont s ituation. 

At the University of Vermont we have the following: 

XEROX SIGMA 6--time share system--student use plus research 

IBM 370/145--primarily for administrative use 

IBM 1130--for student operation (mostly math and engineering student use) 

My intended audience i s Extension agents and area subject matter special-
i s t s which in Vermont are actually state level specialists in most cases. 

My i nvolvement with Extension computer use began about 7 or 8 years ago 
in working with our ELFAC farm record system. As time went by and technology 
kept improving in the areas of time sharing and remote computer use, it became 
quite evident that computers would be able to do much more than batch account-
ing work for farmers. Their potential as useful tools for farmers in business 
analysis, problem solving, information retrieval, and simulation was becoming 
apparent f r om work being done in some of the states represented at this seminar. 

At the same time, it was also becoming apparent that substantial costs 
could be expected if a state were to undertake the development of a compre-
hensive library of computerized Extension tools. And without a reasonably 
comprehensive program library, it would be difficult to justify the cost of 
placing terminals in Extension offices. 

Thus, it appeared to me that Vermont would not be able to afford the cost 
of developing Extension-oriented software on a scale necessary to support a 
system of remote terminals. Nor was it likely that such software would be 
developed as a natural by-product of the work of Extension specialists since 
very few of the staff have training in computer science. Yet paradoxically, 
the University already possessed enough computer hardware to handle applications 
of considerable size. 
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The .logical solution for Vermont seemed to be to rely upon other states 
to develop the software which then could hopefully be set up on our own computer 
wi t h perhaps minor modification to fit Vermont conditions. There seemed to be 
enough evidence of a willingness of other states to share their software 
d evelopments to make this seem like a feasible approach. 

For the past several years, this has been the approach we have taken in 
an effo rt to keep Vermont within sight of this new technology in Extension 
wor k . At the beginning, we had a problem more fundamental than that of 
obtaining software. This was the need to inform our Extension staff of the 
potential computers hold for Extension and to hopefully generate enough inter-
est so that some help and guidance would be realized from our own staff. 

I have conducted a number of "orientation" sessions with various staff 
groups in explaining what is going on in this area of Extension Computer use 
and on the potential uses. As with most subjects, you can only go so far 
talk i ng in the abstract. I quickly received requests for tangible evidence 
of this potential in Vermont. To meet this request, I have spent some time 
programming applications in business management and dairy nutrition in coopera-
tion with several state specialists. 

At present, I have not yet set up very many Extension oriented applica-
tions on our University computer. We have not gotten that far along. However, 
I have placed a ·fair number of other type applications from other states on 
our Vermont computer. From my trials and tribulations in trying to use other 
peoples programs, I have developed a few thoughts on the subject. At best, 
it ' s a mixed bag. 

It seems to me that the most important factor is whether or not there is 
adequate documentation accompanying the program. And in most cases, there is 
not. From the standpoint of trying to make the program more pertinent to your 
state's conditions, it helps a lot if there is a liberal amount of commentary 
within the program listing plus a full explanation of data formats, and program 
control cards. A listing that explains the variables and arrays used along 
with their program names is quite helpful plus an explanation of any system 
library functions or routines that the program uses. And, of course, if the 
program is accompanied by test data and expected output, the task is made 
easier. From the standpoint of program use, it is of great help to have an 
explanation of the program logic which includes some discussion of any theo-
ries, principles, and assumptions on which the program is based. 

This is all based on the assumption that the programs are written in a 
language that is commonly used such as Fortran. If one is unfamiliar with the 
language of the program in question, it certainly adds another dimension of 
difficulty to the task. I have had a reasonable amount of success in using 
other people's software at least enough to convince me that it is a feasible 
approach. 

Another way of using operational programs without incurring development 
costs is to tie in to an existing system. Since last August, I have been using 
the V.P.I. Computerized Management Network up in Vermont. A number of state 
specialists and several county agents have worked with the system. Although 
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we have not yet spent enough time with it to allow a comprehensive assessment, 
we have found it to be a well designed system and quite reliable. I feel it 
has every indication of being something that county agents will be able to 
utilize with ease. 

In fact, the CMN system looks so pr~mising that it may hasten the onset of 
a dilemma some states may face in the future. Why should I spend time and 
energy setting up software from other states on our University computer when 
with the dialing of a phone number, I can connect my terminal to an Extension 
oriented system such as CMN which contains an entire library of programs ready 
for use? However, this may cause the question to be raiqed by University 
administrators in the form of "why should we spend money to use some other 
computer when we have a large one sitting here on our own campus?" I'm sure 
this won't be a problem for a while yet, but when the volume of off-campus 
c omputer work of this type becomes sizable, as I'm sure it could for some 
states in the future, I expect the question will begin to be posed. 

There is a bigger problem facing those of us who advocate computer use in 
Extension work. We now have a product for which there is not very much present 
day demand. 

The computer is a precision analytical tool compared to yesterday's 
analytical methods. The trouble is, most farmers and many Extension workers 
are still using yesterday's analytical methods. And they are getting the job 
done with yesterday's methods. That is not to be denied. However, they don't 
come knocking on our doors seeking help from the computer. And, of course, 
we argue that they could get the job done better with the computer. 

It seems to me that the major technological aspects of Extension computer 
use have been solved. We know how to design Extension-oriented software and 
we know how to use remote terminals. We even have some working systems 
exclusively built for Extension field use. There will be many refinements 
made in these areas to be sure. But it appears that the technology is now in 
hand. The problem now is to upgrade the analytical capabilities of Extension 
workers so that they will be in a position to utilize the superior analytical 
powers of the computer. When this is done, the demand for what has already 
been created will be present. 

It is hard to escape the conclusion that in this case, the burden rests 
upon the shoulders of University Extension Specialists. If Extension field 
agents are to acquire higher level analytical skills, in the quantity necessary 
to justify the expense of computer time and remote terminals, then more Exten-
sion specialists will have to accept the computer as a reliable and powerful 
tool and include it as a vital ingredient in their educational efforts with 
field agents. 
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Approaches to Teleprocessing in 
Agricultural Economics at the University 

of Georgia 

Dr. Bill R. Miller, Associate Professor .of 
Agricultural Economics, University of Georgia 

As economists, many of us are excited about potential returns from the 
extension of the computer through teleprocessing. We are beginning to ~ee 
numerous options in designing and carrying out ordinary accounting, infor-
matton and decision-making aids. Given the' emerging variety of costs, and 
~hat we have already observed with respect to the variety of returns as they 
d eperLd on individual farmers, we are approaching a serious pricing problem 
for what I will call a unit of decision-making. In any significant economic 
activity, the pricing problem must be solved and thus we must be prepared to 
orient Extension use of teleprocessing to a commercial basis, pass the tech-
nology on to commercial firms or admit that what we are doing is not a sig-
nificant economic activity. 

I will describe in some detail how we have answered the question at the 
University of Georgia but first let me describe the general environment with-
in which we operate. We have at the present time IBM 360/65, 7094, 1401 and 
1130 hardware complemented by a CDC 6400. These form the core of a statewide 
computer network with terminals at approximately 20 outlying junior colleges 
and universities. On campus there are approximately 60 terminals of the IBM 
2741 type. The Department of Agricultural Economics has at its disposal an 
IBM 2741 that transmits and receives at 15 characters/sec and a UT 200 termi-
nal connected to the CDC 6400 with an effective speed of approximately 150 
cards or 150 lines per minute. 

We are presently using teleprocessing in egg price projections, teaching, 
farm management workshops and farm-record keeping. In the egg pric~ projec-
tion program, we use the terminal to provide rapid turn-around to the United 
Egg Company in a weekly regression analysis of data collected from a nation-
wide sample of egg marketing firms. In teaching, we find that simple farm 
management and marketing games have been a stimulant to both the teaching and 
learning process. In farm management workshops, we have used batch processing 
of linear programming models with minimum involvement of terminals. In farm-
record-keeping, we expect to use the UT 200 to shorten the real-time in which 
we process farm records. 

Let me describe in brief the farm-record program as it represents our 
most ambitious program to date and because it also represents the way in 
which we have approached the pricing problem of decision-making. 

The University of Georgia through the Agricultural Economics Department 
is currently engaged in a cooperative program with the Georgia Farm Bureau. 
The Georgia Farm Tax Accounting and Management system is a tax-oriented 
management information system designed to provide the individual farmer with 
tax management, financial accounting, and information for management de-
cisions. In recognition of the need to furnish a complete package of com-
puter processed accounts, the Georgia Farm Bureau furnished a grant in 1970 
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to develop basic computer programming required for the farmers. That system 
has now been completed using the Cobol language and is neari~g the end of 
the first year's operation. l! 

Georgia Farm Bureau furnishes field contact with farmers, central coding, 
key-punching, and editing of data in what might be called a typical mail-in 
program. Data is processed on an IBM 360 Model 65 computer at the University 
of Georgia at a cash cost to the Agricultural Economics Department of approx-
imately $4,000 per year or $20 per farmer. 

Costs to 210 Georgia farmers now on the system begin at $200 and range 
upward depending on the extent of consulting time. I cannot give you the 
upper range of these fees because of the private nature of the operation, but 
frankly I have been amazed. This fee schedule covers costs of the system at 
present and it is considered to be a profit-making venture by the Farm 
Bureau. Cost accounting does not include, however, personnel costs in the 
Agricultural Economics Department. The Department considers the system to be 
a source of data useful in other research and considers development of the 
system as a research project. 

The Georgia farmer's most immediate need is income tax reporting and 
establishing credit for loans. To facilitate these, th~ accounting system 
provides the farmer with needed balance sheets, depreciation schedules, 
profit and loss statements, net income analysis, and cash flow statements. 
By first building his reporting skills around these basic statements, the 
farmer can later easily expand his reports in a flexible system so that he 
can take full advantage of the management information programs and analysis 
that are currently under development. 

A profit and loss statement, depreciation schedule, and balance sheet 
are available at almost any time for the farmer's use. If, for example, a 
loan is desired and the balance sheet is required by the banker, then by 
providing ample notification to the system, the reports can be produced. 
Since the balance sheet is prepared in conjunction with the profit and loss 
statement and the depreciation schedule, all three statements are available 
at the same time. 

The initial step in the accounting system is to input the balance sheet 
accounts and their values. A beginning trial balance is prepared and re-
turned to the farmer for his records. Any errors in totals are corrected 
at this time. Once this initial step is completed, then the farmer will 

1/ - The leader in this prograrrnning effort has been Ken Couch, Senior Programmer, 
Agricultural Economics Department, University of Georgia. 
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receive financial reports on the frequency li$ted below. 

Table 1. Frequency Chart of Financial Reports 

Report Frequency 

Net income analysis annual 

Profit and Loss bi-monthly 

Depreciation bi-annual and upon request 

Ha lance Sheet bi-annual and upon request 

Cash Flow monthly 

Enterprise Analysis annual 

In order to achieve these outputs from the system, five source documents 
are utilized: (1) Current income sheet, (2) Current expense sheet, (3) 
Initial reporting sheets, (4) Labor reporting sheets, and (5) Capital trans-
action sheet. The preparation of each source document utilizes the following 
definitions and standard rules. 

The term vendor number is used to identify accounts receivable, notes 
receivable, notes payable, accounts payable, and employees. Each separate 
account or employee should be assigned a unique number that remains with the 
account or employee throughout the entire year. For later balance sheet 
purposes and efficiency of operations, the vendor numbers must be separated 
in blocks of numbers according to the rules in Table 2. Use of vendor 
numbers rather than names insures the confidential nature of these records 
as only the farmer has access to the log book in which the names and numbers 
will be recorded. 

Item 
Vendor Name 

Employee 
Accounts Receivable 
Notes Receivable 
Accounts Payable 
Notes Payable 

TABLE 2 

Section of Numbers 
Available for Use 

0001-0999 
1001-1999 
2001-2999 
3001-3999 
4001-4999 

Usage of vendor numbers should be recorded in the log book in a sequen-
tial manner. Example: Two new employees are hired and one is presently em-
ployed. Present employee has vendor number 0001 and the two new employees 
are assigned vendor numbers 0002 and 0003 respectively. The farmer could, if 
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desired, use vendor numbers as a ranking by seniority gJ...vl..ng the first of the 
two new employees seniority by virtue of having a lower vendor number . 

.l\.no ther example of vendor number use is for accounts receivable. The 
f3rmer presently has three accounts receivable, numbers 1001, 1002, and 
1003. He receives a ten dollar payment on the second account and, when 
recording the transaction on the monthly cash income sheet, he will code in 
vendor number 1002 to inform the program that the receipt was to that account. 
Similar coding must be accomplished for either notes receivable or payable 
and accounts payable. 

Lot numbers form another group of identif ing numbers that the farmer 
is responsible for. The lot numbers simply provide the farmer with means of 
separating and holding balances of similar items that may be in a common 
enterprise . Lot numbers differ from vendor numbers in that no groups of 
numbers are blocked off for special purposes. Lot numbers start at 001 and 
move upward. Different items may have the same lot numbers. For example: 
The farmer owns ten head of cattle that he has accounted for under cattle 
enterprise . He purchased fifteen more head of cattle. If the ten head of 
cattle presently held is lot number 001, then the newly purchased group is 
identified as lot number 002. Likewise, he may have a corn enterprise with 
upland corn as lot 001 and river bottom corn as lot 002. Again, the lot 
number is used to identify similar groups within the same enterprise. 

One code name, enterprise, is used only for management information 
analysis of transactions. The enterprise code is provided on a special code 
sheet and should be used to separate basic income producing activities of 
the farm . Examples of these activities are crops, livestock, equipment, and 
genera l farm. Also provided on the special code sheet are detail codes used 
to distinguish activities and accounts within enterprises. Examples of 
detail codes are feed, fertilizer, wages, roofing, and seed cleaning. 

Income and expenses are indicated by tax management codes which are 
divided into farm and family. Within these two divisions are several basic 
types of income and expense transactions such as current, long-term and 
credit. These codes are necessary to inform the computer that the trans-
action involves either income or expenses and furthermore what type of in-
come or expenses. The definitions of quantity, head, and amount provide the 
additional necessary information for tax accounting and management analysis. 
Amount is the dollar value of the transaction and the quantity is the number 
of units bought or sold. Quantities must be reported in the standardized 
units printed along side the detail code on the special code sheet. The 
term head is applicable only to livestock and should be left blank for other 
enterprises. 

You should recognize from these definitions that we are involved in a 
program that is very similar to the farm-record systems that you are already 
familar with. Perhaps the major difference is an organizational structure 
that does not include Extension personnel. Herein also lie some questions on 
which we hope to provide some answers. Can a computerized management and 
information system compete on its own merits as an economic enterprise in 
Georgia? Can management skills be developed within a system that begins 
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with the objective of tax management? 

With respect to costs, we have found that programs to process the 
accounting data have been relatively inexpensive to implement and that 
teleprocessing of the data does not appear to be a necessary ingredient. 
Apparently there are timely advantages for using teleprocessing as a manage-
ment aid and we are looking forward to testing these aids as economic enter-
prises within a market environment. 
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MANAGEMENT AND THE COMPUTER 

y or ces of Chan~ 

There are many forces on business in all countries today - some a con-
tinuati on of old problems, some new demands which have come into our economies. 

1. Most countries are facing a productivity Rap. Total labor costs, 
both dir e ct and indirect, are rising faster than output per man hour. For 
e xamp le , in the United States, from 1958 to l968 labor costs increased an 
average of 4.8 percent a year while productivity averaged only 2.5 percent per 
year . An increasin~ly high percentage of total labor costs are in what is 
r e f erred to as indirect labor rather than direct labor. Fortunately, the com-
pu t er i s of most value in this indirect labor area. 

2. Customers are demanding faster and faster deliveries, whether it be a 
p assenger traveling on an airline and impatient with any lack of service or an 
iudustrial customer who does not want to wait six weeks to receive delivery of 
a product. These customer demands are a major reason for required changes. 

3. Time compression is a fundamental characteristic of an industrialized 
e conomy. For example, in developments of the past 20 years alone, we have seen 
more technological change than in all recorded history. It took 112 years for 
photography to go from being discovered to a commercial product, 56 years for 
t he telephone , 35 years for the radio, 15 years for radar, 12 years for tele-
v ision. But it took only six years for the atom bomb to become an operational 
rea l ity , and f ive years for transistors to find their way from the labora tory 
to the market. 

4. The sheer size and complexity of our business is a major problem in 
itself. 

Plants have increased in both size and production. In 1947, a typical 
petroleum plant had a production of about 50,000 barrels a day. Today it's 
150,000. An ethylene plant has gone from 500 million pounds a year to one 
billion . Cold mill steel plant size has doubled, from one to two million tons 
a year , and power plants have jumped from an avera~e of 250 megawatts to over 
900. 

5. A major force is the need to conserve capital and reduce inventories, 
which usually constitute the area of greatest capital lockup. Not too long 
ago, a large appliance manufacturer made a study of the time on which actual 
work was being done on the product. It found that it was only about 2 percent 
of the total elapsed time from when an order was received until a product was 
shipped. This statistic alone points up the tremendous saving which can be 
achieved by speeding up material flow. 

6. Another force on everyone is increased international competition. 
With improved communication and air travel, it has become much easier to 
organize to approach off-shore markets. At the same time, companies which have 
very high develop~ent costs, such as airplanes, nuclear reactors and computers, 
have felt the strong need to expand the market base to support such developments. 
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7. There is an increasing customer demand for more and more variety in 
the product he buys. It is claimed that with all the options offered in an 
automobile, a manufacturer could make a million cars in a year, all different. 

8. The rapid pace of technology has exerted severe pressure on our 
e Jucational system to turn out men and women trained to handle these techno-
logies - not only for design but for distribution and servicing. 

9. The correct choice of a product on which to spend research and 
development money is getting more and more important and even critical to the 
continued well-being of an enterprise. So we see increased attention being 
given to market research, product planning and decision-making techniques. 

10. With the developQent of the new digital technology, the risk now 
exists that new companies using the new technology may threaten older estab-
1 i.shed firms. A good example is in the machine tool industry where some com-
puter companies are claiming that their approach using mini-computers is 
preferable to the numerical control approach now existing. 

11. It has been said by a well-known economist, Peter Drucker, that as 
a result of the many major developments of our time the historical measurements 
of economic productivity must be enlarged; that is, in addition to land, labor 
and capital should be added two other factors, namely time and innovation. It 
seems strange to add an intangible like time to a fundamental measurement of 
productivity, and yet I am sure we are all agreed that without a time measure-
ment there is really no measurement. If innovation stands alone as an impor-
t ant attribute and is not contained within the measurement of labor, then 
perhaps the educational content of labor should be added also. 

Automation and Computers 

What do we do to handle the forces of change? Even Machiavelli, over four 
hundred years ago, said: "There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, 
more perilous to conduct or more uncertain in its success than to take the lead 
in the introduction of a new order of things." The problem is that we must get 
acceptance of the necessity for change. We have the means and the technology 
in hand. The prime mover must be the manager. The means I refer to is con-
tained within the broad word "automation11

• Automation is really just the 
amplification of a man's capability through the use of capital logically 
applied. Automation started out to be, to a great extent, amplification of a 
man's muscles. The computer has given us a complete new tool which represents 
the amplification of his brain power, but it is still only a significant com-
ponent in the general area called automation. 

Everyone is agreed that the computer is a revolutionary development. It 
has been likened in its impact on society to be as important as the wheel or 
the printing press. It had its beginning in punched card mechanisms developed 
just prior to 1900 and made its next major step forward with the introduction 
of the first commercial computer in 1953. In that year, all data processing 
was essentially by punched card with IBM being then, as now, the industry 
leader. The last seventeen years have seen some startling developments and 
progress and will be reviewed briefly because these developments and growth do 
constitute both the opportunity and the challenge for business men. 
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This i s an industry in which exceptionally fine statistics are available. 
\vhether becaus e of the very high price of the first machines - measured in 
millions of dollars - or whether because of the glamour associated both with 
e arly appl :i.cations and potential, the fact remains that the technical press in 
particular has f ollowed very closely the competitive standings of companies in 
e qu ipment i nstalled, orders, and shipments. In addition, it seems that surveys 
of us e r s a r e constantly being made, so that growth rates in particular are well 
document ed. Projections for the future are also on a firmer foundation than 
fo r many other industries. 

The dollar volume of the industry for American companies only, in 1960, 
was just under one billion dollars (975 million). This year (1970) it is 
ex pe c t ed to be over twelve billion (12.225) and in four more years (1974) over 
24 b i llion (24.430). Most knowledgeable students of the business are agreed 
that within t hirty years, before the year 2000, it will be the world's 
l arges t business, exceeding both the automotive and the petroleum industries. 
I t wi ll continue for many years to be the fastest growing industry in the 
world. 

Wha t has been the reason f or this phenomenal growth? Two major factors, 
I believe. First, the tremendous potential value of the computer was 
recognized very early. Various segments of our industrial, commercial and 
milita r y organ i zations recognized its potential for their particular needs. 
Two of the earliest were its value in military work - for analysis of data, for 
weapon con trol and guidance and for logistics. Much of the advanced work done 
was as a resul t of military vision and funding. The scientific community was 
another of the first areas to recognize the potential - for elaborate and com-
p licated ca lculat ions in the i r various fields as nuclear, chemistry, physics, 
astro nomy and so on. More recently , the industrial community has recognized 
i t s po tent ial and is applying it on a very broad base. This is just another 
way of saying that part of the reason for the tremendous growth was because 
the need wa s al r eadv her e. Manv major problems were already with us because 
of our i ncr eas ingly complex society and the computer offered a means for 
help i ng so l ve them which had not existed before this time. 

The other major reason for growth lies in the technological developments 
of the last f ew years. It is not the purpose of this paper to analyze their 
impact in any depth but merely to establish some fundamentals of growth and 
n ome nc lature. The first computers used vacuum tubes - thousands of them -
with the r esult that the electrical power and space required were both high, 
and speed and reliability were low. Then came the invention of the transistor; 
the semi-conductor industry was born with its consequent major impact on the 
computer industry. Technological developments continued, each having its 
effect. 

Integrat ed circuits was perhaps the next greatest development, and now 
integrated circuits are characterized by terms such as SSI (meaning small scale 
integration) where perhaps twenty or thirty elements, all interconnected, are 
on a single chip; to LSI (large scale integration) where more than one hundred 
are on a chip. These various major technologies as used in computers have been 
called generations. The vacuum tube machine was called the first generation 
computer; the transistor, or solid state, the second generation; and the hybrid, 
or integrated circuit, the third generation. There are some who are beginning 
to talk of the fourth generation machines but most people are dropping this 
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t erminology because the gradations between systems or generations are getting 
f uzzy and there is no longer any clear delineation of one generation from 
another. 

With the application of these and other technologies, the speed of the 
c omput e r has increased tremendously. In the earliest days, the time required 
to do a calculation was measured in milliseconds, or thousands of a second. 
This was incr eased to microseconds or millionths of a second. Then came nano-
seconds or a thousandth of a microsecond. At this stage, a limitation showed 
up which certainly no one had ever foreseen, and that was the length of time 
it too~ electricity to travel down a wire. Even though the velocity is 
3 x 10.LO cent i meters per second, in a nanosecond electricity travels just one 
foot or 30 centimeters. And so integrated circuits, with their very small 
distances , e lim i nated or minimized this limitation. With the smaller circuits, 
not only did the computers become faster but, as you well recognize, their 
h eat generation and size both decreased significantly. Part of the require-
r~ ent for higher speed also required developments in other aspects of the com-
put er, the major one of which has been in memories. And so, in addition to 
the most common ferrite cores, work has been going on and systems are being 
offer ed using other technological approaches such as thin films, plated wire 
and s emi-conductors. From the point of view of the manager, these kinds of 
developments will continue but, subject to certain precautions, do not need to 
concern him very much. 

Over the last seventeen years there have been some other developments 
related largely to how the computer is being applied. One of these is the 
gradually increasing use of remote terminals to feed information to, and 
r ece ive data back from, a computer. Work done in one location with all inputs 
a nd outputs essentially at that location is referred to as batch processing. 
Work fed i n f rom a remote location is referred to as remote batch. But the 
u s e of the machine by many terminals simultaneously is called time-sharing and 
does constitute a new degree of flexibility. 

Until time-sharing was developed with the consequent increased emphasis 
on terminals, essentially the only way to use a computer was to own or lease 
one, or to physically take work to a service burP.au. Now more and more 
applications are being developed and used via time-sharing. It was as though 
befor e time-sharing a person had to use a taxi and had to wait his turn in line 
to obtain one. Time-sharing, with its instant access, was as though he now 
could use his own Fiat and travel with it whenever necessary. 

Unique Characteristics Of The Computer Business 

There have been several major new developments in the last twenty years, 
such as nuclear reactors, jet engines and fuel cells. The computer is signif-
icantly different from any other development in several respects. 

1. One is that computers are operated by sets of instructions called 
"software", or languages, and there has been and continues to be continuing 
development in this area. There are standard languages, such as those called 
FORTRAN, COBOL and ALGOL. Software development is not only expensive for both 
the vendor and the user but also takes a special kind of trained person. These 
trained people are not numerous and the need is increasing. According to a 
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survey compiled by Source EDP, Inc., a Chicago-based employment service agency, 
during 1970 some 11,000 computers will be delivered, raising the total in the 
U.S. by the end of the year to 80,000. Each computer will need at least one 
p ro f es s ional, and an average of three outstanding or para-professional posi-
t i.ons will exist for each professional, so that 40,000 new industry jobs will 
he created. 

2. In the earliest days of computers, they were not sold but rented or 
l eased with on-site maintenance being a part of the contract. More recently, 
due in part to both legal action and large user insistence, such as by the U.S. 
Federal Government, an increasing percentage of equipment has been purchased 
outright. There are pros and cons for lease versus purchase but the main point 
I want to make now is that this lease relationship, until recently at least, 
has been unique to this industry. 

3. The necessity for sophisticated maintenance is another distinguishing 
f eature of this industry. This cost varies, of course, with the complexity 
of the system but runs at about 5 percent of the selling price per year. That 
i s , on a system sold for $1,000,000 the maintenance cost might be $50,000. 
The same system might be leased for $20,000 to $25,000 per month, so that the 
maintenance which is included in this figure would be from 17 percent to 21 
percent of the rental price per month. 

Computer Technology And The Small 11anuf acturer 

Des pite the fact that the use of computers has hurt many companies, it 
still remains that no company can disre~ard this new potent force. As an 
e xample, the following paragraphs are taken from a Small Business Administra-
t i on brochure put out by the Federal Government in Washington, D.C. Many of 
the points made in these few paragraphs are covered in other parts of this 
paper, but the fact that the Government would put them into print, addressed 
directly to the small manufacturer, points up the overall potential importance 
and value of this technology. 

"The modern technology revolution is today in an extremely dynamic 
and creative state, both in its own development and in its profound effect 
upon our society. In industrial and commercial enterprises, computers and 
computer-oriented equipment are having an increasing role in the determi-
nation of their success or failure. Today, the small businessman who 
understands the effects of this revolution and develops an effectiveness 
using the elements of the available technology has a decided advantage 
over his competitors who do not avail themselves of this knowledge and 
understanding. 

"A number of previously successful small businesses in the record-
keeping and machine tool industries are being competitively attacked by 
both existing and new companies with data processing capabilities. In 
other fields, also, many new small companies, as a result of applying com-
puter technology, are replacing old established firms in the market place. 

"A short time ago, most small businesses were unable to buy computer 
products and services because the costs were prohibitive. Today, this is 
not the case. Computer and electronic calculator manufacturers of fer a 
range of products which should appeal to the price considerations of small 
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companies. Service bureau and timesharing costs have been significantly 
reduced so that many tasks such as payroll, accounting, filing, and 
recordkeeping functions are economically feasible. In addition, the 
applications of computer technology for analysis in areas of marketing, 
management systems, inventories, and research and development activities 
are ex tremely significant for small businesses. It is estimated that 
th~re are currently over 1,200 applications for automatic data processing. 
Only around 500, however, pertain to manufacturing and related research, 
development, and engineering (RDE). 

"One of the prime problems facing small business today is to deter-
mine the application of computers to the business and to select the com-
bination of products and services that of fer the best cost/performance 
ratio. These are difficult decisions, even for the sophisticated computer 
user. 

"The 'total systems' concept for computer information processing 
systems requires the integrated efforts of hardware and software designers 
and the systems analyst. Synthesizing these talents in establishing 
optimum systems arrays continually results in comprehensive developments 
in information and data handling. The computer and data handling technol-
ogies now touch, for all practical purposes, every aspect of life in the 
United States and in Europe, and is shortly to derive accumulative benefits 
for most of tli.e developing nations of the world." 

There are, quite naturally, many articles on computers and computer systems, 
both in the archival literature and also in the technical press. Because this is 
such a fast-moving business with new developments announced practically every 
day, as much significant information is found in the scientific or technical 
press as in text books. These articles are usually written by a user who has 
specific first-·hand knowledge with one or more systems, or by a manufacturer who 
usually knows best the capabilities and potential of his own equipment, and the 
weaknesses of his competitors. The articles which I feel have the highest value, 
however, are those written by reputable consulting firms based on surveys they 
have.made of customers' installations. Such papers carry the reputation and 
objectivity of the firm name, in addition, of course, to the specific author's. 
Let me quote from several such reports before we attack in some depth the 
relationship between manager and computer. 

The Management At Fault 

In 1963, a major management consulting firm made a study of twenty-seven 
companies. One conclusion of the study was the following: "The major problem 
in getting a payout from the computer is not technical but managerial and 
organizational." In no case was there unrell.abili ty of equipment because of 
nonpayout. 

In the same year (1963) Computer Research Corporation made a survey of 116 
of the Fortune 500 Companies plus 28 companies who consult in electronic data 
processing. One of their major conclusions was: "Without close managerial 
control, the potential benefit of EDP may be a long time in being realized." 
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Again, in April, 1969, the same consulting firm surveyed 36 companies in 
thirteen different industries, both U.S. and foreign countries. Their annual 
sales ranged from under 200 million to over 2 billion dollars. Again, a most 
significant statement from this paper is: "Many otherwise effective top manage-
ments are in trouble with their computer efforts hecause they have abdicated 
control to staff specialists. Only managers can manage the computer in the best 
interests of the business. The companies that take this lesson to heart today 
will be the computer profit leaders of tomorrow." 

What Management Must Do 

~The following constitute observations regarding the nature of the manage-
rial problem or the major points which management must consider: 

Managers Afraid 

1. Originally most managers were afraid of computers. They believed there 
was a great deal of mystique about them than an average person could not be 
expected to understand. They completely underestimated the importance of the 
computer system to the well-being of their company. They can understand the 
fundamentals. They can insist on a profit and loss analysis, as with any 
capital expenditure. 

Objectives For The Data Processing System 

2. Management must establish objectives for the use of its data proces-
sing equipment. These objectives must include priorities. 

What Information Is Needed 

3. Management must know what information it needs in order to run the 
business, and it must communicate these needs to the system planners. It must 
not be willing to take pages and pages of high speed printout in lieu of the 
data it has historically used with which to manage. These needs must be put 
into specific orders. 

Importance of Planning 

4. There must be serious planning for the use of a data processing system 
"No one would consider putting in an extensive automation line in the factory or 
in a steel mill without studying all the interrelationships and without involving 
engineers, manufacturing an<l cost people. Yet, in many cases, the responsi-
bility for putting in a data processing system has been relegated to systems 
specialists. Generally speaking, this planning has been most successful when 
it has had some of the following characteristics: 

(a) It has had a team approach. On this team, about half of the 
members should be knowledgeable about the business and the other half 
knowledgeable about data processing. If, by chance, in a company there 
exist people who are actually knowledgeable in both areas, then they are 
extremely valuable. 
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(b) All major functions of the business must be represented on the 
team. Th is means manufacturing, engineering, marketing and finance. 

(c) At every step in the planning there should be an evaluation of 
t he i nvestment required versus the savings to be achieved. 

One of the references at the end of this paper treats of the 
application of computers to automatic testing in which the author stated 
it certainly makes no sense to use a machine which costs a million dollars 
a year to save five hundred thousand dollars a year. When stated in such 
cold terms, everyone agrees. And yet too seldom is a cost effectiveness 
approach used, even with respect to comparing the proposed automated system 
to a straight manual system. 

(d) Definite times must be established for the accompl:Lshment of 
certain pieces of the work. A manager cannot accept the statement that 
progress cannot be measured until the whole job is done. This, in effect, 
would constitute a blank check on time and is completely untenable. 
However, in many, many cases the system specialists have stated that they 
were unable to measure progress against time. As soon as an employee 
says this, it should he time to get a new person in that position. 

(e) The least dangerous approach is to adopt a modular system in 
which one part of the operation is automated at a time. This is as com-
pared to one in which a completely integrated system is sought. It can be 
agreed in advance that the modular approach will be less efficient than 
the integrated approach but the risks, both in cost, timing, and perform-
ance are tremendously lessened. 

(f) The team must study the complete information flow of the enter-
prise. It must question every procedure with regard to handling informa-
tion. It is a deadly sin in this business merely to automate an existing 
system unless that system itself had recently been revised and updated. 

A former Controller and later Chairman of the Board of the 
General Electric Company, Gerald L. Phillippe, gave the following advice 
to operating components some fifteen years ago: "Establish in your opera-
tion a group of men representing all major functions and call them a 
Procedures Council. They must be committed to the proposition that com-
puters may be useful. Immediately, upon organizing this group, order a 
large computer; then study ' the system in depth. Establish new operating 
methods for handling the data and information flow and, when this is done, 
cancel the order for the computer. You will find that you will save at 
least fifty percent of what you had planned on for the whole system without 
even needing a computer." 

In effect, this says that in every company there grows up a 
number of procedures which have outlived their usefulness. The need which 
caused them has long since disappeared but the paperwork continues to flow 
in the old manner, and too seldom is the need for this paperwork challenged 
or the paperwork itself eliminated. It is almost the same as in politics 
where the legislators continue to generate new laws year after year but 
seldom purge old laws out of the system. 
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5. As maior operational plans are developed, in the same way that 
a t tention is paid to staffing any new operation, so must attention be paid to 
keeping the computer planning up-to-date. This means that the person in 
L: har ge of the data processing sys tern must be a full party to all rnaj or plans 
which are developed. 

The People Problem 

6. Why have computers caused so much disruption in so many organizations? 
Wi thout a clear appreciation an<l understanding that this is a real probability, 
managements may completely underestimate the magnitude of the task they face in 
applying computers to their systems. 

As noted earlier, the team which studies the possible application of 
a data processing system is empowered to study all relationships and methods of 
transmitting information. They usually find that a great deal of the problem 
exis ts at the interface between functions. 

For example: 

Engineering sends drawings to the factory. The problem is with 
regard to the adequacy or completeness of the drawings. 

- Marketing establishes necessary production levels to maintain their 
sales. The question is whether these production levels are 
realistic and whether the General Manager stands back of them and 
whether material should be ordered on marketing estimates. 

The planning team, accordingly, often suggests changes in operating procedures. 
Inevi tably this removes, or tries to rerriove, responsibilities and authorities 
from some managers and either gives them to others or breaks up the work to be 
done into new pieces. This preci~itates fights between functions because it 
threatens or even alters the historical relationships which had existed. In 
some cases, the new system requires new tasks to be performed; for example, new 
input data. These changes inevitably cause personnel problems. In some cases 
because of the fear of losing their jobs; in other cases the fear of losing 
status. In addition to the resulting suspicions and noncooperation which may 
be d e veloped at the lowest levels because of proposed changes, there also exists 
the potential power fight at the highest levels between, for example, Vice 
?residents who usually want to retain as much authority as they can. I know 
first hand of a half dozen or so major companies which developed major problems 
because of these internal fights precipitated by the proposed management inf0rma-
tion system. What this means, of course, is that the President, himself, must 
concern himself with the proposed new structure and must be in full sympathy 
with its logic. If he thoroughly believes in it, he can and should rationalize 
the new system with his first line of command. He should not, and must not, 
assume that there will be no problems at that level. These managers, in turn, 
must carry the logic down to the lower levels so that it is accepted throughout 
the organization before an attempt is made to implement it. 
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1~':_ri 11 ~ant Young People 

7. ~anagement must recognize the fact tbat there are some very brilliant 
y oung r eople who can effe~t:ively utilize a cbmputer for the> benefit· of the 
or ~ ani zation , not only because qf their analytical capabilities but ·because in 
some ca~~s they 1).av,e , a g~eat t dea~ of . in.tuitive insight. Some ·.say, for example, 
that systems programming is .~ore .. an art than a saience .. i , In any · case, · it is 
true that one brilliant pekson ~n this area is .0ften worth as ·many as fifty 
average p~ople. Man~gement m~s t ., rec0gi1ize 1 and give · adequa t!e tesponsibility 
and authority to these brilliant young people, ev.en itb10ugh 'by doing so it 
appe~rs to be offeqding qther parts of the org~nization. If ' they donrt do this, 
they w:lll lose them. Although they don'.t always have :·the financial .backing · 
to start new companies, they do go with consultin~ ~irmR so' that their sala~ .. 
ries are doubled overnight, and it would have been better to have kept them. 

Organization 

' 8. Because an integrated data processing system involva·s data·, froin, and 
measu::-ements of, every function, ~great deal of controver~y · hag. ' ar-isen on the 
organization . of thi$ operation. ,' In the earliest days~ · because clbmputers were 
used primarily for fi~1ancial data~ the Computer Center reported to 'the Chief 
Financial Officer or the Controlle~. ~ore and more as the coticept of an inte-
grated inf orma ti on sys tern is developed, . the reror t ·ing ~ has moved higher :. ·Harold 
Stieglitz, Organization Specialist at the National Industrial Conference Board, 
estimates that one out of five ml;lnag~ment , information systern r d[r·ectors now 
report not tq the Controller b~t to. a General Administrative· or other Executive 
who ranl~s. high~r in the company and, by , all. indications, this shift in responsi-
bility ~ill increase. 

tn ma~y ~ comp~nies tther~ , ~a now a Vice Pnesident r~porting directly to 
the fre'1side~(wD.o has respc;msibilit-y for 9-11 eomputer systems ·operations. Many 
believe, and I concur, .that ... C?ne o( th~. · greatest . reasons for nonsuccess in the 
applicat ion of computer systems is that they have reported at too low a level 
in the organization. ,• l • ! 

... J .. , •• I 1 J 

l" 

Importanqe of Small Step~ 
I 

l ! 
- J ' ) t:" • '" 

9. Ope, m~j qr misJ:ake i~ to tak.e too . big, a st-ep in this, area. One cannot 
go f ram no . sys tern t:o a very sophi.P t .ica.ted . sys tarri, or f rotn·' no sys tern · to a large 
system. .T11e same analogy exists in a Tfl~nufact.ll'ring organiza'tion. It cannot 
usually ~esign and bu1Ud a compJ.,ica ted piece'. .of au tnmated ' e.qtiipment unless its 
p er'sonnel have ear,lieri successfully designfed · segments of;. that eqniptnent or ' ' 
s imila~ modules.. ,. , _ , , , :- 1 

• I I 
I ii' 

Implementation ., ; . ' • l f • 

.1 ' ., I. j r J ' I 

J I , f ,~ l 
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1 • • • 

)o, Mp.nc?-gement must c:l;.ear ly assign res:pGmsibd.H ty for ··rhe itnpl:efuenta ti.on 
of a data pl;"ocessing or , comp~te~ system. :J.'he. p.lanning can be- done by a ' team 
but the implementation must be ass .igned speoifica·lly· and dirt!ctly to a ·per 'son. 
At this stage, the point has to be made that the President must give sufficient 
authority to the person who is assigned this resoonsibility and must stand back 
of him. 
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Pistrihution of Costs 

11. Many managers are unaware of how computer costs are distributed and 
clo not recognize the fixed and variable aspect of them. The fixed aspect is 
th2 -rental of physical equipment which is around 35 percent of the total system 
c ost. Another fixed cost is computer operations which amount to some 30 percent. 
Program mai.ntenance, which means keeping the working programs up-to-date and in 
a ccord with all changes in the system is another 15 percent. The final cost 
then is a variable or controllable cost which is the cost of developing new 
programs for the system, and this amounts to 20 percent. This adds up then to 
the fact that hardware taken by itself is only about one-third of the total, and 
tha t for every one hundred dollars spent on hardware companies spend nearly two 
hundred dollars on people and supplies. 

].!.'._l pac t of New Communication Technology 

12. Although mana~ement does not have to understand the intricacies of 
equipment performance, it must still stay abreast of major new trends in the 
field. One such trend is the growing importance of communications linked to 
computers. I mentioned earlier that time-sharing computers were a rapidly 
~rowing force. This approach may enable a company to utilize a large computer 
system simply by having one teletypewriter in its office, and various problems 
can be solved efficiently from this terminal. 

As companies get larger and have several branches, the economics of 
having one centralized computer tied by communication lines to the various 
outlying plants must be studied. This may lead to a privately-owned communica-
tion network which would involve fairly large capital investment. Alternatively , 
it may be concerned with government policy regarding the use of government-owned 
or government-controlled communication networks. If adequate government com-
mun ication resources are not available, it may be necessary for business men to 
point this out so that some planning is done to install them. 

A major new potential in this area is in the field of communication 
satellites; this may very well be of tremendous value to Italy as well as to a 
larger country such as the United States. In a brief filed with the Federal 
Communication Commission in the fall of 1969, the following data was presented: 
The charge for a three-page, 600-word message in 1968, between New York and Los 
Angeles , by telex, was $6. The day phone rate was $1.75. It was estimated in 
that filing that by 1975 a satellite message service could carry this same 600-
word message from subscriber terminal to subscriber terminal for 33 cents, and 
by 1980 for 14 cents - and the possibility of 10 cents by 1990. At this stage, 
you recognize we are talking about a 600-word message for the cost of one 
airmail stamp but with instantaneous transmission. Such projections would not 
have been made by the authors for public disclosure if they were not reasonably 
certain that such costs could be achieved. At this stage, you recognize that 
we are talking of communication costs one order of magnitude lower than present 
costs. It appears to be a universal law that when something changes by one 
order of magnitude then rather major developments follow. 
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Computer Serv i ces Companies 

13. Because of the complexity of computer systems, the difficulty in 
a ttracting competent personnel and in retraining them, some companies are now 
g iving contracts to outside firms who come in and operate the system under 
contracL. It is felt that the growth of this segment will be several times 
greate r t han that of computer manufacturing. 

Internal Prof it and Loss Operation 

14. Other companies are experimenting with setting up the computer 
operation as a profit center within its own plant. In this case, the Computer 
Center must justify on a cost effective basis any work it does for the various 
operations. This naturally involves many problems but is successfully being 
done in some places. 

The Automatic Factory 

15. All the tools are now at hand to develop the fully automatic factory 
about which so much has been written for so many years. That is, there are 
now available numerically controlled machine tools, work-station reporting 
terminals, automated material handling and overall scheduling and control 
possibilities by the computer. It remains for the Manager to realize the 
potential that now exists to put a discrete parts manufacturing operation onto 
a continuous flow basis. As you know, process computers have been successfully 
used for many years in continuous flow industries, such as petroleum, chemical, 
electrical power generation, steel mills and paper mills. There are few, if 
any, completely automatic manufacturing plants, where discrete parts are made 
in small lot sizes, with tremendous diversity of product. The availability of 
t he small computer, called the mini-computer, has again offered a new degree 
of freedom for this application. 

In the United States, for every dollar spent at the consumer level 
for manufactured goods, 69 cents is spent in manufacturing. Accordingly, the 
greatest savings can be achieved if manufacturing can be truly automated. The 
term used here is "CAM", meaning computer assisted manufacturing, and is of 
such tremendous importance because it represents recognition of the importance 
of automated material handling as well as automated information flow. To 
achieve efficiency and major savings in this area, however, demands the prior 
recognition and commitment by top 'rr{anagement to this end. Here again some 
fundamentals are essential: 

(a) There must be a commitment to systems engineering. It has 
become fashionable lately to scoff at the management information system 
(MIS) as something untenable or blue-sky thinking. If a manager does not 
believe that an integrated management system is possible and efficient 
and economical, it cannot under any circumstances be achieved. If he does 
believe it and puts into place the necessary systems engineering, it can 
be done. 

(b) Better educated personnel must be attracted to careers in manu-
facturing. Management has been too slow to recognize that manufacturing 
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not only can profit from college-trained men but must have college-trained 
men if these new advanced systems are to be implemented. 

(c) Management must either establish in-house training programs to 
give their higher level manufacturing people opportunities to advance 
t :1emselves or make provisions with nearby educational institutions to do 
so. Otherwise, as mentioned earlier about programmers, they may hire good 
men only to lose them immediately. 

Conclusion 

ln conclusion, a good computer system can be developed and profitable 
o peration assured providing management understands the fundamentals on which 
s uch operations are based. To recap these: 

Management must exert discipline with respect to procedures and timing 
at all levels of the organization. 

It must insist on a modular system rather than an integrated system. 

It must make sure that the system gets constant attention. 

It must see that all concerned members of the organization are educated 
on the importance and accuracy of the data inputs. 

A good system must be developed by people who are knowledgeable about 
the system. 

Big steps should be avoided. In addition to modularity, the system 
must be expandable upward. 

It is not necessary to be afraid of purchasing. Leasing was sold on 
the fear of obsolescence. 

Excessive centralization should be avoided. 

There can be criteria for measuring results on a profit and loss basis. 
As in any high investment, consideration should be given to running two 
or three shifts. 

When consultants are brought in, one's own people must work with them 
on a one for one basis or who will be responsible for the successful 
application of the system when the consultants leave? 

Development of software must go on constantly. 

The reporting must be at a high enough level. 

When the above are done, management should and will find that a good com-
puter-based information system will make their plants more efficient and more 
competitive and their own jobs should be more enjoyable. 
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I would like to close by ra1s1ng one concern regarding EDP systems and 
he r e I quote f rom John W. Gardner, former Secretary of Health, Education and 
We. 1 ." are , in the U. S. Government, and a very perceptive present day philosopher. 
rn his book , "Self Ren~wal", he says: 

" I t is· characteristic of the information processing system that it 
systematically filters out certain kinds of data so that these never reach 
the men who depend on the system. . . . . But what does the information 
p rocessing system filter out? It filters out all sensory impressions not 
r eadily expressed in words and numbers. It filters out emotion, feeling, 
sentiment, mood and almost all of the irrational nuances of human situa-
tions. It filters out those intuitive judgments that are just below the 
l eve l of consciousness. . . . . We suffer the consequences when we run 
head on into situations that cannot be understood except in terms of those 
e lement s that have been filtered out. The planngrs base their plans on the 
prediction that the people will react in one way and they react violently 
in quite another way." 

l•n1en al l i s said and done, the information processing system is a necessary 
a nd valuable system in our search for efficiency and productivity, but people 
are stil l, and always will be, the company's most valuable asset. There should 
n ever be any implication that a system can take the place of people or is of 
more value than people. 
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My comments today will fall into two general categories; first a brief 
review of the Oklahoma situation regarding terminals and programs designed for 
t hem, and secondly, a sunnnary of my views on the future of terminals in ex-
t ension. 

Okla . State Univ. provides an IBM 360 model 65 with CPS-PLl and BASIC as 
conversa t i onal programming languages and FORTRAN, COBOL, and PL-1 the languages 
in general use for batch processing. The conversational mode is convenient for 
progrannning but limited in storage capacity. Conversational programs are con-
venient to modify but somewhat more expensive in execution because of recompiling 
\vi t h each execution. We have a typewriter terminal in the department which is 
t aken to the field for demonstrations and workshops. We presently have no time-
table for installation of terminals in the field. A number of programs have been 
used on typewriter terminals. 

1. FEEDMIX is run as RJE with stored matrices for beef feedlot, beef range 
and dairy and swine. This is the program we have used in batch mode 
for several years and have shared with several other states. 

2. BUDGET GENERATOR is used to create, modify, and print crop budgets 
from files on disk with machinery costs computed from stored machinery 
complements. It is explained in OSU Progress Report P-656, Nov. 1971. 

3. MACHINE COST is available both in conversational and RJE mode. It is 
routinely used with machinery management shortcourses taught jointly 
by Area Farm Management Agents and Extension Engineers to print 20 
year schedules of the cost of ownership and operation in specific 
cases. 

4. BEEFCOST finds the gain, daily costs and breakeven prices for feedlots 
given feed specifications, unit costs and other variables. 

5. DEPT. INTRO is used to introduce potential students to the subject of 
agricultural economics and to our students from their home county. 

6. LOAN is adapted from John Schmidt's program originally written in 
Wisconsin's conversational language and converted to CPS. It finds 
one of the four variables of interest rate, principal, number of 
payments, and length of the loan. 

7. MALTHUS is Earl Fuller's program for extrapolating trends and is in 
conversational mode. 

8. A number of statistical routines are callable from the system library. 

Usage costs are reasonable with hook-up time at three cents per minute 
and CPU time at three cents per second. CPU time connnonly runs about one min-
ute per hour of hookup in the conversational mode, but this is highly variable 
depending on the amount of computing called for from the terminal. Once an RJE 
(Remote Job Entry) job has been processed we have the options of printing on 
the typewriter terminal, dumping output to the printer, erasing from the output 
file, or any combination. It is an adequate system for field use and I would 
expect any changes forthcoming to make it more convenient, or less expensive, 
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or bo t h. Access and turnaround are no problem with results available within 
seconds when less than 130 K of core are required. The remote system is on 
t he air from 9:00 a.m. to midnite. 

Funding f or purchase of field terminals, training of field staff, and 
deve lopment of a more complete system of programs are major problems. Their 
order of importance is a chicken-and-egg question; all three are necessary 
at the ~ame time to achieve anything worthwhile for the farmer. 

The opportunities for using remote terminals in extension are phenomenal. 
This tool could place most of the data and problem-solving techniques of the 
University at the extension agent's disposal at nearly any time and place he 
might need them. The evidence that it is technically possible is easily 
available t o anyone who will look for it. Arguments to the effect that it can-
not be done are simply not defensible. To itemize the opportunities would be 
to l i s t the dataand problem-solving algorithms available and to become avail-
ab l e . We have seen but a tiny fraction of the possible which has been selected 
for trial. Establishing priorities for program development is one of the real 
challenges we face. 

We are well aware of the difference between technical possibilities and 
economic feasibilities. Another of our challenges is to overcome the inability 
to place firm dollar values on the placement of data and problem solving capa-
city in the hands of extension field staff, and ultimately our public clientele. 
We must find ways to demonstrate economic feasibility before we will obtain the 
depth of administrative support needed. This is our one most crucial challenge 
t oday . All of the many other challenges are corollary. This is not to say 
that t hey do not present problems or that they are not worth studying now. But 
i n t he hierarchy of importance, this stands first. 

There has been support, else we would have no examples to discuss, but 
most of the funding to date has been on a pilot basis. There is no real 
commi ttment that I know of to terminals as a basic, integral pa~t of the 
extens i on system. 

So we must start with a clear definition of what will be required to establish 
a "User Oriented System". 

In the ex tension context a user-oriented system has the following 
characteristics: 

1. Designed for operation by all extension field personnel insofar as 
their subject matter responsibility is concerned. Such a system 
does not need to be so simple that every farmer can run the terminal 
anymore than the installation of typewriters in extension offices 
required that farmers or even extension agents have to be typists. 
But the terminals need to be in the field offices and there must be 
someone there who fully understands how to use them. 

2. Field staff training in the operation of terminals and programming 
in conversational mode. One of the best tools we have for instilling 
field staff confidence in programs and terminals is to help them 
understand the basic elements of programming and information pro-
cessing systems. 
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Only a minority of our present graduates understand the sy~tems 
on our campuses, so this will need to be a major undertaking in 
in- s ervice training for extension field staff. 

3 . Broad application across extension areas will be needed to gain 
suf Eicient support and to reach the potential cost-benefit ratio. 
Th is is a most difficult problem . for people in any one subject-
mat t er area to solve. But if extension field staff is our "user", 
the system must have appeal for agents in as many areas as we have 
extension assignments. One of two missing areas can be over-ruled 
but hopefully everyone could be in the benefited group. Here our 
challenge is find ways to work closely with as many specialists and 
faculty in as many subject matter areas as we can to encourage them 
to contribute to the system. How much time we can afford to spend 
helping others with problems considered their's is a judgment call~ 
but definitely part of the challenge. 

Administrative areas also should contribute to the appeal of an 
e xtension user-oriented system. The terminal could well be used to 
assist county and area offices with accounting and reporting chores. 
There is no good reason why a local extension administrator should 
not be able to find out through his terminal what proportion of his 
annual budget has been committed in any category he chooses. And 
the SEMIS program should be a natural for both administrators and 
individual staff members. Four-H staff has constant need for up-
dated enrollment status reports. With the convenience and real-
time delivery of terminals, the computerization of reporting could 
be much more useful and attractive than it has been to date. 
Further listing of possibilities in other subject-matter areas should 
not be necessary to confirm my major point that involvement over a 
broa d base in extension will not only be helpful and desirable but a 
necessary condition to the establi$hment of a system which can gain 
administrative support. 

4. Economy in development and maintenance of programs is the challenge 
we must deal with on a national basis, and therefore one of the most 
difficult. Numerous efforts have been made to acquire a vehicle for 
this purpose, but our track record is not good. The development of 
computer programs is an expensive proposition. It is plainly ri-
diculous to develop new programs for every problem in every state. 
We s imply cannot afford it. An extensive attempt to create a national 
consortium for the coordination of development and distribution of 
programs in 1967-68 sailed into the doldroms of state pride and lack 
of national support. Individu~l states have made some progress in the 
meantime, but the vehicle for transmission to other states has not 
been present. This is a need of the first magnitude, and we are not 
going to really exploit the potential of extension until it is satis-
fied. It will require leadership of the first order to achieve, given 
the autonomy we have in budgeting, but a way must be found to gain the 
benefits of a consortium arrangement, regardless of how it is done or 
what it is called. 
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1o support a nationally coordinated development of programs is not 
to argue for a singular national system. We are faced with differ-
ences between states in many respects and it would be foolish to pre-
tend that they were not there. The hardware is different, there are 
variations on the problems, and it would be unnecessarily difficult 
to establish and control a national databank for all purposes. But 
t here are probably not more than a half dozen materially different 
hardware systems, and most problems have no respect for state bounda-
ries but are really regional variations. 

I would encourage a rereading of your copy of "A Proposal to 
Facilitate the Application of Computer Science to Production and 
Management Problems in Agriculture, Revised September, 1968". The 
proposal considered the full field of computer science in agricultural 
extension implicitly including terminals, but three years has only 
served to broaden and intensify the needs. The half-million dollar 
budget estimated would only cost the states ten thousand dollars each 
and in my opinion would have been the besc investment which could have 
been made, and still would be. 

If such an investment could not be obtained cooperatively by the 
states, federal action should now be taken. Slow and uncorrelated 
development is still a justifiable investment only in the absence of 
a coordinated plan. 

5. Re-allocation of resources is a painful proposition in any organi-
zation. We know that the hardware for a user system will cost, and it 
is reasonable, in view of what can be accomplished with it. But in 
a state with 80 counties, it would amount to well over $100,000 per 
year. In the long run, it might save some publication and travel 
funds, but probably not. The ability to produce more information on 
a more timely basis would probably result in more rather than less 
publications, and the in-service training for field staff coupled with 
better material for meetings would probably result in more travel for 
staff. This leaves the alternatives for funding most difficult. (1) 
New funds from taxes or foundations are not likely, given the present 
environment. We are in a budget pinch which shows little promise of 
relaxing, and while other sources are willing to finance a pilot 
project here and there, they are not to be expected to sustain a major 
part of a routine portion of the extension program, which is precisely 
what terminals should be. (2) Fees for programs will likely support 
most of the operational costs where terminals are applied to indi-
vidual problems, and this is reasonable since this is one of the 
arguments for needing them in the first place. But it is not realistic 
to expect operations to pay the cost of the equipment when we have the 
tradition of free services to overcome. (3) Reduction in staff is a 
bitter pill. We are reluctant to recommend that substitution of capi-
tal for labor applies to our own industry. We, like others, prefer to 
increase output with more capital and more labor. We, like others, 
resist the idea of a little more output with more capital and less 
labor. 
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In the process of progress, there sometimes appears to be an 
occupational malaise of frustration and persecution, some real and 
mostly imaginary. People who dabble with new techniques believe 
themselves under seige from all directions. And I expect that we are 
not innnune. There is an establishment which appears cautious and 
conservative about moving too far and fast into untested methods. 
There is the anti-technocracy establishment who view anything con-
nected with machines and especially computers as part of an insidious 
plot to de-humanize humanity. And there are the omni-present gremlins 
slipping into progrannners works of beauty and transforming their re-
sults into comical ludicracies. 

To the cautious, we must quote the proverb about nothing ventured 
nothing gained. We would remind the naturalists of Henry Ward 
Beecher's quotation "A tool is but the extension of man's hand, and 
a machine is but a complex tool. And he that invents a machine augments 
tht:: power of a man and the well-being of mankind". And to my fellows 
I would quote Armand Jean Richelieu, "If you give me six lines written 
by the hand of the most honest of men, I will find something in them 
which will hang him", quickly followed by Lowell's warning, "The 
devil loves nothing better than the intolerance of reformers." 
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CHALLENGES AND OPR)RTUNITIES IN 

ESTABLISHING A USER-ORIENTED SYSTEM * 

John R. Schmidt 
University of Wisconsin 

My initia l expectation was that this paper would be devoted largely, if 
not exclusively , t o an account of our aims and accomplishments at the 
Univer si ty of Wis consin with respect to developing computerized decision aids. 
Clearly , the tit l e assigned to me goes well beyond a Wisconsin progress re-
port. It calls for more than a listing and description of the computer programs 
We have developed. If you can pardon the play on words, the assigrunent is too 
great a chal l enge and opportunity to reject. 

Nevertheles s , we shall begin with a capsulized version of "the Wisconsin 
s tor y" for several reasons. First, it is apparent that this conference pro-
vides a unique and highly desirable opportunity for compiling a current inven-
tory of the r ecent and innovative applied teleprocessing efforts throughout 
the country . We applaud the initiative demonstrated by VPI in making this 
state of the a rts inventory possible. It seems appropriate, therefore, that 
our modes t Wisconsin experience be included for inventory purposes. Second, 
and perhaps f ully as important, it should reveal both the author's biases and 
credentia l s for undertaking the more general discussion. 

Recognit i on of the tremendous potential to be gained from harnessing 
the computer fo r farm management applications is not a recent phenomenon at 
the University of Wisconsin. Our developmental history in computerized 
busines s analysis sunnnaries from account book records, mail-in electronic 
farm records, DHIA record processing, and automated fertilizer reconnnendations 
need not be deta iled here. By and large, however, they represent backward 
looking , accounting-type applications involving extensive data handling. They 
do not begin to use the full analytical, problem-solving capability of the 
computer . And s ince they were developed prior to time-sharing with remote 
tenninal acces s , they fail to capitalize on the interactive capability inherent 
in teleprocess i ng. 

The l a t ter technology means that "we're in a new ball game" with respect 
to potentia l computer usage in agriculture --- and most notably in farm mana-
gement ext ens ion. What some of us had referred to as "the little black box"---
a remote access device that individual farm operators could use for central 
computer solution of their own, unique management questions on an instan-
taneous, demand basis --- is now clearly realizable. 

I n a real sense it is correct to note that our initial efforts, at 
·Wisconsin and elsewhere, constituted bringing the farmer to the computer. The 
new ball game, on the other hand, involves bringing the computer to the 
farmer. The distinction is real --- not mere semantics. More will be said on 

*Presented at a national seminar on teleprocessing, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute, December 9, 1971 
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this later, for it introduces a new and enlarged set of opportunities and 
c ha Henges! 

The work at Wisconsin, which I shall report briefly, has taken essentially 
two rou t es in terms of hardware. One route, at the generous invitation of our 
Michigan State University colleagues, is the MTS touch-tone telephone network. 
The second route is the development of a set of teletype accessible appli-
r at 1 on programs through the University of Wisconsin central computing facility. 
While field demonstrations have been conducted for awareness purposes, neither 
route has progressed to the field implementation testing stage in Wisconsin. 

One should note that the distinction between these two routes relates pri-
marily to hardware rather than to basic fonn. In each case we have concen-
trated on the development of user-oriented, micro-type, single decision computer 
mode ls. This is the result of a conscious, initial decision with respect to 
direction, concurred in by our key production specialist colleagues in the 
C1:i1.lege . The decision was not made in a vacuum. Rather, it followed a compa-
r ative assessment of the differing approaches embodied in (1) the Michigan 
State touch-tone library and (2) the Purdue Top Farmer Program. Our essential 
rationale for this decision will be deferred to the more general review of 
opportunities and challenges. 

Following preliminary discussions held in the sunnner of 1970, Michigan 
State University invited us to participate in their touch-tone program de-
velopment. We were provided full access to the program library and invited 
to enter new application programs of our own. Also, joint (that is, inter-
state) program development activity was encouraged. The invitation was doubly 
at tractive in that the University of Minnesota was similarly involved. 

The Michigan touch-tone program library (Telplan) has been documented in 
an earlier paper. To sunnnarize, Wisconsin's participation in this system has 
res ul ted in the following program applications to date: 

a. Telplan 23 
b. Telplan 24 
c. Telplan 32 
d. Telplan 33 
e. Telplan 38 

Break-even daily milk flow 
Timing of market hog sales 
Amortized loan model 
Wet corn calculator 
Best silo size 

Dr. George Shook, Assistant Professor of Dairy Science at Wisconsin, developed 
the first and last programs listed above. I am responsible for the other 
three . 

Before describing these programs further, a few connnents would be ap-
propriate concerning our method of entering programs into the system. Telplan 
programs are written in Fortran IV and executed on the IBM 360 installation at 
the University of Michigan. Each application program is a subroutine and 
called by the master Telplan program developed by Dr. Harsh at Michigan State. 
Further, each application program utilizes "housekeeping subroutines" for data 
input and output; thus the CALL statements and associated arguments for the 
latter are included in the application subroutines. It follows that application 
program development is facilitated greatly by an understanding of these funda-
mental housekeeping subroutines. Dr. Shook and I found that, with modest 
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.For t ran experience, about two hours of tutoring from Dr. Harsh pennitted us 
to assume. full programming control over the application programs we entered. 
Telplan programs 23 and 24 were submitted during a visit to the Michigan 
State campus in September, 1970. Subsequent programs were submitted by simply 
mailing a list of the Fortran source statements to Dr. Harsh, together with 
example input-output parameters for testing. Dr. Harsh then has the program 
entered i nto the appropriate MTS file and compiled via teletype. Upon entry, 
the sourr.e program file is accessible to us in Madison by teletype as well. 

An alternative to writing our own Fortran programs would be to submit new 
applications in flow chart or general schematic fonn. This would mean relying 
on Michigan State personnel for programming and de-bugging; it would add sub-
stantially to their work load; it would reduce our first-hand programming 
control; and it would introduce unnecessary communication requirements. From 
the outset Dr. Shook and I have written, compiled and tested our programs with 
a local computer (printed output) prior to submission. In our view the entry 
procedure outlined here has been ideal. 

Let us return to the Wisconsin Telplan programs listed earlier. Dr. 
Shook developed Program 23 (Appendix 1) primarily as a means for gaining per-
sonal familiarity with the Telplan system. The key output value sought is the 
breakeven level of daily milk production to cover variable costs. This is a 
significant question under the rather specialized circumstance that a par-
ticular cow is slated for culling and the replacement animal is not yet 
available. Cow retention is profitable as long as the daily milk flow covers 
variable costs, ignoring any seasonality in cull cow prices, the subtleties 
of income tax management, and the impact on production base in a quota frame-
work. The program is a simple application of conventional partial budgeting. 
It has not been used in the field. 

Telplan program 24 (Appendix 2) provides a comparative cost-returns 
analysis on the timing of slaughter hog sales. It is addressed to the simple 
question, "Shall I sell hogs today, one, two or three weeks from now?" It 
draws on a stored set of rate of gain and feed conversion tables for hogs now 
weighing 180 lbs. or more, after specifying one of three alternative hog 
types. These. tables approximate growth curves which can be shifted upward or 
downward by the user if desired. Since only today's hog price can be known 
with certainty, the computation of future break-even prices is probably the 
most valuable aspect of the program. Again, possible refinements with respect 
to income tax management and the dynamics of lot replacement over time are not 
addressed directly. Though both programs 23 and 24 are fann-specific, they 
offer promise in an extension or classroom teaching setting. (The same comment 
would apply to Telplan programs in general.) Apart from the user-oriented 
adjustments in the growth curves, and innovative aspect of Telplan program 24 
relates to the provision for partial output requests. The latter can effect 
economies in telephone connect time. 

The amortized loan model (Telplan program 32; Appendix 3) is an 
adaptation of a somewhat more general Wisconsin teletype program devised by 

. the author. It is a multi-purpose program in that any one of the following 
amortized loan parameters can be solved for: 
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a. The size of the loan; 
b. The true annual interest rate; 
c. The length of the repayment period; or 
d . The size of each amortization payment. 

In light of this flexibility, the input-output form for Telplan 32 is nove'i in 
s evera l r espects. First, one and only one of the input values (lines 3-6) 
must be ent ered as zero. This approach is used to specify the unknown --- the 
prime output value to be computed. Second, the full output list of necessity 
contains a repetition of the key input parameters. The partial output request 
option is particularly effective in this setting, since it is rather pointless 
t o use output response time for repeating an input value. Note that the re-
payment period (input line 5) is specified as an integer involving either the 
to t a l number . of payments or the number of years. Input line 1 would be entered 
as 11 1211 with monthly payments. In contrast to some comparable programs else-
where (see the VPI Computerized Management.Network, for example), monthly 
r epayments are not assumed automatically; input line one can take any positive 
i ntege r value. Given a three-year loan with monthly payments, the length of 
loan can be specified as either 36 payments or 3 years (integer values). With 
30 payments, however, "30" would be entered in line Sa. rather "2.5" 
(fractional) years. Finally, we might note that it is easy to switch from one 
"problem type" to another via the "adjusted analysi~" technique inherent in 
all Telplan programs. 

Telplan program 33 (Appendix 4) is likewise an adaptation of a Wisconsin 
program developed initially for teletype implementation. Its purpose is to 
analyze the purchase (or sale) of wet ear or shelled corn in terms of U.S.#2 
dr y corn equivalent, taking into account the influence of moisture level plus 
shelling and/or drying conversion costs. The input-output form is hopefully 
str ai ghtforward. An exponential function relating shell-out percentage to 
mois t ure level is "hidden" in the program in the case of ear corn. The latter 
is a curvilinear regression equation developed from conversion tables published 
by s everal major seed corn companies. Apart from this, the program mechanics 
should be essentially selfevident. 

Telplan program 38 is undergoing substantial refinement at present. The 
documentation provided in Appendix 4, though comprehensive, will soon be 
obso l e t e in part at least. As described here, the program searches out the 
three "best" alternatives in terms of number and sizes of tower silos for a 
given dairy herd, taking existing silo facilities into account. The major 
refinement underway is enlargement of the program to encompass tower and trench 
silos for dairy and/or beef cattle. 

These five programs represent the extent of Wisconsin's contribution to 
the Michigan Telplan program to date. Dr. Shook of our Dairy Science Department 
has confined his efforts to touch-tone phone applications, while I have worked 
somewhat more extensively with teletype programs. 

My own work with teletype programs has involved a fair amount of experimen-
tation with two different computer configurations, three programming languages, 
and various format alternatives with respect to input entry. All of this work 
has been through the central computer facility on our campus. By way of review, 
work in this "new ball game area" did not begin at Wisconsin until August 1970. 
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Initially the only teletype accessible computer at the University of 
Wiscons in was a Burroughs 5500. Its Fortran compiler was inefficient, which 
made it preferable to use WIPL (Wisconsin interactive progrannning language) for 
our- tele type programs. As the name implies, WIPL was a local progrannning lan-
guage s pecif ic to the Wisconsin B-5500 computer. The past tense is appropriate, 
for our campus tenninated its B-5500 lease on July of this year. On April 1 
our Univac 1108 computer was opened to teletype access, with the announcement 
that the B-5500 would be phased out. Hence all of the Wisconsin teletype pro-
grams now operate on the Univac 1108. 

Al t hough no longer in the picture, a few words are in order concerning our 
B-5500 WIPL experience. WIPL has many similarities to BASIC in tenns of 
l anguage construct and mode of execution. An inefficiency, but also a distinct 
advantage for program building, is that a WIPL program is stored on disk in 
source statemen t form and re-compiled at each execution. The language is very 
easy to learn , requiring not more than an hour of manual familiarization for 
one wi th some Fortran background. In fact, excellent manual-type instructions 
are conta ined i n the compiler itself. One can enter the unnumbered statement 
'' Help" (with or without an infonnation retrieval qualifier) at any point that a 
question migh t arise. Only numbered statements are stored, but innnedi.ately ex-
ecu t able unnumbered statements can be entered without changing the stored 
program. The latter pennits one to operate WIPL as an extremely powerful desk 
ca lculator and/or check on the current value(s) of a variable or array from the 
l as t execution of a stored program. Coupled with this is the unusual capability 
t o execute any given segment of a stored program (involving sequential stored 
s t atements) by itself. In this case any unspecified variable parameters are 
au toma t ically "called for"; upon entry, execution proceeds to the end of the 
des ired program segment. Thus WIPL was designed for interactive use, in the 
ul t i mate sense of that word. Numbered statements can be entered in any order, 
with automatic sequencing, which makes program patching easy. Indeed, it is 
diffi cul t to imagine a more potent capability for program building, de-bugging, 
and cor rection. 

Obviously, the WIPL package requires a good bit of computer core space. 
I n our B-5500 environment only a portion of the CPU was available for WIPL 
program execution. Thus it was possible to encounter a program size constraint. 
This was not a problem for us with programs of the scope illustrated by the 
Wisconsin Telplan programs enumerated earlier. More comprehensive programs 
could have been handled, providing that the output did not contain more than 
(say) 100 f u ll lines of alphabetic text. Allowable size is a function of the 
core amoun t reserved for WIPL; it can be expanded or contracted. 

WIPL programs were written which duplicate and enlarge upon the functions 
of Telplan programs 24, 32 and 33, thereby allowing time and cost comparisons. 
We should recognize that the programs are not strictly comparable in that their 
capabilities differ somewhat. For example, the WIPL amortized loan model al-
lowed for printing of the repayment schedule. The teletype output for the wet 
corn calculator was much more extensive, in journalistic style with full text, 
providing such additional infonnation as the marginal impact of a one percent 
change in moisture content. In retrospect the latter output style is probably 
undesirable because of the added telephone connect time involved. 

Thus the safe answer to a query concerning relative time and cost require-
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ments wi.th the two systems is "It depends upon the program". Nevertheless 
sufficient comparisons were made to allow some generalization with reasonable 
assurance. 

We found that, with the 10 cps print speed of the Model 33 teletype, total 
telephone connect time (approximately ten minutes) was about the same between 
the two systems for comparable runs involving one or two adjusted analyses. 
The "adjusted analysis" capability of the Telplan system is highly desirable, 
in that sensitivity testing often has high priority. Hence we have .built this 
capability into our teletype programs. Were this not the case, the Telplan 
programs would have a clear connect time advantage. On the other hand, the 
connect time comparison is altered substantially with faster teletype equipment. 
Recently we acquired an Execuport 300 terminal; at 30 cps the connect time 
advantage switches to the teletype system. We have not experimented with either 
paper tape or magnetic tape input; these would appear to offer additional time 
savings in the teletype environment. 

With respect to computer charges, we found that the B-5500 WIPL programs 
ran at essentially the same cost as the MTS Telplan system for comparable 
programs at the time of testing. More recently Telplan improvements have re-
sulted in lower costs, perhaps by about 20 percent. These cost comparisons 
relate only to the variable program execution charges and averaged about $3.00; 
they do not include any allocation of overhead costs for file storage. The 
latter, of course, are a function of both the number (and form) of the programs 
stored and the accounting (rate) system used by the central computer instal-
lation. 

Upon switching to the Univac 1108, my first step was to convert the ini-
tial WIPL programs to the BASIC language. BASIC was reconunended by our computer 
center as the most appropriate language for interactive processing on the 
lJ .. ·1108. We soon learned that there are various versions of BASIC; the resident 
compiler had been developed by the University of Maryland; it differs somewhat 
f rom both Dartmouth BASIC and a more powerful version employed in the G-E time-
sharing network. 

The result of this language conversion was as follows. There was no real 
change in the telephone connect time for these programs. This could be 
expected, since both computers are fast enough to make these applications 
"1-0 bound". Parenthetically, my guess is that the same is not always true of 
the PDP-10 in the VPI system. The latter appears to yield relatively slow 
response on occasion. We were pleased to note, however, that the u-1108 
programs executed at about half the variable operating cost of the identical 
B-5500 WIPL programs. The reason(s) for this saving are not clear. My feeling 
is that it is due to the more favorable unit processing cost on the bigger and 
faster Univac 1108, rather than to any inherent language difference between 
BASIC and WIPL. Nevertheless, this conversion was a step in the right direction 
under our computer environment. 

Several additional programs were written in the BASIC language. The lan-
guage seems easier to learn than advanced Fortran for one without prior 
progranuning experience. Thus this is the language being used by one of my 
graduate students who is developing a series of programs to evaluate alternative 
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production contracts offered by vegetable canning crop processors. On the 
o t her hand, both the Maryland BASIC processor and a recent revision by Univac 
leave much to be desired as implemented presently in our computer center. 

Dissatisfaction with some aspects of BASIC led us to experiment further 
wi th these same programs in Univac Fortran V. Fortran Vis, I gather, unique 
to Univac. However, the language parallels closely IBM Fortran IV. Our 
Fortran V compiler has proven to be extremely efficient. As anticipated, the 
Fortran V programs resulted in no real connect time savings. The initial com-
pilation cost is relatively high, but they execute at roughly one-half the 
variable machine cost experienced with BASIC. Indeed, the cost advantage when 
considering an on-going service operation is too large to ignore. Apart from 
the vegetable contract programs mentioned earlier, all of the Wisconsin tele-
type programs have been converted to Fortran V. 

The Wisconsin teletype programs operable presently are listed by name 
codes as follows: 

1. HOGFIN (hog marketing model parallel to Telplan 24). 

2. JRSLOAN (Amortized loan model parallel to Telplan 32, with provision 
for optional full or partial amortization schedule listing). 

3. CORN (Wet corn calculator model parallel to Telplan 33). 

4. FPIG - a model to "tailor-make" an enterprise cost-returns budget for 
feeder pigs fed from 40 pounds to any inputted slaughter weight 
(drawing on stored standard input-output guides as desired), and 
(optionally) give break-even tables for purchase cost and/or sale 
pr i ce. 

5. MACHY - a generalized fann machinery cost model aimed at comparing 
retention of a present implement "as is" vs. retention with a major 
overhaul and trade-in for a new machine. 

6. COWVALUE - a model to estimate the value of a holstein cow, based on 
present age and most recent lactation record, by evaluating future 
production and discounting the net income stream to present value. 

7. BESTD - a model to detennine the "best" depreciation method by dis-
counting future income tax savings to present value under all allowable 
method alternatives, and (optionally) list the depreciation schedules. 

8. FINAN - a model to compute key financial analysis measures for the 
fann business (extensive input with an input fonn). 

9. BBLEND - an LP model for least-cost fertilizer bulk blending to either 
a specific grade or nutrient per acre specification, with optional 
shadow prices and cost ranges. 

In addition, the BASIC processor contracts programs (still under active 
development) are: 
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L SWEETC for sweet corn 

2 . PEA for canning peas 

3 . BEAN for snap beans 

These programs evaluate the many and varied "fine print clauses" of processor 
contracts as encountered in Wisconsin (a leading canning crop state). 

Also, I might mention several housekeeping type Fortran V routines. A 
program called "AG~'"AID.S" is used to provide an optional directory listing 
of the Fortran V decision models available, execute them on request, and allbw 
for easy transfer from one program to another. Several subroutines have been 
devised to yield input editing capability, check for format errors, specify 
input values that lie outside acceptable ranges, etc. The objective here is t o 
s i mpl ify entry to the computer and make it unnecessary for users to understand 
system control connnands. The AG~~AID.S construct also allows us to set up · 
alternative "short form" and "long form" input sequences. 

Fina lly , t hough not in the user-oriented micro decision model class, the 
author has developed a teletype version of the Purdue Dairy Management Game 
wr i t ten some years ago by Emerson Babb. This will never become a part of our 
dec i sion aids arsenal, and the extensive output suggests use only with a 30 cps 
(or faster) terminal. However, it permits innnediate turn-around for use in the 
f i eld at dairy marketing management training workshops. It is mentioned here 
t o i l lus trate t he potential for more comprehensive management game/simulator 
models for specialist supervised training sessions held away from the computer 
center. This is a way to utilize the faster, more costly terminals within the 
budgetary constraints that all of us must face for hardware. It suggests the 
crea tion of "specialist models" for specialized training applications not dis-
similar to the Purdue Top Farmer programs. In a sense it represents middle 
ground between bringing the farmer to the computer and bringing the computer to 
the farmer. 

Neither time nor space will plrmit a detailed exposition of the Wisconsin 
teletype programs enumerated here.-1Rather, we now turn to the more general 
consideration of challenges and opportunities in establishing a user-oriented 
system. Hopefully the account of our Wisconsin experience will help to place 
the discussion in perspective. 

Our t i tle, again, is "Challenges and Opportunities in Establishing a 
User-Oriented System." The phrase is filled with key words, and one approach 
would be to examine them in order. Instead, we begin by concentrating on what 
I take to be the most important --- the descriptive term "user-oriented". 

ll 
Perhaps this is just as well, in that none have benefited from extensive 
field testing. While several have undergone revision (particularly in the 
process of conversion to different languages), all are regarded as subject 
to improvement. This explains (rationalizes) our relative dearth of program 
documentation and our tendency to avoid printed input forms. The author 
of course stands ready to discuss any of these programs which may be of 
special interest. 
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I t would seem obvious that clear identification of the basic clientele 
group to be served is fundamental. The target group will (should) influence 
very su bstantially our choice of application programs to be included in the 
system, the ir design, and the mo~us operandi for delivery. 

Earlie r it was noted that we're in a new ball game --- bringing the com-
puter to the farmer. I shall take this objective for granted in the connnents 
which f ollow, recognizing that most will want to involve county extension 
pe r sonnel in the delivery operation. Thus the basic target is conceived as a 
pa ir of individuals --- the farmer and his agent --- working together on the 
fa rmer's unique, individual management decisions. User orientation becomes 
abs ol ute ly cr i tical in this setting. 

We would recognize that users other than the postulated farmer-agent team 
migh t be involved in a comprehensive system. For example, some programs may 
be of pr imary interest and value to specialists per se. Several months ago I 
vis i ted an agricultural engineer in a sister state who had done some connnen-
dable teleprocessing development work. When asked why these programs were 
written he responded, "Primarily for my own amusement and amazement!" Other 
programs rnay be of considerable value in a group instruction setting. Perhaps 
a gri-business men, such as a loan counselor or a procurement officer for a 
f e rtilizer blending operation, could benefit from access to the system. 
Obviously understanding on the part of the user is essential, whoever he might 
be. The requirements for guaranteeing adequate user understanding will vary 
somewhat with his identity. But my point is that we need to start with the 
prime clientele target clearly in mind --- we need to know who we're aiming at! 
For purposes of discussion, then, let us agree that the farmer-agent team is 
our key target. 

To be t ruly user-oriented, the system should possess a number of chara-
c t er i stics. Perhaps the first is ease of entry --- in several respects. 

We begin with the accessibility of the central computer, and various 
ques t i ons are pertinent. Are there sufficient entry lines to the computer to 
i nsure a high response probability on the first call? Is automatic sequencing 
t o the fi r st open line a part of the system? Are alternative line numbers 
provi ded for use in the event that the sequencing equipment is faulty? What 
is t he chance that the computer will respond with a "wait" message? What 
queuing priority is given to remote terminals in the system? How often is the 
central computer "down", and for how long? Are standard, pre-announced pre-
ventive maintenance schedules in effect? When down, does the response switch 
to an automatic answering service which indicates the probable re-start time? 
Does the decision aid system become inoperable during the time that new appli-
cation programs are being added? Does the time-sharing system have backup 
capability? 

All of these questions are relevant, for user disenchantment with the 
system is likely to mount in geometric progression as central computer accessi-
bility problems are encountered. Though the precise level is a matter of 
judgment, we should likely insist on a probability of .9 or higher that the 
computer will respond between 8:30 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. of any given weekday. 
Remember that the farmer must exert special effort, possibly involving consider-
able travel, in contacting his agent. Remember too that the accessibility 
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challenge exists, regardless of the kind of remote tenninal equipment employed. 

A second aspect of entry concerns the mechanics of "calling out" a par-
ticular program application. This procedure should be as simple and straight-
forwa rd as possible. As implied earlier, it should not require user knowledge 
of system (monitor) control commands. 

The Telplan touch-phone system is well designed in this regard, for the 
system controls are built in to the plastic dialer cards. It is quite easy to 
enter these cards in the proper order, with the program identifier entered as a 
two digi t code (from the heading of the input-output fonn) near the end of the 
entry sequence. This presumes, of course, that the touch-tone phone is 
equipped with an automatic card reader. Without such equipment, the entry 
procedur e is cumbersome, time-consuming, and highly susceptible to human error. 
Great user f rustration could be anticipated under the latter circumstances. 

I sus pec t that there is considerable variance in the entry procedures 
emp l oyed by the different teletype systems presented at this conference. Our 
VPI hos t s, for example, seem to share my view that user reliance on system 
~ontro ls should be minimized to the extent possible. The primary objective 
here is to minimize the potential for erroneous entry and associated error mes-
sages tha t are often unintelligible to the layman. This error message potential 
is magnif ied with both the number and complexity of the procedural steps 
involved . 

In l a rge measure the entry procedures are dictated by the central computer 
installation and its operating (monitor) system. But these procedures are 
subject to program design control in part at least; user ease of entry should 
be a maj or consideration in this regard. I do not view our Univac 1108 opera-
ting system (called "Exec-8") as optimal in tenns of entry. To illustrate, it 
may be i nstructive to lay out in parallel the steps involved for calling out an 
application program on the Wisconsin and VPI systems. In each case, we assume 
tha~ the user is certain of the precise application program code name. 

The Wisconsin sequence of events is shown in Figure 1. , and the VPI 
s equence in Figure 2. In each case automatic computer responses are underlined, 
user keyboard entries are given within parentheses, and the 11 &" symbol repre-
sen ts a carriage return. 

These two entry sequences accomplish essentially the same thing; each has 
its advantages and disadvantages. The Wisconsin sequence appears to be more 
s treamlined, involving fewer user steps and substantially less computer-
generated teletype printing. The latter adds considerably to the connect time 
(the long distance toll charge), and it is thus appropriate to consider its 
utility. For example, I suspect that the system messages following User Step 
5 in the VPI sequence are of very little value to the typical user; indeed 
they may often add nothing but confusion. Our VPI friends seem aware of this, 
in that they specify measures for cutting off this particular message sequence. 
But unfortunately this adds several user procedural steps (not shown in 
Figure 2.) to the entry process. On the other hand, the general and indivi-
dualized user messages following Step 7 in the VPI sequence may prove to be 
highly desirable. This illustrates a most commendable approach to user 
orientation. 
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FIGURE l. EXAMPLE ENTRY PROCEDURE - WISCONSIN SYSTEM 

User Step l. Place telephone call to the computer (whistle response) 

Use r St ep 2. (UWTTXX&) 
UNIVAC l 108 TIME SHARING EXEC VERS MACC 26.03.02 TTY UWTT16 

User Step 3. (@RUN JRS,0085,7721&) 
@RUN Y45429,0085,7721 
DATE: 120771 TIME: 100848 
PASSWORD PLEASE 

Use r Step 4. (------&) 
CONTINUE 

User Step 5. (@AG~':A ID. S&) 
THIS IS AN AGRICULTURAL AIDS PROGRAM 
TYPE PROGRAM NAME, TYPE HELP IF YOU NEED HELP 

User St ep 6. (JRSLOAN&) 

FIGURE 2. EXAMPLE ENTRY PROCEDURE - VPI SYSTEM 

Use r Step l. Place telephone call to the computer 
CONNECTED TO TELCOMP PDP-10 D 

User Step 2. (LOG&) 
JOB 10 TELCOMP lOD-4S72. l.7 12-7-71 

Use r Step 3. ID: (CMNTOR&) 

User Step 4 . PASSWORD: (------&) 

User Step 5. ACCT REF: (SCHMIDT&) 
System messages of variable length 

User Step 6. . (RUN DSK: CMNTOR&) 
THE COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT NETWORK 
JOB ACCOUNTING MONITOR 

User Step 7. ENTER PASSWORD? (------&) 
WELCOME TO THE COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT NETWORK 
VPI general and individualized user messages of variable length 

User Step 8. WHAT IS YOUR PROGRAM NAME? (MORTG&) 

User Step 9. CLIENTS NAME (10 CHARS OR LESS)? (SATAN&) 
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Both of the entry sequences illustrated here can be faulted for not con-
sistently "leading the user through" the entry procedure via computer-generated 
"prompting messages", although the VPI system appears to be somewhat better in 
this regard. It would seem apparent that we should avoid forcing the user to 
ponder or guess about his next entry step. Again, we should note that these 
entry procedures may be largely dictated by the central computer time-sharing 
system being used, and there is a natural reluctance to tamper with the system. 
On the other hand, we need not regard such system mechanics as sacrosanct. 
These seemingly trivial matters are related directly to ease of entry, and 
hence to the degree of user orientation. Parenthetically, I would postulate 
that we as subject matter specialists tend to view such matters differently 
than the typical "computer science type". A rather sophisticated user is 
assumed in the usual University time-sharing system. My plea, then, is that we 
regard entry mechanics as part of the design challenge in developing a user-
oriented system. 

A third aspect of entry concerns the inputting of data --- problem para-
meters, if you prefer --- after the specific application program has been called. 
The key challenge here is to ensure, to the extent possible, that the computer 
receives precisely the value that the user intended to send. To be sure, one 
can never guarantee that every user will enter all data perfectly; human error 
is inevitable. On the other hand, we can do a great deal by way of program 
design to guard against faulty input. Some refer to this as "idiot proofing". 
While the derogatory implication concerning the user is unfortunate, the 
objective is essential to user orientation. 

An obvious approach is to have the computer print (or speak) back all input 
parameters prior to processing, with a built-in opportunity for inserting 
corrections if errors are detected. This is the standard procedure in con-
nection with the Telplan touch-tone programs; the technique seems to provide 
adequate safeguards in this setting, although some users might feel that the 
voice read-back is too rapid. 

The input print-back feature is possible with teletype applications. My 
personal view is that this approach is insufficient by itself, and other tech-
niques may well be preferable. Let me illustrate the problem with an example. 

Suppose that the value of "X" is to be inputted in a Fortran teletype pro-
gram, and the value will be read according to either format 13 or F3.0. The 
user's value of "X" is two. Quite logically, he enters "2" followed by the 
''retur~ ' key. If accepted at all, the value will be read as 200 in either case. 
Printing back the 200 tells the user that something is wrong, but it certainly 
doesn't give him a clue as to how to correct it. Those familiar with Fortran 
will recognize that "002" would be the correct entry for 13, and "2." would be 
correct for F3.0; neither would likely occur to the typical user. The user 
would probably review his printed entry record, try one more time, conclude 
that the computer is wrong, and give up in disgust. Who could blame him? 

Depending upon the Fortran compiler involved, a possible outcome is for 
the computer to reject the entry postulated above, print an error message in 
technical terms, and switch control to the monitor system. The user would be 
hopelessly lost in this case as well. 
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Fortunately, advanced Fortran compilers offer the capability to guard 
against such problems. It would be inappropriate to embark on a detailed dis-
cussion of computer progrannning techniques here. However, we must stress the 
importance of utilizing such progrannning features as "free fonnat" and "reader 
checks" to avoid user entry problems. These features are incorporated in the 
Wisconsin AG*AID.S housekeeping subroutines mentioned earlier, together with 
an automatic check to ensure that every input parameter lies within its ap-
propriate validity range. This involves extra progrannning detail to be sure, 
but the extra effort is very much worthwhile. Our obligation is to emphasize 
user orientation and bend over backwards to avoid potential entry problems. 
My judgment is that every input parameter should be computer-checked at the 
ti.me of entry, maintaining internal program control, with heavy reliance on the 
convers;itional mode to keep the user "on track:'. 

As an aside, my experience suggests that hired progrannners often place 
undue emphasis on streamlining operations at the expense of user contingencies. 
Any specialist working with a programmer on application design needs to keep 
this firmly in mind. It explains in part why many of us prefer to write our 
own programs. Further, I can testify to the frustration potential when a 
hired progrannner leaves your employ. 

Each of us will depress the wrong teletype key on occasion and recognize 
it innnediately. For example, suppose that we enter the value "2000" when "200" 
was intended. Often we will note this kind of error prior to depressing the 
"return" key. Such user difficulties can be greatly alleviated by simply 
informing him of the "backspace" and "line delete" controls inherent in any 
respectable time-sharing system. Perhaps it would be well to remind the user 
of the se controls at the time of sign-on. 

Pursuing our example a bit further, suppose that the user realizes his 
error right after depressing the "return" key. What happens then? Is he stuck 
with it? Again, the answer depends on our foresight in program design. Per-
haps the faulty value will be screened out in the validity test suggested above. 
If so, fine --- but if not, what's needed is a progrannned pause for any input 
modifications. The pause would be preceded by a message such as, "Any final 
input changes?" , positioned at the end of the input sequence and prior to the 
computations stage. For all but the smallest application programs, this ap-
proach seems much better than forcing the user through a dry run of the complete 
program. Indeed, provision for selected input changes is highly desirable for 
"adjusted analysis" purposes anyway. 

The suggested "Any further input changes?" message illustrates my 
preference for the conversational mode. The question clearly calls for a Yes 
or No response. In terms of user orientation, the spelled response seems 
preferable to a zero-one code system. In either case, the follow-up logical 
branch should test for answers other than Yes or No (or their numeric code 
equivalents). That is, we need to screen for input error in this situation as 
well. 

My final connnents on data input relate to the fonn in which problem para-
meters are requested. Why, for example, should we insist on ".07" as the entry 
to reflect a seven percent interest rate? Most users would not think of the 
interest rate in decimal form. Why call for pounds when the user thinks in 
tons, or cwt. when the user thinks in pounds? Situations like this suggest that 
user orientation was not given adequate consideration. Of course it is 
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important to avoid ambiguity with respect to the unit of measurement. Returning 
to the interest rate case, it may be possible and desirable to read seven per-
cent as the intended value for any of the following entries: "7", "7.", or 
".07" . 

This leads to consideration of whether or not input forms should be uti-
li?-ed. It is a moot question in the case of touch-tone phone programs, for 
there is no viable alternative. This is a real question in the case of tele-
type programs, however. In part it is a matter of taste; there are definite 
pro's and con's to be weighed; and space dictates against a lengthy discussion 
here. Obviously, a program which relies exclusively on an input form is all 
but useless to the person who does not have the current form at hand. On the 
other hand, use of an input form can very much expedite the entry process and 
enhance user understanding of the application program. In general, input forms 
become more attractive as the number of input parameters increases. Often it 
may be desirable, and consistent with user orientation, to provide alternative 
"with" and "without" program versions. To me at least, the concept of "leading 
the user through" the application program process is somewhat less amenable to 
the use of input forms. Thus I tend to regard input forms as a kind of throw-
back to the batch processing mode, bringing the farmer to the computer, program 
application. In a number of decision instances, the next input value is based 
most appropriately on a calculated, intermediate output and/or a consideration 
involving information retrieval from the computer. These are perhaps the most 
stimulating and potentially useful application programs to be developed; they 
truly exploit the interactive capability of the computer in a remote access, 
time-sharing envirorunent. I will argue further that these applications repre-
sent those in which the teletype has the greatest comparative advantage vis-a-
vis the touch-tone phone, precisely because of the stereotyped input-output 
form inherent with the latter. The question of input forms is thus related to 
hardware. It does not follow that a form that is well suited to one kind of 
remote equipment will remain optimal with new equipment. This aspect of com-
puter technology is advancing rapidly, as all would recognize. We are likely 
to view the question differently when moving to faster print speeds or CRT 
devices. This brings up a related point, which we may tend to ignore. The 
matter of hardware technology and needed improvements should also be regarded 
as one of our challenges; we need not necessarily take it as a "given". In 
short, I pose the question of input forms as a significant challenge in the 
establishment of a user-oriented system, relating to program function and 
changing technology, and not merely to ease of entry. 

It should not be necessary to proclaim the obvious. Nevertheless, let us 
note that the key difference between our historical computer applications and 
"the new ball game" concerns our relationship with the user. With time-sharing, 
remote access applications there is no functional "middle man" between the user 
team and the computer, at the specialist staff or computer center level. In 
this setting we can never be sure who is calling the computer, when, and for 
what purpose --- at least not at that point in time. This creates a program 
design challenge that is different and far greater in magnitude. It explains 
our major stress on ease of entry and "idiot proofing" provisions. It means that 
new security measures must be introduced to keep unauthorized users off the 
system, and ensure functional reliability at all times. It means that far 
greater care must be exercised in "checking out" e.J.ch applications program prior 
to its inclusion in the system. And it means that different emphasis must be 
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placed on the advance training of users, so that they understand how the 
system operates and can properly utilize each applications program on their own. 
Finally, this creates the need to devise some kind of monitoring mechanism for 
bil ling and general analysis of system utilization. We need to know what ap-
plication programs are being used, how often, and by whom. The VPI entry 
sequence illustrated in Figure 2. appears to offer this capability. 

The general discussion to this point has concentrated heavily on the 
importance of ease of entry. This is by no means the only challenge we face in 
es tablishing a user-oriented system. Among the other challenges are (1) the 
obvious need for relevance in our application pro grams, (2) the need for economy 
in system utilization costs, (3) the need for a clear policy relative to user 
fees and general funding arrangements, (4) the need for policy concerning non-
cxtension users, (5) the need for qualified design personnel, (6) the need for 
an effective training program with county extension workers, including continu-
ing efforts as personnel shifts take place, (7) the need for coordination of 
development efforts between states, including consideration of national or 
multi-state network possibilities, (8) the need for keeping abreast of the rapid 
advances in computer technology, and (9) the need to maintain the system over 
time and adapt it to changing conditions. All of these considerations presume 
an affirmative answer to the fundamental question, "Is the land-grant college 
justified in establishing a user-oriented system?" 

A positive response to this basic question seems implicit in our very at-
tendance at this conference. I shall not delve into it at this late stage. 
However, we should take note of the fact that not everyone will greet our entry 
into the new ball game with enthusiasm. I suspect, for example, that a power-
ful agricultural consultants' lobby in California will likely delay if not 
forestall this kind of college activity in that state. Dobson and Matthes.!./ 
speak to the issue of firm specific work in an excellent recent AJAE article 
entitled "University-Agribusiness Cooperation: Current Problems and Prognosis". 
I cormnend this article to you, both for its relevance to the basic question 
r ai sed here and for the conceptual framework it poses regarding user fees. 

Among the various challenges listed earlier, that of adequate training for 
field personnel looms especially important in my mind. We have not taken our 
Wisconsin application programs to the field. Hence I am not in position to 
offer suggestions on the basis of first-hand experience. We will be installing 
six touch-tone telephone uni.ts in county extension offices shortly, however. 
Obviously, each agent will need to gain working familiarity with the hardware 
and entry procedures. This strikes me as relatively simple; I suspect that 
this aspect of the operation could be mastered in short order by any competent 
office secretary, in fact. But the more demanding training relates to teaching 
the agent the details of each applications program. Program documentation is 
important, of course, and the training process will be aided greatly by per-
ceptive program design. I doubt, though, that it will suffice to merely hand 
out or mail a program write-up to the agent. Rather, this strikes me as a 
"learning by doing" situation. The agent should never be at a loss to explain 
how any particular computer result was arrived at. The program author should 

l/ 
Dobson, W.D. and Matthes, Robert C., "University~Agribusiness Cooperation: 
Current Problems and Prognosis", American Journal of Agricultural Economics, 
November 1971, pp. 557-564 
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be in position to impart this kind of understanding most readily. Indeed, I 
will argue that program authors ought to be personally involved in the field 
delivery training effort. Further, transmission of this technical under-
standing will be reinforced greatly by the joint working through of one or more 
examples chosen by the agent. Understanding of a rather different order will 
also be important --- that is, how to best counsel with the fanner. Each agent 
Hi ll likely develop his own techniques in this regard. Initially they will 
rely on a combination of "extension savvy" and trial and error. Ultimately it 
would not surprise me to find that our six pilot agents are more effective than 
we in this aspect of the training; they have been selected with this possi-
bility in mind. 

Agent techniques for working with the fanner must necessarily vary, de-
pending upon the complexity of the program, whether or not an input fonn is 
utilized, and the amount of difficulty the typical user will face in arriving 
at the input parameters appropriate to his own situation. Valuable connect 
time will be wasted if the agent must interrupt the input sequence to confer 
about the next entry, and possibly go through some hand calculations. Re-
ferring to our earlier discussion, this seems to argue in favor of input fonns. 
On the other hand, the time lapse problem could be avoided in several other 
ways. The use of an example run prior to contacting the computer is one pos-
sible approach. Alternatively we might consider devising one or more 
"supplementary schedules" to parallel the more involved segments of a full-
blown input fonn. In this case, it would make sense to have the program author 
collaborate with one or more agents on schedule design. Or perhaps the problem 
can be best handled with a kind of "agents' check list" of items to be resolved 
prior to computer access. 

This demonstrates the stress we expect to place on agent training in our 
Wisconsin situation. Needless to say, at this stage of the game we would 
benefit greatly from the experience of other states in this regard. 

Time will not allow lengthydiscussion of all the other challenge areas 
enumerated previously. However, I think it essential that this seminar group 
give specific consideration to one of them. I have reference to the challenge 
--- and opportunity --- for interstate cooperation and coordination. Most of 
my remaining conrrnents will be addressed to this topic. 

Many will recall that early in 1966 FES appointed a National Coordinating 
Committee for Electronic Data Processing in Fann Management. I bring it to 
your attention, as one of the few in this audience who served on the committee, 
in the belief that the experience resulting therefrom is relevant to our 
present consideration. The committee grew out of a study done for FES by 
Dr. Warren Vincent of Michigan State University, aided by an advisory group in 
which I also participated. 

This National Coordinating Conrrnittee was quite an active group, and 
functioned throughout its established three-year life. In a sense the amount 
of conrrnittee activity was remarkable, in that no outside funding was provided 
and members attended meetings at the expense of their respective states. 

The group concluded at its first or second meeting that, with no clear 
decision authority, it could do precious little "coordinating" in and by 
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i tself. This led us to recommend, and repeatedly pursue, the appointment of an 
"EDP specialist" to the Federal Extension Service staff. Among the functions 
contemplated was a news-letter which would keep all of us abreast of current 
active developments in the various states. The specialist was viewed as a kind 
of "circuit rider" who would monitor activities in the agri-business sphere and 
the computer world, keep track of work underway in the colleges, suggest new 
areas t o be explored, and be on call for counseling with states as they under-
took various EDP activities. Our recommendation, which still has merit in my 
view, was not acted upon favorably. 

Subsequently the committee undertook a number of activites on its own 
initiative. They included the following: 

1. A national work at the University of Wisconsin addressed to data 
processing techniques in electronic farm record programs; 

2. A session, centering heavily on philosophy clarification and ex-
change, with agri-business leaders to consider public-private 
relationships and opportunities for cooperation; 

3. Compilation and FES publication of several inventory-type listings 
of college EDP programs throughout the nation, including hardware-
software details; 

4. A formal program and discussion session at the 1968 meeting of the 
American Agricultural Economics Association; 

5. A national workshop at Oklahoma State University on least-cost 
ration formulation programs; and 

6. Committee planning for a program at a meeting of the American 
Society of Agricultural Engineers. 

These were timely and significant activities, and the present seminar fits 
the mold. What are the prospects that it can continue? 

Those involved in the National Coordinating Committee will recall that its 
emphasis moved steadily toward the computer potential for forward planning 
applications with teleprocessing. The connnittee work culminated in a pro-
posal to establish a national consortium for the conduct of applied, develop-
mental research in this new ball game area. In what might be described as its 
dying gasp, the committee figured prominently in a USDA-sponsored national 
conference to air the consortium proposal, held in Washington late in 1969. 

As an author and enthusiastic proponent of the consortium proposal, I was 
firmly convinced of the need for an integrative, coordinated developmental 
effort for teleprocessing in farm management decision making. My hope and 
intent was that Wisconsin would become a charter participant in whatever co-
ordination effort might evolve, wherever that might be. Reflection on the 
subsequent Wisconsin activity reported here leaves me even more convinced of 
the merits of the consortium proposal. 

At this point in time, then, it would be well to ask, "What happened?" 
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An abrupt but essentially accurate answer from my vantage point is "Nothing!" 
Exposure of the consortium idea made it clear that the state's rights philo-
sophy was by no means confined to the South. A number of states, excluding 
Mi ssouri, could well lay claim to the "show me" slogan with respect to coordi-
nation efforts. With the VPI contract operation unveiled at this conference as 
a notable and laudable exception, the reluctance of FES to exert major ini-
tiative without clear and near unanimous pressure from the states became 
increasingly obvious. There was no incisive response signal at the national 
administrative level. What emerged, if anything, was the rather clouded view 
that farm management ~ ~ might lack sufficient breadth on which to base an 
undertaking of the scope envisaged. In this regard one suspects more concern 
about the lack of political support associated with farm management than with 
any shallowness of the subject matter field. Indeed, if administrative reaction 
to the consortium proposal was based on an objective examination of its merits 
and the potential for moving Extension forward, the fact has escaped this 
observer! 

In fairness, we should note that the matter of computer potential in 
agriculture is still being studied. We now have eight national committees 
instead of one --- a most dubious sign of progress. The strategy, to the ex-
tent one exists, seems to be that of enlarging the sphere of interest. At last 
report the eight committees saw their collective objective as the joint author-
ship of a book. I'm tempted to give the tongue-in-cheek reaction, "Hallelujah!" 
Putting it bluntly, more optimism is required than I can muster to predict much 
of consequence from this octagonal effort. 

Perhaps mine is but a lone voice crying in the wilderness. In that case, 
so be it! But are we not now at an appropriate point for taking another look 
at the matter of interstate cooperation and coordination, at least as regards 
the developmental effort if not a full-blown operating system? 

How much duplication of effort has been involved in the developments pre-
sented at this conference? To what extent could, and should, this duplication 
have been avoided? Writing prior to the fact, I suspect that the amount of 
duplication is substantial. It can be noted that duplication is not neces-
sarily bad; indeed, the agronomist thrives on plot replications. The analogy 
holds in our situation to a degree. The Wisconsin BESTD teletype program is a 
case in point. It is an adaptation of a Minnesota teletype program, which in 
turn had evolved from a Michigan State Telplan program. Thus BESTD can be 
termed a third generation program. With no self serving intended, I think it 
correct to note that each generation marks an improvement over its predecessor. 
Replication is useful in the program testing sense as well. Something is rot-
ten in Denmark if two programs which purport to solve the same problem yield 
differing results. But duplication ought not be carried to ridiculous ex-
tremes. It is both costly and pointless for everyone to re-invent the wheel. 

Some may protest that coordination implies the stifling of individual ini-
tiative. There could be an element of truth in this, and it is difficult to 
imagine anyone more jealous of the right to chart his own course than a full 
professor from the University· of Wisconsin. But let us recognize that forced 
cooperation is doomed to failure at the outset, and certainly not intended. My 
hope and expectation is that those working in the area will want to collaborate, 
recognizing the mutual advantages to be gained therefrom. 
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I could go on at some length in this vein, but let me cite just a few 
examples of what has happened and what could happen. I am all but certain that 
the year which Dr. Tinsley of Michigan State spent at VPI has proven to be 
beneficial to both states. The informal working relationship with Michigan 
State and Minnesota over the past 15 months has been of major value to us in 
Wisconsin. We simply could not have progressed to our present stage without it. 
Recently we were given access to the VPI Computerized Management Network; it 
will surely be of value to us, and hopefully of reciprocal value to them. This 
conference, in itself, is living testimony to the fact that all of us have a 
good deal to learn from each other. 

Looking to the future, we have gained enough experience to know that (a) 
long distance telephone charges can easily overshadow computer operating costs 
with teleprocessing, and (b) toll rates are about the same within state as be-
tween states. Can there be any doubt that we constitute more strength collect-
ively than individually whtn dealing with Mother Bell? The same holds true 
with respect to contacts with equipment manufacturers in regard to both terminal 
acquisition and needed design improvements. 

Would it not make excellent sense to undertake some joint planning with 
respect to the needed testing of new technology, now and into the future? It 
would seem to me that "the brains" for this are essentially in this audience. 
Having established a multiplicity of user-oriented operating systems, each may 
become rather frozen in its mold. That is, major testing might be incompatible 
with the user orientation so essential to an on-going operating system. A few 
days ago, for example, I received a product sheet from Digi-Log Systems, Inc. 
The new product name is "Telecomputer". It is a small unit, weighing 9 lbs., 
11 inches wide, 9-1/4 inches deep, and 4 inches high. Within these dimensions 
is an acoustical coupler plus a 51-key full teletype character and control set 
keyboard. How does it work? You simply connect a wire from the Telecomputer 
to the antennae leads of any standard TV set and --- presto --- you have a 
video terminal. It can be used on your desk or carried and used anywhere that 
a telephone, electrical outlet, and TV set are available. The quoted purchase 
price is $960. Now for the $64,000 question --- "Who is going to test this 
kind of equipment, recognizing the disruption to present systems that might well 
be involved?" 

In another sphere, how much sense does it make for all of us to be paying 
storage charges for essentially the same programs on our own computers? Who, 
if anyone, will take the lead in exploring the economy or dis-economy of an 
integ.rated operating system? I assume that the collective strength referred to 
earlier is applicable in relation to central computer installations, whether 
university or connnercial. Who will check out the alternatives, not only at 
present but as time marches on? Is there some useful middle ground between a 
full-blown, integrated operating system and our present status? 

Perhaps it is unfair to characterize the Extension Service as a dog wagged 
by fifty tails. It seems eminently fair, however, to ask what kind of leader-
ship and initiative we can anticipate. will ES be forced to say, "There they 
all go; I must hurry and catch up, for I am their leader!"? Maybe we are faced 
with the option of either "wagging harder" or exploring alternatives. In any 
case, we will have missed a major opportunity if we fail to think about our 
future, here and now. 
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The new ball game is filled with opportunity as well as challenge. Basic 
to the "bringing the computer to the farmer" concept is the recognition that we 
can meaningfully serve many more people in this way. As specialists, our in-
fluence for facilitating improved decision making will be expanded multifold 
with a comprehensive, user oriented computer system. No longer will we be 
limited to case examples or over-generalizations prompted by the computational 
bur dP.n involved. Moreover, our expertise (in the form of decision models) can 
be tapped by any user at any time. It is axiomatic that farmers face decisions 
constantly, not merely when we are available or having a training session 
scheduled. The latter figures prominently in our Wisconsin decision to concen-
trate on micro decision aid applications, rather than the more comprehensive 
models exemplified by the Purdue Top Farmer approach. 

Our approach is geared to placing a potent management tool directly in the 
hands of the user. It is the user who needs to control the tool (not vice 
versa) to work on the problems unique to his own circumstances. The user will 
be aided greatly by the problem formulation and analytical procedures implicit 
in a well designed applications program, to be sure. We would not want to dis-
count the contributions made in this way; clearly, the computer becomes much 
more than a calculator in this sense. But it is the ability of the farmer user 
to deal effectively with his own decision problems that gives the computerized 
management network idea its special appeal and untold potential. Indeed, I 
think it not unduly bold to proclaim thatthis development represents the hall-
mark of a new era in farm management extension. 

In conclusion, I would again congratulate our friends at VPI for hosting 
this conference. The number and variety of new, innovative teleprocessing 
applications unfolded here is impressive indeed. At the same time, I trust 
that all would agree that we have merely scratched the surface at this point. 
There are challenges aplenty, as this paper has demonstrated. But let us 
recognize that challenge represents opportunity for the bold in spirit. 
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lb. Fat t es l di f fr n .. n ti a 1, cents 

l.c. CosL of concentrat e rat· ion, S/cwt. 

2a. Cos t . 1f grass or . hay :>ilage, $/ton 

2b. Cost of low mo i.s turL' silage, $/ton 

·1a. Cost of hay, $/ton 

Jh. Cost o f corn s i la ~c , $/ton 

4a. Cost of pasture, $/co.Niday 

~b . Cost of gr ee n chop, $/cow/day 

4c . Labor and othtr nperating costs, 

Sa. 

Sb. 

Sc. 

6a. 

6b. 

. $ /cow/day 

Milk production, lb/day 

Fat test (from latt~s t DHI report) 

Amount of conCt.! ntrate fed, lb/day 

Amount of grass or hay silage fed, 
lb/day 

Amount of low moisture silage fed, 
lb/day . 

Ge. Amount of hay fod, lb/day 

6d. Amount of corn silage fed, lb/day 

OUTPUT 

1. Daily feed cost 

2. Daily return over cost of production 

3. Monthly return over cost of production 

/, 

F rJrrn (! 

lnput Value 

01 I 1 l l 

I I 

I 
. 02 1 I . -; 

03 1 1 

I 
04 1 1 1 

I I 
0.) 1 1 1 1 

__ 1 I 
--
06 l 1 l 1 1 

_/ 

Line 
~ Output Value 

01 

02 

03 

04 
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HOG FINISHING MODEL 
MSU Forward Planning Model No. 24 

by John R. Schmidt* 

JNPUT: Line No. 

Form 1 

1. Starting weight and hog type 01. __ _ ! _ _ 
la. Present pounds per hog,~--~--~----------~----~--~~'-~\/ : 
lb. Type code (l=Meat type; 2=Ave.; 3=Fat type} I 

') .... 

4. 
c 
..J• 

6. 

Feed prices at the farm 
2a. Corn price, $ per bushel~--------~·--------
2b. Soybean oil meal price,$ per cwt. 

Present snle price, $ per cwt. 

Expected sale price, $ per cwt., Week 

Expected sale price, $ per ci·1t., \veek 2 

Expected sale price, $per cwt~, Weck 3 

03., 

04. 

OS~ 

06. 

e: !$ .,,_<ii_ - t -r-:·- -
l_._1 __ ,_J j . --. . I 

--~ .. _. ' ' 
$--"--
$ __ (! __ 

$ __ • __ 

" ·(_ -·-- -
7. Non-feed costs per wec kv $ (optional) 07. $ • . $ 

7a. Costs per hog .... ---~--- .. ·--·-----------------=--~-.:~~--:-;-/ ·i_·- .. ~~ t 
7b. Costs for th2 tot.:d lot ________ ____ _ 

8. Numb'.3 r of hogs in the 1 ot 03 .. 

9. Adjustments in rate of gain and/or feed 
conversion (Optfonal---Enter zero to use 09. _. __ /_. __ 

"standard" taLics) ~_ ... 
1 

__ t ,' L _______ i 
9a. Today's lbs. gain per hog~--~--------------~~----__. 
9b. Today's lbs. feed per lb. of gain 

10. Partial output requests (optional) lo. 
lOa. Line no~ of 1st output line desired~~- I ! 
lOb. Line no. of 2nd output line desired.~~--------~~------~ : I 
lOc. Line no. of 3rd output line desired.~----~~~~----~--~~ 
lOd. Line no. of 4th output line desired 

OUTPUI: 
Li"£. Wee\< 
1. Weight per hog, lbs. 
2. Expected value per hog,$ 
3. Feed and ether cost per hog,$ ------
4. Change in profit per hog, $ 
5. Break-even price per cwt.,$ 
6. Total feed used by the lot,lbs~·-------
7. Average grade for the lot 

Results for hogs fed 
~ Weeks 

*Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Wisconsin. 

3 Weeks 
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AMORTIZED LOAN HODEL 
HSU Forward Planning Hodel No. 32 

by John R. Schmidt* 

Form 0 

l. Input line 01 !ill!§.!. be entered (positive, non-zero) for all analyses. 

2. If i nput I ine 02 is entered as zero, all 8 output lines will be generated. 

3. Of the remaining input 1 ines (03 thru 06), one and only one must be entered 
as zero; this then becomes the prime output value to be computed. 

INPUT 

1 • Number of payments each 

2. Partial output requests 
2a. Line no. of 1st 
2b. Line no. of 2nd 
2c. Line no. of 3rd 
2d. Line no. of 4th 
2e. Line no. of 5th 

3. $ Amount of the loan 

4. Percent annual interest 

of loan 

year 

(optional) 
output 1 i ne 
output 1 ine 
output 1 ine 
output 1 ine 
output 1 i ne 

rate 

or 

desired 
desired 
desired 
desired 
desired 

01. 

02. 

03. 

04. 

$_ - _,_ - -·- -

- -·- _% 
s. Length (en t e r e i t he r Sa. Sb.) 

Sa. Total no. of payments 
Sb. Number of years 

os. I _______ i:...:;:-:r_.- y 
6. $ Amount of each payment 

OUTPUT 
I. $Amount of the Loan 
2. % Effective annual interest rate 

3. Number of payments each year 

4. Total number of payments 

5. Years life of the loan 

6. $ Amount of each payment except the last 

]. $ Amount of the last payment 

8. $ Total interest over the 1 ife of the loan 

06. 

Line 
1 • 

2. 

3. 
4. 

s. 
6. 
]. 

8. 

.,·.-Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Wisconsin 

$ __ ,_ - -·- -

$ ____ _ 

______ °/, 

$ ____ _ 
$ ____ _ 
$ ____ _ 
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WET CORN BUYING GUIDE 
MSU Forwurd Plo11ning Model No. 33 

by John R. Schmidt ·;'; 

T1~i~ 11\l . h~1.:l ~issu11H.:s Lh.:.H you urc conte1nplating the purchase of corn by the ton, in 
.. _. i Li1L' r· t..' ... 1r L)r s lwl led forni, .::it kernel n1oisture levels above 15.5 percent. Based 
1 ' n t h c· ~ l' l 1 L' r 1 s d s k i n g p r i cc p e r ton o f we t co r n , t he mo i s t u re 1 c v e l , a n d you r 
s hL~ ! I i 1 1:1/d 1-y in~ conversion custs, this model computes the effl..:!ctive equivalent 
11riL.1.' yuu ~v , luld be puyin ~J per bushel of U.S. // 2 corn. Further, il computes the 
f.H iCL' you shou ld offer per ton of wet corn (in ear or shelled form) to cover your 
CtHWL~rsiun costs tJnd hit your specified target price per dry, shelled bushel. 

JNPUT: Line No. 
l. Ty~e of corn being con s idered for purchase (code) 0 l. 

(Eor corn = I Shel led corn 2) 

2. Percent moisture in the kernels 02. (Yu 

3. Your target price for U.S. H2 corn, $ per bu. 

4. Se l Jer 1 s ask ing price per ton of wet corn 

5. Your shel 1 ing cost, cents per wet bushel 

6. 

(The usual cost is 3 to 5¢ per bushel. Enter 
.::i she] ling cost figure, even though you may be 
considering the purchase of shel Jed corn.) 

Your drying cost, cents per wet bushel, for each 
full percentage point of moisture above 15.5. 
(The usual cost is about one cent per point with 
your own drying equipment. However, the usual 
buyer discount is 2 to 3¢ per point of moisture. 
Custom drying charges run I to l.5¢ per point, 
with many operators charging for a minimum of 10 
points.) 

OUTPUT: ----
Line 

l. Bushel yield of U.S. #2 shelled corn per ton of 

03. 

04. 

05. 

06. 

Result 

wet ear corn purchased ----------------------------- l. 

2. Bushel yield of U.S. #2 shelled corn per ton of 
wet shelled corn purchased------------------------- 2. 

3. At the seller's asking price per ton, and adjust-
ing for conversion costs, you would be paying 
this equivalent price per bushel of U.S. H2 shelled 
corn -----------------------------------------------

4. Buying ear corn at the stated moisture lev~l, 
you will cover conversion costs and hit your 
target price per dry bushel if you pay this 
price per ton --------------------------------------

5. Buying shelled corn at the stated moisture 
level, you wi 11 cover drying costs and hit 
your target price per dry bushel if you pay 
this price per ton -----------~---------------------

*Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Wisconsin 

3. 

4. 

5. 

$ - - -

$ - - -
¢ - -

¢ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
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DETE&:iilJE SILO SIZE 

A TELPLAN PkOGRAJ:1 

No.: 38 

Form: 0 

System: Touch-Tone 

Date: July 28, 1971 

Developed by: G. E. Shook, W. T. Howard, O. I. Berge, Departments of 
Dairy Science and Agricultural Engii1ecrir1g. University 
of Wisconsin, Madison. 

Objective: To determine the size of tower silos needed to meet storage 
requirements for dairy herds. 

Description: The program estimates the amount of storage required for 
corn or hay silage based on the size of the herd, composition of 
the ration, and the r1umber of days of storage needed. The storage 
capacity of existing silos is subtracted from the total requirement 
before additional silo capacity is computed. Up to three alternative 
silo sizes are suggested in the output and as many as four silos can 
be included in each alternative. The three lowest cost alternatives 
out of all possible sizes are selected for output. 

Based on the average daily consumption of silage, a maximum 
diameter of silos is suggested which will avoid spoilage problems. 

The program can also be used to consider different feeding 
programs to make best use of new or existing silos and provides 
information which could be useful in planning the forage growing 
program. Users are encouraged to consider the effect of different 
feeding programs on silo size and to explore the economics of total 
silage systems. 

Assumpti~11§.._pr Restrictions: The capacities assumed for various silo 
sizes are shown in Table 1. These values assume that dry matter 
capacity of a silo is the same for forages ranging from 50% to 70% 
moisture. The table also assumes that settled silage depth is 90% 
of filled depth which is 5 feet less than silo height to allow for 
the unloader. For example, a 65' silo is assumed to be filled to 
60' and settled depth is 54'. Under varying conditions of moisture, 
fineness of chop and rate of filling, these values may be larger or 
smaller than actually experienced. Dividing the table values by the 
dry matter content of the material ensiled will give actual tons of 
ensiled material. 
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The table of silo prices (Table 2) used by the program is 
representative of several manufacturers. !hese prices include 
construction costs, roof, chute, ladder, filling pipe, distributor, 
and unloader. 

The amount of forage dry matter consumed per cow per day depends 
on average weight of cows and amount of grain fed. Selected values 
are shown in Table 3. An allowance is made for normal wastage. 

The program can be used for feeding periods of 60 to 365 days. 
Under certain conditions of herd size, ration composition, and days 
of storage, the program may be unable to find a feasible solution. 
This can usually be circumvented by changing one or more of these 
factors. In general, the program should work satisfactoriJ.y for 
storage requirements of 50 to 1700 tons of dry matter. 

Special Instructions for Using Input Form: 

la. The number of cows may include the milking herd plus dry cows or 
only that part of the herd to be fed from a particular silo. 

lb. The average weight of mature cows in hundred pounds. 

2a. The number of animals 11 months of age to first calving to be fed 
from the silo under consideration. 

2b. The number of animals from 2 to 10 months of age. 

3a. Days of storage for corn silage or the maximum number of days from 
the end of one filling to the beginning of the subsequent filling. 
Approximately 350 days for year around feeding or 250 days for 
winter feeding only. 

3b. Days of storage for hay silage. Typical values would be 270 days 
for year around feeding or 90 days for summer feeding only. 

3c. Portion of the total ration dry matter from concentrates. Some 
guidelines for estimating this are given in the following table: 

Average Daily Milk Production (lbs) 

30 45 60 
Cow Grain (lbs/day) Grain (lbs/day) Grain (lbs/day) 
Size -2. 10 15 ...1.Q_ 15 20 15 20 25 
Lbs. % ,-- ,-- % v:- ~ v:- v:- ~ 
1000 20 35 50 30 45 60 43 57 70 
1200 15 30 40 25 40 50 35 48 60 
1400 12 25 35 22 33 45 30 40 50 
1600 10 20 30 20 30 40 27 35 45 
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4. Enter the percent of total ration dry matter from corn silage, 
hay silage, hay, and pasture plus green chop. These should be 
average values for the entire feeding period under consideration. 
Assume that 2 lbs of low moisture silage, 3 lbs of corn silage, 
ar1d 3 lbs of green chop or pasture are all equivalent to 1 lb of 
hay , These values plus Item Jc above should add to 100. 

Sa.. The number of silos to be built may be O, 1, 2, 3, or 4. If zero 
is entered, the program will use the minimum feasible number of 
silos. 

Sbq t<iaximum diameter of silo to be used may range from 12 to 30. This 
11alue will be observed only if it is less than the maximum allowable 
diameter computed by the program. A value of zero allowa the program 
to use sizes up to the maximum allowable diameter. 

Sc. Maximum height of silo to be used may vary from 40 to 80. A value 
of zero allows use of sizes up to 80 feet. This feature allows the 
user to specify a personal preference for size as well as give some 
control over the alternatives selected for output. 

6a. Enter l to compute storage for corn silage; 2 for hay silage, 3 for 
corn plus hay silage. Storage is usually computed for the two silages 
separately. 

6b. Price of silos available as a percentage of table values. Enter 000 
or 100 to use prices in Table 2. If silo prices run below those of 
Table 2, enter a value smaller than 100, or, if prices are higher than 
in the table, use a value larger than 100. 

6c. Number of existing silos may be O, 1, 2, 3, or 4. These may be real 
or imagined silos. Imagined silos can be entered to check the adequacy 
of particular silos the user has in mind. Real silos should not be 
entered unless their use is planned. 

7a-10a. Diameter of existing silos in feet. 

7b-10b . Height of existing silos in feet. 

Explanation of Output: 

1. Tons of dry matter storage needed for the herd for the number of days 
of storage required. ~iultiply by 3 to estimate actual tons of corn 
silage. 

2. Tons of dry matter storage needed for the herd. Multiply by 2 to 
estimate actual tons of low moisture silage or by 3 to estimate high 
moisture silage. 

3. Maximum allowable diameter of silos to prevent spoilage during feeding. 
A removal rate of at least 2 inches per day is assured at this diameter. 
The value will be smaller than necessary for feeding periods shorter 
th.an 175 days since the program only uses silos 40 feet high or higher. 
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Diameters of silos which will meet the storage requirement. Up to 
4 diameters will be given indicating the number of silos to be built. 
If a value of zero is returned, the storage requirement is met by 
existing silos or else no feasible solution could be reached. 

Heights of up to 4 silos which will meet storage needs. 

The amount of excess storage in tons of dry matter indicates how 
well the selected sizes meet the requirement. If this value is 
less than 5% of line 1 or line 2, the solution is quite adequate. 
If it is more than 10% of lines 1 or 2, the solution should not 
be considered adequate. This is an important figure to observe 
if the user meets storage needs entirely with real or imagined 
existing silos. A negative value indicates that existing silos 
plus the silos suggested have less than the needed capacity. 

Estimated cost is a "ball park" figure. Actual cost should be 
substituted if available. This figure is mare useful for con-
sidering various feeding programs or numbers of silos than for 
comparing the various alternatives within a given analysis. 

These lines give the same information as described for lines 4-7 
for two additional alternatives. Occasionally there are only one 
or two feasible solutions for a particular problem. 

Table 1. Actual and maximum assumed capacities of tower silos (tons of dry matter). 

Height Diameter 

40 Actual 
Naximum 

45 Actual 
Maximum 

SO Actual 
Haximum 

55 Actual 
Haximum 

60 Actual 
1"1aximwn 

65 Actual 
Maximum 

70 Actual 
Maximum 

75 Actual 
Maximum 

80 Actual 
Maximum 

12 
22 
24 
27 
29 
32 
34 

37 
40 

43 
45 

14 
30 
33 

37 
40 
44 
47 

51 
54 
58 
61 
66 
69 

16 18 
40 50 
43 55 
48 61 
52 65 
57 72 
61 77 
66 84 
70 89 
76 96 
80 101 
86 109 
90 114 
96 122 

101 127 
136 
141 

---

20 22 24 
62 75 90 
67 82 97 
75 91 108 
81 98 116 
89 108 128 
95 115 137 

104 125 149 
110 133 158 
119 144 171 
125 151 180 
134 163 193 
141 170 203 
151 182 217 
157 190 226 
167 203 241 
174 211 251 

26 
105 
114 

127 
136 
150 
160 
175 
185 
200 
211 
227 
238 
254 
266 
283 
294 

185 224 
192 232 

266 312 
276 324 

28 
122 
132 
148 
158 
175 
186 
203 
215 
232 
245 
263 
276 

295 
308 

328 
342 

30 

140 
152 
169 
182 
200 
213 
233 
246 
267 
281 
302 
317 
339 
354 
377 
392 

362 416 
376 432 
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!{!hJ~_;?.,. Average list pr i ces of tower silos equipped with unloader and accessories. 

'>:i:::.~ .. 1 Diameter 
....l2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 

40 3860 4340 4770 5260 5910 6750 7750 9220 10090 10950 
45 4160 4650 5180 5740 6410 7380 8420 9950 10840 11760 
50 4460 5020 5580 6170 6960 7940 9120 10680 11900 12720 
55 4730 5380 6030 6670 7540 8610 9860 11400 12800 13880 
60 5000 5700 6470 7130 8090 9290 10650 12280 13450 14780 
65 6040 6940 7620 8610 10110 11600 13210 14370 15740 
70 7450 8120 9250 10810 12520 14050 15260 16720 
75 8630 9890 11490 13380 14890 16100 173lf0 

30 10550 12160 14320 15730 17070 19030 

Table 3. Pounds of roughage dry matter required per cow per day. 

Average % of D.M. from Concentrates 
Weight ~ 20 30 40 50 

10 23.5 21.0 18.5 16.0 

12 28.2 25.2 22.2 19.2 

14 32,9 29.4 25.9 22.4 

16 37 . 6 33.6 29.6 25.6 
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1 
DETERi1INE SILO SIZE 

A TELPLAN PROGR.Ai1 

No.: 38 

Form: __ _.o,__ __ 

System: Touch-Tone 

r~a.me F---------------- Address ------------------------------

Phone Date ----------~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Problem: To determine size of silos needed to meet storage requirements. 

INPUT Line No. 

la. Number of cows 01 l ___ l 

lb. Average weight of cows-------------------/ 

2a. Number of yearlings (11 months to first calving) 
02 1 1 

2b. Number of calves (2 to 10 months old) 
_____ ! 

1 

1 

3a. Days of storage required for corn silage 03 1 1 1 

3b. Days of storage required for hay silage ----------------------/ ~ 
3c. Percent of ration dry matter from concentrates ---------------------

4a. Percent of ration dry matter from corn silage 04 1 l 1 

Percent of ration dry matter from hay silage ______________ /- ~ 
Percent of ration dry matter from hay -------------

1 

4b. 

l~c • 

4d. Percent of ration dry matter from pasture and green chop--------------· 

Sa. Number of silos to be built 05 1 1 1 
(O, 1, 2, 3, or 4) I 

Sb. Naximum diameter of silo to be used-----------
(00 = not specified or any value from 12 to 30) 

Sc. Haximum height of silo to be used--------------
(00 = not specified or any value from 40 to 00) 

1 

1 This program was developed by G. E. Shook, W. T. Howard, and O. I. Berge, 
University of Wisconsin, i".ladison. 

1 

1 
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6a . Comput e storage for: 1 = Corn Silage; 06 1 1 -- - 1 1 
2 a Hay Silage; 3 = Both I 6b. Price of silos available as percentage of 
t able values. 

6c . Number of existing silos (O, 1, 2, 3, or 4) 

7a . Diameter of existing silo 1 07 1 1 1 

7b. Hei ght of existing silo 1 I 
Ba. Diameter of existing silo 2 08 1 1 1 

8b. Height of existing silo 2 

9a . Diameter of existing silo 3 09 1 1 l -r 
9b. Height of existing silo 3 

lOa . Diameter of existing silo 4 10 1 1 1 -;-
lOb. Height of existing silo 4 
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OUTPUT Result No, 
Adjusted 
Analysis 

Storage required for corn silage 
(tons of DM) 

Storage r.equired for hay silage 
(tons of DM) 

Haximum allowable diameter of silos 

Al t ernative 1 

Diameters of silos to be built 

Heights of silos to be built 

Amount of excess storage 
(tons of DM) 

Estimated cost 

Alternative 2 

Diameters of silos to be built 

Heights of silos to be built 

Amount of excess storage 
(tons of DM) 

Estimated cost 

Al~~mative 3 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

Diameters of silos to be built 12 
f Heights of silos to be built 13 

Amount of excess storage (tons of DM) 14 

Estimated cost 15 

--------· --··----- ·· -- - - ·---
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